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Abstract

Biomedical studies of chronic diseases often involve the observations of multiple

failure times related to recurrent clinical events. Examples include, sequence of

epileptic seizures in neurology studies, repeated attacks of myocardial infarctions

in cardiovascular studies and multiple regional or metastatic recurrences in oncol-

ogy studies. It is usually plausible to assume that the multiple failure times on the

same individual are correlated (termed as intra-subject correlation). However, some-

times data from such event history studies are further characterised by multilevel

structure (due to subjects nested within clusters by, for example, multi-institutional

study design), cure fraction and a dependent censoring mechanism such as death.

To model the intra-subject correlation explicitly, frailty (random effect) models are

often considered. Nevertheless, in the presence of multilevel structure, cure fraction

and dependent censoring, inferences considered in frailty models can be invalid, as

they do not allow for the existence of these features. This thesis aims to consider

multilevel structure, cure fraction and dependent censoring within frailty models

and develop more general frailty-type models and inferential methodologies for es-

timation of model parameters and prediction of random effects.

In the first study of the thesis, a multilevel frailty model is proposed to provide re-

gression analysis of multilevel clustered recurrent event data from multi-institutional

(multi-centre) clinical trials. With the use of random effects with unobservable and

observable covariate design matrices, the proposed model extends the standard pro-

portional hazards Cox model to incorporate subject effect and institutional effects,
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the later which is separately specified as institutional baseline risk heterogeneity

and treatment-by-institution interaction. The attractive feature of the model is that

the inherent intra-subject correlation is modelled by a multivariate random effect

with a covariance structure driven by a first order autoregressive (AR(1)) process,

thus providing a more general multilevel survival model that allows the frailties at

subject-level to be time-varying. The model is formulated through the generalised

linear mixed model methodology, with estimation facilitated by maximum likelihood

and residual maximum likelihood techniques. Simulation studies are carried out to

evaluate the performance of the maximum likelihood and the residual maximum

likelihood estimators and to assess the impact of misspecifying random effects dis-

tribution on the proposed inference. Data sets from multi-institutionalised studies

of rhDNase and recurrent urinary tract infections (UTI) are analysed for illustration

of the model.

With the second study, the concept of cure fraction is considered in the presence

of uncured subjects who can experience the event of interest repeatedly over time.

Two new models are developed within the framework of mixture cure models, by

assuming a multivariate time-varying frailty with an AR(1) correlation structure for

each uncured patient and addressing multilevel recurrent event data accrued from

multi-institutional clinical trials, using extra random effect terms to adjust for main

institution effect and treatment-by-institution interaction. To solve the difficulties in

parameter estimation due to these highly complex correlation structures, an efficient

estimation procedure is developed via the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm

based on residual maximum likelihood through the generalised linear mixed model

methodology. Simulation studies are presented to validate the performances of the

models. Data sets from a colorectal cancer study and rhDNase multi-institutional

clinical trial are analysed to exemplify the proposed models. The results demon-

strate a large positive AR(1) correlation among frailties across successive gap times,

indicating a constant frailty may not be realistic in some situations. Comparisons
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of findings with existing frailty models are discussed.

Thirdly, recognising the possibility of cure fraction and death induced dependent

censoring mechanism in some data sets, a bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model

is proposed for recurrent event data. The latency part of the model consists of

two intensity functions for the hazard rates of recurrent events and death, wherein

a bivariate frailty is introduced by means of the generalised linear mixed model

methodology to adjust for dependent censoring. The model allows covariates and

frailties in both the incidence and the latency parts and it further accounts for

the possibility of cure after each recurrence. It includes the joint frailty model and

other related models as special cases. An EM-type algorithm is developed to provide

residual maximum likelihood estimation of model parameters. Through simulation

studies, the performance of the model is investigated under different magnitudes of

dependent censoring. The model is applied to data sets from two colorectal cancer

studies to illustrate its practical value.

In general, the simulation studies indicate that the proposed models provide

appropriate estimates with only small biases. Aspects of the real data applica-

tions demonstrate that the models provide results which are of practical importance

and easy to interpret and articulate in the clinical setting. Extension of the pro-

posed models to the context of interval-censored recurrent event data is discussed

extensively. Of specific interest is the consideration of cure fraction and multilevel

structure in the presence of interval-censored recurrent event data. An investigation

of the generalised linear mixed model methodology for estimation of semiparametric

accelerated failure time frailty model is emphasised. The development of multistate

frailty models for survival data from multimorbidity studies are also discussed.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1.1 Background and Objectives of the Thesis

In survival analysis, multivariate data encompass data on recurrent events; a kind of

failure time data which are commonly encountered in biomedical and epidemiologic

follow-up studies when the event of interests can occur to an individual patient more

than once, as a result providing realisation of event time in multiplicity possibly for

each subject under study. Examples from chronic disease studies include repeated

infections in chronic granulomatous disease (Fleming and Harrington, 1991), multi-

ple opportunistic infections in AIDS prophylaxis trial (Finkelstein et al., 1997) and

relapses of severe adverse events following chemotherapy in patients with chronic

lymphocytic leukaemia (Mahé and Chevret, 2001). Repeated occurrences of malaria

episodes (Xu et al., 2012) is an example that arise in infectious disease studies. The

series of events or their corresponding times which occurred to a subject are in-

trinsically correlated, so there exists an intra-subject correlation that characterises

the data. Therefore, the conventional independent univariate survival methods (e.g.

Cox regression model) will usually provide wrongful inferences because of the exis-

tence of the correlation structure.

Moreover, the observation of recurrent event times are subject to right censoring
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that arises when the recurrent event times within a subject cannot be completely

observed due to end of study, random loss to follow-up or the incidence of a terminal

event (e.g. death) that precludes subsequent recurrences (Zeng and Lin, 2009). It is

a standard assumption that the right censoring times are independent (or noninfor-

mative) of the recurrent event times. This assumption is reasonable if censoring is

caused by the end of the study or random loss to follow-up. Nevertheless, when the

evolution of the recurrent event process is terminated by death, dependent (or infor-

mative) censoring is sometimes suspected because the recurrent events can be prog-

nostic for death which induces their correlation. In a typical study in biomedicine,

the recurrent event times are subject to both independent and dependent censoring

(Ghosh and Lin, 2003). Ignoring dependent censoring can lead to biased estimates

in the recurrent event analysis (Chen et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). Therefore, the

statistical analysis should take this feature into consideration.

In many practical situations, data on recurrent events are collected from subjects

who appear in several clusters. A cluster can be a statistical unit consisting of a

number of subjects such as people from the same family, patients enrolled in a health

institution (e.g. hospital) to receive treatment in a multi-centre clinical trial or an-

imals from the same litter in litter mates experiments. An example is the rhDNase

clinical trial (Therneau and Hamilton, 1997; Cook and Lawless, 2007) in which cystic

fibrosis patients were randomized to treatment in different health institutions and

the occurrences of recurrent pulmonary exacerbations were recorded from patients

across the institutions. Data collection of this kind exhibit a multilevel clustering

structure due to the appearances of multiple failure times within patients and pa-

tients nested within health institutions. In such clinical studies, the participating

health institutions conform to a standard protocol with regards to the administra-

tion of treatment. However, it is inevitable that some inherent differences will still

exist among the institutions (e.g. differences in patient characteristics, physician

efficiency, etc.), so there is likely to be institutional variation (i.e. institution ef-
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fects) in the baseline risk and in treatment effects (i.e. treatment-by-institution

interaction). In modelling, this can lead to misleading inferences about the fixed

effect parameters due to spurious associations of subjects nested within a cluster

(Ng et al., 2004). Thus, in addition to intra-subject correlation the analysis should

consider institutional effects in order to allow for more valid statistical inference.

Moreover, sometimes a cure fraction is deemed to be present in the data because

some patients become immune/insusceptible to recurrence following a successful

treatment. For example, in radiation treatment for head and neck tumours, research

indicates that between 5 and 50% of patients develops local recurrence depending

on the size of the tumour (Taylor, 1995). The remaining proportion of patients may

have their tumour cells being killed by radiation and so they are not expected to

experience a recurrence. This can be taken as a possible cure, especially if they have

not developed recurrence 5 years after treatment, because it is extremely unlikely

that they will undergo any recurrences due of the kinetics of tumour growth (Taylor,

1995). Also, surgery is the primary form of treatment for colorectal cancer and it

results in a cure rate of approximately 50% for colon cancer and 45% for rectal

cancer (Yu, 2008). From the statistical point of view, the presence of cure fraction

is suggested by a Kaplan-Meier plot of the marginal survival distribution function,

which shows a long and stable plateau with heavy censoring at the right extreme. It

is valuable to adjust for cure fraction when such evidence exists, because the survival

function of the uncured patients would be overestimated when it is neglected in

estimation (Corbière et al., 2009).

Many generalisations of the Cox model have been suggested for recurrent event

data to adequately handle intra-subject correlation or to provide robust inferences

without explicitly modelling this correlation structure. Some well celebrated meth-

ods in the literature include the conditional models, e.g. the AG and the PWP

models (Andersen and Gill, 1982; Prentice et al., 1981), the marginal models (Wei

et al., 1989; Lee et al., 1992) and the frailty model (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991;
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McGilchrist, 1993; Yau and McGilchrist, 1998; Duchateau et al., 2003; Therneau

et al., 2003). Unlike the conditional and the marginal models, the frailty model can

model explicitly the intra-subject correlation through a random effect term that de-

notes an unobservable/unmeasurable patient-specific risk factor (called frailty) that

modifies the underlying hazard of the disease. Nonetheless, these existing regression

methods require the independent censoring assumption and may yield misleading

results when recurrent event times are dependently censored (Zeng and Lin, 2009).

Moreover, they do not allow for cure fraction and also neglect the dependence of

subjects at institutional level when there is a multilevel clustering structure. As

discussed above, neglecting these features can lead to incorrect inferences in the

regression analysis of recurrent event data.

By adopting two nested independent random effects in the proportional hazards

Cox model, Yau (2001) proposed a multilevel frailty model to handle intra-subject

correlation and institutional effects in multilevel clustered recurrent event data. Ha

and Lee (2005) provided a similar work but in the context of multilevel mixed linear

models. Mixture cure frailty model (Yu, 2008; Rondeau et al., 2011) has also been

suggested by including random effect in the latency part of the proportional hazards

cure model (Kuk and Chen, 1992) to adjust for intra-subject correlation among the

recurrent event times in the uncured patients. In these models, an independent

subject-specific random effect/frailty is assumed to be time constant for each pa-

tient. However, for some diseases, there may be an increase in the patient’s frailty,

especially after the first recurrent event (Manda and Meyer, 2005). That would be

the case, for example, when the occurrence of a disease episode induces a biological

weakening, such as impaired lung function due to the incidence of pulmonary exac-

erbations (Therneau and Hamilton, 1997) or damage to the heart muscle caused by

myocardial infarction (Metcalfe and Thompson, 2006; Simpson, 2013) that makes the

propensity to subsequent recurrence more likely. In such situations, a time-varying

frailty may be adequately practical. A multivariate random effect with an AR(1)
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correlation structure can be introduced at subject level to relax the constant frailty

assumption in order to allow for more general random effect survival models with

time-varying frailty. Moreover, as the multilevel frailty model due to Yau (2001)

and Ha and Lee (2005) only estimates institutional effects from institutional base-

line risk heterogeneity, extra random effects with covariate (e.g. treatment) design

matrices can be utilized to extend their work to adjust for treatment-by-institution

interaction in multilevel recurrent event data. Another concern is the necessity of

dependent censoring in the presence of recurrent events and cure fraction. For this

purpose, a bivariate frailty can be considered in the latency part of the mixture

cure model to facilitate joint modelling of recurrent event times and the informative

censoring time. Nevertheless, attempts to respond to these concerns increase the

complexity of the frailty model, thereby inducing methodological challenges in pa-

rameter estimation. Several statistical methods, including the marginal likelihood,

generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) methodology, expectation-maximisation

(EM) algorithm and the Bayesian approach have been proposed for estimation of

the standard frailty model. Literature reviews of these methods are considered in

Chapter 2 to provide elaboration. The objective of this thesis is to consider multi-

level structure, cure fraction and dependent censoring within the framework of frailty

models and develop more general frailty-type models with multivariate AR(1) ran-

dom patient effect, random covariate and bivariate random effect for the analysis of

recurrent event data. The GLMM methodology (McGilchrist, 1994; McGilchrist and

Yau, 1995) is investigated and considered for parameter estimation in line with this

objective. With the presence of cure fraction, the cure status is usually unknown

for censored observations, which in consequence complicates statistical estimation

with incomplete data problem. Therefore, the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977;

McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008; Ng, 2013) is considered to make maximisation tech-

niques feasible within the GLMM framework. Simulation experiments are considered

to validate the models proposed in this thesis. To illustrate the practical feasibil-
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ity of the models, four real data examples are analysed: (1) a multi-institutional

rhDNase study of recurrent pulmonary exacerbation, (2) recurrent UTI in elderly

women residing in aged-care institutions, (3) hospital readmission in colorectal can-

cer patients and (4) the incidence of new lesions and death in metastatic colorectal

cancer patients.

1.2 Layout of Thesis

The subsequent sections of this chapter give brief introduction of regression analysis

of univariate survival data, regression modelling of recurrent event data and an

overview of the GLMM methodology. With the univariate survival data regression

analysis, specific focus is given to the proportional hazards Cox model because it

forms the fundamental basis of the existing models considered in this thesis and

the new ones proposed herein. In the perspective of the regression methods for

recurrent event data, the conditional, marginal and frailty models are elaborated.

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we will compare results from these models with those from

the models proposed in this thesis. The remainder of the thesis is organised into

five chapters.

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature on relevant topics. Firstly, estima-

tion methods for the frailty model are considered to give an overview of the existing

work in this direction. Although the thesis focuses on models for recurrent clinical

event data, in some cases such clinical events are multifaceted, therefore methods

such as multistate models can be useful in such considerations. Multistate models

are reviewed. Literature review on the mixture survival models (e.g. mixture cure

model) and the comparable non-mixture cure model are also considered. The final

section of Chapter 2 outlines a review of the techniques for simulating survival data

in the proportional hazards Cox model.

Chapter 3 broadly deals with the development of a novel multilevel frailty model
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for recurrent event data with multilevel clustering structure. The model allows

intra-subject correlation to be modelled by an AR(1) covariance structure while the

dependence of subjects at institutional level (i.e. institutional effects) is modelled

by a diagonal covariance matrix with unobservable and observable random effects

covariate design matrices. The GLMM framework is used to formulate the model

and estimation through residual maximum likelihood (REML) and maximum likeli-

hood (ML) techniques are provided. These two estimation techniques are compared

through extensive simulation studies under distinct numerical settings. The effects

of censoring and misspecification of random effects distribution on the performance

of the model are investigated by the simulation studies. The rhDNase clinical trial

data and the UTI data are analysed for illustration.

In Chapter 4 cure fraction is considered in the presence of recurrent event data

and a new frailty mixture cure model taking on an AR(1) correlation structure

for the frailty of the proportion of uncured patients is proposed. By the use of a

multivariate random effect with an AR(1) covariance structure, the model allows

the frailties in the uncured patients to vary over time and it considers all observa-

tions in both the latency and the incidence part. Moreover, it allows the chance

of being cured after each recurrence. This model is extended to provide means of

analysing recurrent event data, which are characterised by cure fraction and multi-

level clustering structure, inclusively. The concept of unobservable random effects

and random effects with observed covariates are considered within the framework

of the proportional hazards mixture cure model to adjust for institutional baseline

risk heterogeneity and treatment-by-institution interaction in both the proportion

of the cured and the uncured patients. The resulting multilevel mixture cure frailty

model is an advanced mixture model extended from the multilevel model proposed

in Chapter 3. The EM algorithm is used through the GLMM framework to provide

REML estimation of regression and variance component parameters. The models

are evaluated by simulation studies. The effect of misspecification of the AR(1)
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correlation structure within the context of the proposed EM REML estimation is

investigated. Analyses of data from a colorectal cancer hospital readmission study

and a multi-institutional rhDNase clinical trial are provided to demonstrate the

practical importance of the models.

In Chapter 5, a bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model is proposed to accom-

modate dependent censoring and cure fraction in the presence of recurrent event

times. The model allows the latency part of the mixture cure model to be modelled

by two intensity functions for the instantaneous rate of recurrent failures and death

with their dependence modelled by a bivariate frailty term, while the mixing prob-

ability for cure fraction is modelled by the logistic regression model with random

effect. Estimation is developed through the EM algorithm which provides REML

estimates within the framework of the GLMM method. The model is evaluated

by simulation studies under varying scenarios of dependent censoring. Two data

examples from biomedical studies of colorectal cancer are analysed to illustrate the

usefulness of the model. Within the confines of the data analysis, the proposed

bivariate joint frailty cure model is compared to some comparable models, including

a standard frailty model and a joint frailty model for recurrent events and death.

Chapter 6 presents a general concluding remark that summarizes the findings

of the thesis and discusses potential research directions which can be considered in

future work. Recognition is given to interval-censored recurrent event data mod-

elling, extension of the semiparametric accelerated failure time model within the

GLMM framework and discussion on how multimorbidity/comorbidity research can

be integrated into survival analysis methods, specifically multistate modelling to ob-

tain more biological insight and inform the understanding of how certain prognostic

covariates influence the multiple phases of the disease process.
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1.3 Modelling Univariate Survival Data

1.3.1 PH Cox Regression and AFT model

This section introduces the basic concept of survival analysis. Two popular univari-

ate survival models were reviewed. For univariate survival data there is only one

failure or censoring observation per each subject. Let T ∗j be a non-negative random

variable denoting the survival time of interest and Cj the censoring time observed

on the jth subject, j = 1, ...,M , where M denotes the number of patients. Typi-

cally, we observe Tj = min(T ∗j , Cj). The indicator δj = 1 when Tj = T ∗j and zero

otherwise.

Denote by f(t), F (t) and S(t) the probability density function, the cumulative

distribution function and the survival function of T , respectively. The survival

function can be written as

S (t) = P (T ≥ t) = 1− F (t) . (1.1)

It denotes the probability of being event-free at time t, or more generally, the prob-

ability that the event of interest has not occurred by time t. An alternative charac-

terisation of T is given by the hazard function

h (t) = lim
∆t→0+

P (t ≤ T < t+ ∆t|t ≤ T )

∆t
(1.2)

which defines the instantaneous rate of occurrence of the event. The probability

density function, survival function and the hazard function are related by the formula

f(t) = h(t)S(t).

Given the covariate vector xj, the observed censored survival data can be writ-

ten as Oj = (tj, δj, xj), where tj is the realisation of Tj. Generally, the censoring

mechanism is assumed non-informative. That is, the censoring time is statistically

independent of the failure time given the observed covariates. The basic regres-
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sion framework for characterising the association between h(tj) and xj is the Cox

proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972, 1975). The hazard of individual j by the

proportional hazards model is

h(tj;xj) = h0(tj)g(xj, β), tj > 0 ∀j, (1.3)

where h0(tj) is the baseline hazard function; that is the value of h(tj;xj) when

xj = 0. The standard form of g(xj, β) is the exponential relative risk, given by

g(xj, β) = exp(xTj β). The function g(xj, β) may assume a general form, for example

the power family of transformations such as Box-Cox power family that includes the

exponential relative risk as a special case (Yau and McGilchrist, 1999; Lai and Yau,

2010).

The model can be specified in a semiparametric or a fully parametric form.

The parametric extension of the proportional hazards model is straightforward,

by assuming the commonly used failure time distributions such as the exponen-

tial, Weibull and the Gompertz for the baseline hazard function. Let φ denote a

parameter vector of a known failure time distribution. With the parametric spec-

ification, the likelihood contribution of the model for right-censored survival data

Oj = (tj, δj, xj) under the independent censoring assumption is

L (φ, β) = f (tj;xj, φ, β)δj S (tj;xj, φ, β)1−δj , (1.4)

where S (tj;xj, φ, β) = exp
{
−H0(t;φ) exp(xTj β)

}
and H0(t;φ) =

∫ t
0
h0(s)ds is the

cumulative baseline hazard function. Equation (1.4) can be expressed in terms of

hazard function

L (φ, β) = h (tj;xj, φ, β)δj exp

{
−
∫ tj

0

h (s;xj, φ, β) ds

}
. (1.5)

In the semiparametric form, the baseline hazard h0(.) is left unspecified and it is
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treated as a nuisance parameter that is eliminated from the underlying full likelihood

(1.5); details of the associated derivation can be found in Wienke (2010). The

resulting method for making inferences about the regression coefficient β is known

as the partial likelihood (Cox, 1975), given by

L(β) =
M∏
j=1

{
exp

(
xTj β

)∑
l∈Rj

exp (xTl β)

}δj

, (1.6)

where Rj is the risk set at tj, that is the set of individuals who have not experienced

the event by that time. Let β̂ be the value that maximises the partial likelihood (1.6).

Breslow (1972, 1974) suggested that the underlying cumulative hazard H0(t) =∫ t
0
h0(s)ds be estimated by

H0 (t) =
∑
Tj≤t

δj∑
l∈Rj

exp
(
xTj β

) . (1.7)

Johansen (1983) demonstrated that the Breslow procedure for obtaining the joint

estimates of β and H0(t) is a profile likelihood. An important assumption of the

proportional hazards model is that the failure times are mutually independent. How-

ever, for multivariate survival data (e.g. recurrent event data), this assumption is

not valid because of the existence of within-cluster/intra-subject association. With

the presence of random effect in the Cox model, the within-cluster association has

been studied extensively (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991; McGilchrist, 1993; Yau

and McGilchrist, 1998; Klein, 1992; Yau and Ng, 2001).

A well-known alternative to the Cox proportional hazards model (1.3) is the ac-

celerated failure time model (Wei, 1992). It regresses the logarithm of the censored

survival time over the covariates, in the form

log tj = xTj β + ej, (1.8)

where ej, j = 1, ...,M are independent and identically distributed random errors
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whose common distribution function F is completely unspecified in semi-parametric

modelling (Buckley and James, 1979; Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002). In the para-

metric form, the distribution of ej can be modelled by the usual lifetime distribu-

tions, such as the exponential, Weibull, log-normal, gamma or log-logistic (Orbe

et al., 2002). An intercept is not involved in β because it cannot be well estimated

due to the presence of censoring in the survival data (Wei, 1992). The acceler-

ated failure time model (1.8) has a hazard form representation analogous to that of

the proportional hazards model (1.3); see Orbe et al. (2002). The random errors

ej = (e1, ..., eM)T are independent of each other, but for multivariate failure time

data, their components (within-cluster/intra-subject errors) are generally not (Pan,

2001).

1.4 Modelling Recurrent Event Data

1.4.1 Time Scales

The formulation of an appropriate time scale is the fundamental step in the sequence

of steps leading to the analysis of recurrent event data. Frequently used, is the gap

time approach, that measures the length of time between successive events, taking

time from zero after each event. The first gap time is the time from the beginning

of follow-up (e.g. start of randomization) to the occurrence of the first event. For

an individual j experiencing a recurrent event at time points tj1, tj2, · · · the gap

time scale is (0, tj1, δj1), (0, tj2 − tj1, δj2), · · · where δjk is an indicator of the kth

event on the jth subject, which takes on values 0 and 1 for censored and uncensored

events, respectively. Figure 1.1 presents a hypothetical example of recurrent event

history in five subjects, labelled A, B, C, D and E. Subject A had events at time

12, 15 and censored at time 18, so the corresponding gap time formulation of the

risk interval are (0, 12, 1), (0, 3, 1), and (0, 3, 0) respectively. This approach is

used in Prentice-Williams-Peterson (PWP) gap time model (Prentice et al., 1981).
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Alternatively, the gap time scale can be defined in terms of the time difference

between any two successive events without specifying the zeros beginning each risk

interval (i.e. (12, 1), (3, 1), and (3, 0) for subject A), for example as used in frailty

models (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991; McGilchrist, 1993; Yau and McGilchrist,

1998; Tawiah et al., 2019b). The gap time is appealing for use in different settings,

for example, when the events are relatively infrequent, secondly when some type of

individual renewal occurs after an event, or when prediction of the time to the next

event is of interest (Cook and Lawless, 2002, 2007).

Figure 1.1: A hypothetical example of recurrent event history considered in five
subjects; follow-up time starts at 0 and ends at 20; � and, ◦ denote uncensored and
censored events, respectively.

The calendar time scale or the counting process approach keep accounts of the

time from the onset of follow-up, but the risk interval for an event corresponds to

the risk interval in the gap time approach. Considering the event history of Subject

A (Figure 1.1), the corresponding calendar time representation of the risk interval

are (0, 12, 1), (12, 15, 1) and (15, 18, 0). From this example, the time at risk for a

particular event is the time from the end of the previous event to the start of the

next event. Regression methods such as the AG model (Andersen and Gill, 1982)

and the PWP total time model (Prentice et al., 1981) are based on calendar time

scale. Calendar and gap time scale are conditional, in that an individual cannot be

at risk until the end of the previous event (Kelly and Lim, 2000).

The total time span from the study origin to the occurrence of each event. This
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time scale can be set up in the (start, end, indicator) format, where start and end

defines the risk interval and indicator denotes whether the interval corresponds to

occurrence or non-occurrence of an event. On this time scale, the corresponding

risk intervals for subject A in Figure 1.1 are (0, 12, 1), (0, 15, 1) and (0, 18, 0).

This time scale is marginal because each subject is at risk to all events from the

beginning of follow-up (Kelly and Lim, 2000). It is attractive when the events are

of distinct types (Lin, 1994; Cook and Lawless, 2007).

1.4.2 Marginal and Conditional Models

The definition of marginal and conditional models are specific to the time scale used

to formulate the risk interval of recurrent events. The conditional models apply the

gap time or the counting process to specify the risk interval, while the marginal

models are based on the total time scale (Kelly and Lim, 2000). The marginal mod-

elling approach utilizes the proportional hazards framework to obtain the marginal

distribution of each failure time assuming no specific dependence structure among

the distinct failures on each subject. Wei et al. (1989) gave the first account of

this class of model, known in the literature as the WLW marginal model. Given

the kth type of failure of the jth subject and the independent assumption between

the failure times and the censoring times conditional on the covariate vector xj, the

hazard of failure according to the WLW model is given by

hjk (tj) = h0k (tj) exp
{
xTjkβk

}
, (1.9)

where hk0(tj) is an unspecified baseline hazard function that is stratified by the k

events and βk = (β1k, ..., βpk)
T is the vector of failure-specific regression parameters.

The LWA model proposed by Lee et al. (1992) is a special case of the above model

(1.9) when a common baseline hazard is considered for all failure types and also an

overall regression coefficient β is specified for all failures. See also the work of Liang
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et al. (1993). Under model (1.9) the kth failure specific partial likelihood is

Lk (βk) =
M∏
j=1

[
exp

{
βTkXjk

}∑
l∈Rk(t) exp {βTkXjk}

]∆jk

(1.10)

whereRk(t) = {l : Tjk ≥ t} is the set of individuals at risk prior to time t for a specific

k. Details for the case where interest is on the average estimate β in the context

of the LWA model can be found in Lee et al. (1992) and Lin (1994). Moreover, the

WLW model can provide the average of β, say overall treatment effect, calculated

as a weighted average of β̂k (Metcalfe and Thompson, 2007). The maximum partial

likelihood estimator β̂k is a solution to the score function ∂logLk(βk)/∂βk = 0 by

assuming that observations are independent. Although the observations within a

subject are potentially correlated, the estimator β̂k is consistent for βk as long as

model (1.9) is correctly specified (Lee et al., 1992; Lin, 1994). However, the matrix

of the negative second derivative −∂2logLk(βk)/∂βk∂β
T
k does not provide a valid

variance covariance estimator for βk. To address this concern, a robust variance-

covariance estimator that take into consideration the intra-subject correlation in

the data, can be used. If the model is correctly specified and the within-subject

failure times are indeed uncorrelated, the robust estimator would approximate to

the estimator given by the negative second derivative of the partial likelihood.

The WLW and the LWA models have, however, received some concerns and crit-

icisms in relation to their use for the analysis of recurrent event data, see Kelly and

Lim (2000), and Metcalfe and Thompson (2007). First, the WLW model loses the

proportional hazards assumption when applied to recurrent event data and secondly,

it overestimates treatment effect. The use of total time in LWA model is inappro-

priate because it allows subjects to be at risk to all recurrences from the beginning

of the study (Kelly and Lim, 2000).

The Andersen-Gill (AG) model (Andersen and Gill, 1982) and the Prentice-

Williams-Peterson (PWP) models (Prentice et al., 1981) are popular alternatives for
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analysing recurrent event data. Both models have the proportional hazards struc-

ture and they are conditional: the AG model uses the counting process approach

while the PWP model uses both gap time and the counting process formulation.

The major difference between these two models is that the AG model uses unre-

stricted risk set with a common baseline hazard for all recurrences while the PWP

model uses a restricted risk set with event-specific baseline hazard. The counting

process framework of the PWP model is known in the literature as the PWP total

time model, although it does not actually apply the total time scale. Fundamen-

tally, this model is a stratified AG model. The AG and the PWP models apply

the principles of Cox’s partial likelihood to perform inferences about β. Redefining

the risk set in Equation (1.10) the partial likelihood for these models can be ob-

tained. For the AG partial likelihood, the risk set is R(t) =
{
l : Tj(k−1) < t ≤ Tjk

}
with Tj0 = 0 (j = 1, ...,M ; k = 1, ..., K). The risk set for the partial likeli-

hood of the PWP total time and the PWP gap time are respectively defined as

Rk(t) =
{
l : Tj(k−1) < t ≤ Tjk

}
and Rt(t) = {l : Gjk ≥ t}, where Gjk = Tjk−Tj(k−1).

The PWP model can give event-specific regression coefficients βk, in which case the

covariate vector is specified as Xj = (Xj1, 0, ..., 0)T , Xj = (0, Xj2, , ..., 0)T , ... and

Xj = (0, 0, ..., XjK)T , for k = 1, ..., K. The inverse of the negative second derivative

of the partial likelihood gives the variance-covariance estimator for β. The AG model

essentially assumes that the spell of recurrent events follow a non-homogeneous Pois-

son process (Wei and Glidden, 1997). This means that the hazard of a recurrence is

unaffected by earlier events that occurred to an individual. In practice, this strong

assumption may be unnecessary and thus it can be released by introducing a time

dependent covariate that captures the dependence structure of the data. Neverthe-

less, as pointed out by Wei and Glidden (1997) the AG and the PWP models are

sensitive to misspecification of the correlation structure among the recurrent event

times.
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1.4.3 Frailty Models

The random effect version, known in the literature as frailty model, modifies the

hazard function of the Cox model (1.3) by introducing an unobservable random co-

variate with multiplicative effect on the baseline hazard h0(tj) to induce dependence

among recurrent event times or among failure times that share a common cluster.

The concept of the model is that the random effect describes excess risk (known as

frailty) for distinct individuals, taking into account unmeasured or unmeasurable

heterogeneity that cannot be explained by observed covariates. This excess risk is

responsible for the correlation among the event times. Denote by xj the covariate

vector of the jth patient and bj the unobservable frailty factor (random effect) on

this patient. Let tjk (j = 1, ...,M ; k = 1, ..., nj) denote the time of recurrence (e.g.

gap or calendar time) of the kth event on the jth patient. The recurrent failure

times are possibly subject to censoring. Conditional on covariates and the frailty

factor, the recurrent event times and the censoring time are independent. The frailty

model takes the form

h (tjk;xj, bj) = h0 (tjk) bj exp
(
xTj β

)
, (1.11)

where h0(tjk;xj, bj) is the conditional hazard function of the kth recurrence on the

jth individual, h0(tjk) is the baseline hazard function and β is a fixed effect vector

that quantifies the effect of covariates xj on the conditional hazard function. The

frailty quantity bj is constant over time and common to all observations within a

subject or to all individuals within a cluster. For this obvious reason, the model

is referred to as the shared frailty model. This model is a mixture model, where

the mixture term is the frailty factor (Hougaard, 2012). In practice, the frailties

b = (b1, ..., bM)T are not observed. Therefore, they are often assumed to arise from

a known distribution, in order to make estimation feasible. One classical and widely

used approach is the gamma distribution (Clayton, 1978; Duchateau et al., 2003).
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This distribution can have varied number of parameters, however, the one-parameter

case with mean 1 and variance θ2, is considered as the classical choice when using

gamma frailty (Klein, 1992; Duchateau and Janssen, 2007; Geerdens et al., 2013).

The density of the one-parameter gamma distribution is

g (b) =
b1/θ2−1 exp (−b/θ2)

(θ2)1/θ Γ (1/θ2)
, θ2 ≥ 0, (1.12)

where Γ is the gamma function. Larger values of θ2 reflect greater heterogeneity

and a stronger association among failure times within a cluster or an individual.

Despite it tremendous use in modelling frailty distribution, there exists no biological

reason that makes this distribution more preferable than others (Wienke, 2010). Its

frequent use is practically due to reasons related to mathematical and computational

tractability. For example, as noted in Duchateau and Janssen (2007), the gamma

distribution makes it possible to formally integrate out the frailties in the conditional

survival likelihood resulting in a marginal likelihood that is available in closed form.

The frailty model in Equation (1.11) can be rewritten in the form

h (tjk;xj, vj) = h0 (tjk) exp
(
xTj β + vj

)
, (1.13)

where vj = log(bj) (i.e. log-transformed frailty) and v = (v1, ..., vM)T is the vector of

vj. When the frailty distribution is taken to be normal, the resulting model is called

the log-normal frailty model (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991; McGilchrist, 1993;

Yau and McGilchrist, 1998). Callegaro and Iacobelli (2012) proposed an extension

of the log-normal frailty model by assuming a skew-normal distribution for the

log-transformed frailty. On the log-hazard scale, model (1.13) is recognised as a

linear mixed-effect model. Under models (1.11) and (1.13) the repeated failure times

from the same patient are assumed to be independent conditional on the observed

covariate and the unobservable random effect factor. The covariance structure Σ(θ2)

of the random effect is introduced into the underlying likelihood to adjust for the
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dependence structure of the data. The availability of different covariance structures

(Wolfinger, 1993) provide a rich class of models for the random effect. In the log-

normal frailty model, the diagonal covariance structure Σ(θ2) = θ2IM result to a

shared frailty model (Therneau et al., 2003). Let Oj = (tjk, δjk, xj, zj) denote the

observed data on subject j. The observed data conditional log-likelihood of model

(1.13) is given by

ljk (β, h0, vj) =
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

[
δjk
{

log h0 (tjk) + xTj β + zTj vj
}
−H0 (tjk) exp

(
xTj β + zTj vj

)]
,

(1.14)

where zj is the covariate information associated with vj and H0(t) =
∫ t

0
h0(s)ds is

the cumulative baseline hazard function. The marginal likelihood of the observed

data for all individuals can be expressed as

L (β, h0) =

∫ M∏
j=1

nj∏
k=1

exp {ljk (β, h0, vj)} f (vj|Σ) dvj, (1.15)

where f (vj|Σ) is the density function of vj. The integral in the marginal likelihood

(1.15) is mostly not available in closed form, which is difficult to solve, except in

situations where simple models are considered. Moreover, it depends on the baseline

hazard function h0(t), therefore, it is of limited use unless a parametric baseline

hazard can be assumed (Abrahantes et al., 2007).

When vj is considered as additionally known observation, the terms under the in-

tegral sign in Equation (1.15) can be regarded as the (full) likelihood of the complete-

data (so called augmented data), expressed as

L (β, h0, vj) =
M∏
j=1

nj∏
k=1

exp {ljk (β, h0, vj)} f (vj|Σ) , (1.16)
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with complete-data log-likelihood, given as

l (β, h0, vj) =
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

log ljk (β, h0, vj) + log f (vj|Σ) , (1.17)

where ljk (β, h0, vj) is defined in (1.14). In the literature, the work of McGilchrist

and associates (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991; McGilchrist, 1993, 1994; McGilchrist

and Yau, 1995) are among those that pioneered the use of (1.17) for estimation of

frailty models, instead of the marginal likelihood (1.15). Their establishment of the

log-likelihood (1.17) aligns with the spirit of the log-likelihood associated with the

best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) (Henderson, 1975) in the methodology of

generalised linear mixed models.

1.5 Generalised Linear Mixed Models

The frailty model is considered as a special case of the random effects generalisation

of generalised linear models (GLMs) (Clayton, 1994). Let y = (y1, ..., yn) denote

the observed data vector, assuming that y arises from a GLM. Conditional on the

unobservable random effects vector, u = (u1, ..., uq)
T , under GLMM, y has a condi-

tional mean µj = E(yj|u) that is related to the linear predictor ηj = xTj β + zTj u by

the link function g(µj) = ηj(j = 1, ..., n), where β is a p dimensional vector of fixed

effects and xj and zj are, respectively, p and q dimensional vectors of explanatory

variables associated with the fixed and random effects. This framework encompasses

the modelling of data involving multiple sources of random error, such as repeated

measures within subjects and clustered data collected from some experimental units

(Breslow and Clayton, 1993).

Suppose p(u; Σ) denotes the distribution of u, where Σ represents the vector

of unknown parameters. The observed data y are conditionally independent with
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density functions of the form

f(yj|u; β, k) = exp
[
mjk

−1 {θjyj − b(θj)}+ c(yj; k)
]
, (1.18)

where θj is the canonical parameter, k is the dispersion parameter, mj is the known

prior weight, and b and c are scalar-valued functions. The conditional mean and

canonical parameters are related through the equation ∂b(θj)/∂θj. Letting Ψ =

(βT , k,ΣT )T , the likelihood function for Ψ is given by

L(Ψ) =

∫ n∏
j=1

f(yj|u; β, k)p(u; Σ)du. (1.19)

Notice that the above Equation (1.19) is in the likeness of (1.15) except that yj

is not a time variable. As in that equation, usually, the closed form expression of

(1.19) does not exists due to an intractable integral whose dimension depends on

the structure of the random effects.

With EM algorithm, within the GLMM framework the random effects are con-

sidered as missing data. Let Φ = (βT , k, uT )T and put the estimate of the parameter

vector Ψ(0) = (βT , k,Σ(0))T , where Σ(0) is an initial estimate for Σ and take y∗ to

be the complete-data vector, expressed as y∗ = (yT , uT )T . The complete-data log-

likelihood analogous to (1.17), is given by

logLc(Ψ) = logLy.u(β, k) + log p(u; Σ), (1.20)

where logLy.u(β, k) =
∑n

j=1 log f(yj|u; β, k) is the log conditional density of y given

u. The EM algorithm alternates between E-step and M-step on each iteration.

On the (m + 1)th iteration, the E-step involves computation of the Q-function,

Q(Ψ; Ψ(k)) = EΨk {logLc (Ψ) |y}, where the expectation is with respect to the con-

ditional distribution of u|y with current parameter value Ψ(k). An analytical evalua-

tion of the Q-function for model (1.18) will be impossible outside the normal theory
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mixed model, because the conditional distribution of u|y involves the (marginal)

likelihood function (1.19) and thus would require Monte Carlo EM algorithm to

handle it (McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008). In some complex models, such as mix-

ture models with random effects, introducing the random effects as missing data can

slow down the EM algorithm considerably, especially when the variance components

are relatively small (Ng et al., 2004).

McGilchrist (1994) and McGilchrist and Yau (1995) proposed an estimation

method for GLMM that does not require the random effects to be specified as

missing data. Their method starts by establishing a penalised quasi-likelihood in

the form of (1.20) based on the principles of BLUP likelihood construction in normal

theory error models (Henderson, 1975). The estimation proceeds in two steps. On

the first step, an estimate Φ(1) for Φ is obtained as a solution of the equation

∂ logLc(Ψ
(0))/∂Φ = 0, (1.21)

through iterative maximisation techniques. On the second step, the estimate Σ(0)

of Σ are updated by its ML or REML estimate, working with u replaced by u(1).

The estimation alternates between the two steps until convergence of the estimates

is obtained.
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Chapter 2

Review of Relevant Literature

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider literature reviews on models and estimation methods

which are relevant to the subject of this thesis. We present a review of estimation

methods in frailty models in Section 2.2 to unfold the existing inferential method-

ologies for these models. Specific methods such as the marginal likelihood, the EM

algorithm, GLMM, penalised partial likelihood method and the Bayesian inference

are discussed. In Section 2.3 the multistate models, which provide the modelling

environment for multivariate survival data with distinct event types are briefly out-

lined. Reviewed in Section 2.4 are the mixture models; the class of survival models

that allows for heterogeneous survival outcomes (e.g. acute and stable disease condi-

tions, cured and uncured) in the study population. The presentation in this section

includes several extensions of the mixture models and their estimation methods. The

non-mixture cure models share similarities with the mixture models with cure pro-

portion, and thus they are briefly presented in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6 the review

of the literature is finalized by considering the simulation techniques for survival

data in the context of the proportional hazards Cox model.
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2.2 Estimation Methods for Frailty Models

As noted in the previous chapter, the frailty model has several estimation methods.

Methods such as the marginal likelihood, Gaussian quadrature, the EM algorithm,

the GLMM approach, penalised partial likelihood method and the hierarchical like-

lihood are well known. In this section, a review of these methods are considered.

2.2.1 Marginal Likelihood and Gaussian Quadrature

With the marginal likelihood inference, the frailty quantity is regarded as a nuisance

parameter and it is integrated out from the likelihood (1.15). Interpretation of frailty

is solely based on the variance parameters of the frailty distribution. Thus, bT =

(b1, ..., bM) having no variation implies independence between the time observations.

Duchateau and Janssen (2007) provided a derivation of the marginal likelihood for

the gamma frailty model, assuming the Weibull distribution for the baseline hazard.

This distribution is widely used because it allows flexibility in the baseline hazard

for either constant or monotonically increasing and decreasing hazards. With this

distribution the baseline hazard function of the frailty model can be specified as

h0 (tjk) = µτtτ−1
jk ,

where µ, τ > 0 are scale and shape parameters, respectively. Let φ = (µ, τ) denote

the parameter vector of the Weibull distribution. Following model (1.11) and the

ideas of (1.15), it is easy to see that the marginal likelihood of the model is

L =

∫ M∏
j=1

nj∏
k=1

(
h0 (tjk) b exp

(
xTj
))δjk exp

(
−H0 (tjk) b exp

(
xTj β

))
× g (b) db. (2.1)

where H0(tjk) = µtτjk. Let aj = [1/θ2 +$j] and dj = [1/θ2 +
∑nj

j=1 H0(tjk) exp(xTj β)]

denote the shape and scale parameters of the gamma distribution, respectively,

where $j =
∑nj

k=1 δjk. Solving the integral and taking the logarithm of the resulting
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expression leads to the log-likelihood expression

l =
M∑
j=1

[
$j log θ2 − log Γ

(
1/θ2

)
+ log Γ (aj)− aj log

(
1 + θ

nj∑
k=1

Hjk (tjk)

)

+
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

δjk
(
xTj β + log h0 (tjk)

)]
, (2.2)

where Hjk(tjk) = H0(tjk) exp(xTjkβ). Maximum likelihood estimation of (2.2) via

iterative numerical procedure yields the parameters φ, β and θ2. The asymptotic

variance-covariance matrix can be derived from the log-likelihood expression in

Equation (2.2).

For the normally distributed frailty, the integral in the expression of the marginal

likelihood is no longer tractable. The Gaussian quadrature method can be used to

approximate the integral in both simple and joint frailty models. However, this ap-

proach requires the baseline hazard to be parametrically specified, otherwise, non-

parametric terms would appear in the integrand which cannot be estimated directly

by Gaussian quadrature (Liu and Huang, 2008). Liu and Huang (2008) demon-

strated the application of the method in a joint frailty model and subsequently

studied it in joint frailty models with cure proportion (Liu et al., 2016) assuming

piecewise constant baseline hazard in both perspectives. Feng et al. (2005) recom-

mended the use of 8-10 intervals for the piecewise baseline hazards as these usually

provide excellent estimates of the fixed effects and the frailty term. Denoting the

piecewise baseline hazard by p̃0(t), Liu and Huang (2008) divided the follow-up for

recurrent events into 10 intervals by every 10th quantile, denoted by

p̃0(t) = p0k for Qk−1 < t ≤ Qk where k = 1, ..., 10,

and Q0 = 0 or the smallest recurrent event time. When the covariates entering

the model are mainly time-independent, the underlying likelihood of the model

simplifies to the form of the marginal likelihood in Equation (1.15). If the density
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of the random effect has the normal distribution, the marginal likelihood can be

approximated by a weighted average of the integrand assessed at Q predetermined

quadrature points aq (q = 1, ..., Q) over the random effect vj, leading to

L ≈
Q∑
q=1

M∏
j=1

nj∏
k=1

exp
(
l̂jk

)
fθ2 (aq)ωq,

where aq =
√

2zq and ωq =
√

2γq exp(z2
q ). The quantities γq and zq can be obtained

from tables or algorithms. The implementation of the method is incorporated in

Proc NLMIXED of SAS 9.1 (Liu and Huang, 2008). However, with frailty distri-

butions other than the normal, e.g. the gamma, application of the approach is not

straightforward, requiring additional adaptations.

2.2.2 Penalised Likelihood Methods

Penalised likelihood approaches offer alternative ways to avoid the difficulty asso-

ciated with solving the integral in the marginal likelihood, when normal random

effects are considered. McGilchrist and associates (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991;

McGilchrist, 1993, 1994; Yau and McGilchrist, 1998) introduced the density of the

random effect distribution as a penalty term that penalises the Cox partial likeli-

hood, similar in principle to the formulation of joint likelihood of fixed effects and

random effects based on the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) in mixed lin-

ear models (Henderson, 1975). The penalised log-likelihood also known as BLUP

log-likelihood can be written as

l (β, vj) =
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

log ljk (β, v) + log f
(
vj|θ2

)
, (2.3)

where log ljk (β, v) is the log of the usual Cox partial likelihood having the frailty

term conditionally fixed. The baseline hazard function is eliminated from the BLUP

log-likelihood (2.3) in the sense of Cox (1972, 1975). Yau and Ng (2001) and Lee et al.
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(2009) studied the method in the presence of parametric baseline distribution. In this

perspective, the baseline hazard can be estimated by the profile likelihood method

with maximisers based on a grid search algorithm or a Newton-type algorithm (Yau

and Ng, 2001). In the broad sense, the procedure is referred to as GLMM as it

generalises this method from the work of Schall (1991) for correlated survival data.

The implementation of the method alternates between two steps. In the first step, it

updates the estimates of β and v through maximisation of the BLUP log-likelihood

(2.3) using standard numerical procedure. On the second stage, estimating equations

derived from the first derivative of maximum likelihood (ML) or residual maximum

likelihood (REML) methods are used to update the estimate of θ2 (McGilchrist and

Yau, 1995). The matrix of the second derivative of the BLUP log-likelihood and

the ML/REML log-likelihood provide appropriate information matrices which can

be used to estimate valid asymptotic variances of β and θ2.

With the use of the Laplace formula in the marginal likelihood inference for

the log-normal frailty model, Ripatti and Palmgren (2000) derived an approximate

marginal log-likelihood. Their work follows the sense of Breslow and Clayton (1993)

in their approach for the GLMM methodology. The approximate marginal log-

likelihood is given by

l
(
β, h0, θ

2
)
≈ −1

2
log |Σ

(
θ2
)
|

− 1

2
log |

M∑
j=1

H0 (t) exp
(
xTj β + zTj v

)
zjz

T
j − Σ (θ)−1 |

+
M∑
j=1

δj
{

log [h0 (t)] + xTj β + zTj v
}
−H0 (t) exp

(
xTj β + zTj v

)
− 1

2
vTΣ

(
θ2
)−1

v.

(2.4)

They chose the second line of equation in (2.4) as the penalised log-likelihood and

the fourth line as the penalty term, on the condition that θ2 are known and v are

considered as fixed effects. Furthering this, they noted that the third and fourth lines
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of equations constitute a full likelihood of the frailty Cox model, with the conclusion

that this likelihood can be maximised using fixed effects partial likelihood, given by

M∑
j=1

δj

(xTj β + zTj v
)
− log

∑
l∈Rj

exp
(
xTj β + zTj v

)− 1

2
vTΣ

(
θ2
)−1

v. (2.5)

This simplification leads to loss of information. However, in their simulation work

they justified that the loss of information has slight effect on the parameter esti-

mates. Nonetheless, the estimates of θ2 could be biased, which might be due to the

Laplace approximation (Therneau and Grambsch, 2000; Liu and Huang, 2008). The

penalised partial likelihood approach of Ripatti and Palmgren does not provide the

standard error for the variance component parameter θ2 (Therneau et al., 2003). To

obtain it, Therneau and Grambsch (2000) suggested the use of resampling methods.

Lee and Nelder (1996) introduced the use of hierarchical likelihood (h-likelihood)

for inference from models with random effects. They proposed an adjusted profile

h-likelihood that yields a generalisation of the REML for estimation of dispersion

parameters. Ha et al. (2001) extended the inference therein to frailty models to em-

brace a broader family of frailty distributions including the log-normal and gamma.

For the gamma frailty model, their estimation approach coincides with that of Klein

(1992). In the perspective of the log-normal frailty model, it becomes an exten-

sion of McGilchrist’s REML method (McGilchrist, 1993) for survival data including

ties. However, as pointed out by Liu and Huang (2008) it is hard to extend the

h-likelihood and the penalised partial likelihood of Ripatti and Palmgren (2000) to

more general and complex modelling problems.

2.2.3 EM Algorithm

The EM algorithm is a general-purpose algorithm for maximum likelihood esti-

mation in a wide variety of situations best described as incomplete-data problems

(McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008; Ng, 2013). In frailty models the random effect
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term is treated as missing data, in order to pose the incomplete-data problem.

Klein (1992) proposed an EM algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estimation

of the gamma frailty model, in which the function of the baseline hazard is max-

imised nonparametrically. The underlying complete-data log-likelihood is given by

Equation (1.17), where the second term is written as

l2 = −M
[

1

θ2
log θ2 + log Γ

(
1

θ2

)]
+

M∑
j=1

[(
1

θ
+Dj − 1

)
log bj −

bj
θ2

]
(2.6)

and the first term is

l1 (β,H0) =
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

δjk
{
xTjkβ + log h0 (tjk)

}
− bjH0 (tjk) exp

{
xTjkβ

}
. (2.7)

Note that Dj =
∑nj

k=1 δjk is the observed number of failures in the jth individu-

al/cluster. Conditional on the observed data and the current values of the shape

parameters aj and scale parameters dj (defined in Section 2.2.1) of the gamma dis-

tribution, the E-step finds the Q-function, denoting the expectation of the complete-

data log-likelihood in Equation (1.17), leading to Q = Q1(β,H0) +Q2(θ2), where

Q2

(
θ2
)

= −M
[

1

θ2
log θ2 + log Γ

(
1

θ2

)]
+

M∑
j=1

[(
1

θ2
+Dj − 1

)
(ψ (aj)− log (dj))−

aj/dj
θ2

]
;

(2.8)

ψ (.) denotes a digamma function and

Q1 (β,H0) =
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

δjk
{
xTjkβ + log h0 (tjk)

}
−
(
aj
dj

)
H0 (tjk) exp

{
xTjkβ

}
. (2.9)

The M-step of the algorithm requires maximisation of (2.8) and (2.9). The simplest

way to determine the initial values is to set θ2 to zero and have β and H0(.) es-

timated from a standard Cox analysis. Numerical maximisation of (2.8) gives the
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updated estimate of θ2. Equation (2.8), on the other hand, contains a nuisance

hazard parameter H0(.) that complicates the estimation of β. Using the profile like-

lihood construction consistent to an argument in Johansen (1983), an appropriate

partial likelihood can be obtained, in which H0(.) is estimated by the nonparametric

estimator

Ĥ0 (t) =

∑
ti≤t d(i)∑

k∈R(ti)
b̂k exp {xTk β}

, (2.10)

where ti is the smallest failure time, di is the number of failures at ti, R(ti) is the

set of individuals at risk at time ti and b̂k is the expected value of the frailty, given

the observed data. Substituting (2.10) into (2.9) provides the profile likelihood

l (β) =
n∑
i=1

S(i)β − d(i) log

 ∑
k∈R(ti)

b̂k exp
(
xTk β

) , (2.11)

where S(i) is the sum of the covariate vectors of individuals who have experienced

the event at time t(i). Equation (2.11) is in the likeness of the elegant partial

likelihood (Cox, 1975) for Cox regression. Maximising this likelihood gives the

updated estimate of β. The algorithm provides the observed information matrix for

(β̂, θ̂2) at convergence of the estimation procedure. This requires the calculations of

the second derivatives of the observable log-likelihood with respect to (β, θ2); details

can be found in Klein (1992). Parner (1998) established asymptotic properties for

the maximum likelihood estimates resulting from the EM algorithm for the gamma

frailty model.

In the case of the log-normal frailty model, the conditional expectation of the

complete-data log-likelihood in the E-step leaves the random effects and their func-

tions in terms of expectations, conditionally on the observed data and the current
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parameter values. The components of the Q-function in the E-step are

Q1 (β, h0) =
M∑
j=1

nj∑
k=1

[
δjk
{

log h0 (tjk) + xTj β + zTj E (vj)
}

−H0 (tjk) exp
{
xTj β + logE

(
exp

(
zTj vj

))}]
(2.12)

and

Q2 = −1

2

[
M log

(
2πθ2

)
+

1

θ2
E
(
vvT
)]
, (2.13)

where E(.) denotes the expected values. The conditional expectations in Equations

(2.12) and (2.13) involves integrals of the form

E {ψ (vj)} =

∫
ψ (vj) exp

[
ljk

(
β̂, ĥ0, vj

)
+ log f (vj)

]
dvj∫

exp
[
ljk

(
β̂, ĥ0, vj

)
+ log f (vj)

]
dvj

. (2.14)

This integral lacks closed form expression, hence it is very difficult to solve. Xue

and Brookmeyer (1996) and Kim (2012) used numerical integration methods such

as the Gaussian quadrature to approximate the integral. The algorithm of Kim

(2012) introduces two types of missing information caused by both frailty effects

and current status data to initiate the incomplete data problem that necessitates

the use of EM algorithm. Abrahantes and Burzykowski (2005) applied the Laplace

approximation method to Equation (2.14). Adopting the Laplace formula, they

shown that the expectations can be approximated by

E {ψ (vj)} ≈ ψ (v̂j) ,

where v̂j is an isolated global minimum of

k (vj) = −
{
ljk

(
β̂, ĥ0, vj

)
+ log f (vj)

}
.

The initial values of the variance components are specified by taking the underlying
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covariance structure to be the identity matrix and the initial values of β and h0(.) are

obtained from the proportional hazards model without random effects (Abrahantes

et al., 2007). Maximisation of Q1 in the M-step updates β and h0(.) similar to that

of Klein (1992) and maximisation of Q2 yields the estimator

Σ̂
(
θ2
)

=
1

M

M∑
j=1

E
(
vjv

T
j

)
which updates the parameters of the variance components. The formula proposed

by Louis (1982) provides the variance-covariance matrix for the estimates β̂, ĥ0 and

θ̂2 obtained from the EM algorithm. The Louis’s formula can be written as

I
(
β, h0, θ

2
)

=
[
E
{
−l′′

(
β, h0, θ

2
)}
− E

{
l′
(
β, h0, θ

2
)}]

(2.15)

where l′ and l′′ are the first and the second derivatives of the complete-data log-

likelihood with respect to (β, h0, θ
2). The expectations appearing in (2.15) can

equally be computed using the Laplace approximation. The inverse of I(β, h0, θ
2)

provides the standard errors of the fixed effects and the variance components.

Along similar lines, Vaida and Xu (2000) and Ripatti et al. (2002) gave ver-

sions of the EM algorithm for non-parametric maximum likelihood estimation of

the log-normal frailty model, assuming a multivariate normal distribution for the

frailty term. To solve the intractable integrals in the E-step, they proposed to use

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to obtain approximate estimates

via the posterior distribution of the random effect using rejection sampling algo-

rithm. Huang and Wolfe (2002) adopted this approach in joint frailty models to

handle dependent censoring in clustered survival data and Liu et al. (2004) utilised

the Metropolis-Hastings sampler to implement Monte Carlo simulation in the E-step

for a similar issue involving joint frailty modelling with dependent censoring prob-

lem. Usually, the M-step reduces to the standard partial likelihood maximisation

analogous to the approach of Klein (1992). The Louis’s formula (Louis, 1982) yields
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the observed information matrix, which in turn provides the variances of the model

parameters and that of the baseline hazard function.

The Laplace approximation approach is less computationally demanding com-

pared to the MCMC-EM algorithm. However, its drawback is the asymptotic nature

of the Laplace approximation: to get estimates, one needs a cluster size that cannot

be too small in order to avoid convergence problems (Abrahantes and Burzykowski,

2005).

2.2.4 Bayesian Approach

Under model (1.13), the Bayes theorem yields a joint posterior density that is pro-

portional to

L
(
β, v, θ2

)
∝ L (β, v)× π

(
v|θ2

)
× π (β)× π

(
θ2
)
. (2.16)

When a flat prior is used, π (β) ∝ 1 and π (θ2) ∝ 1 (Abrahantes et al., 2007). As a

result, the logarithm of the joint posterior density degenerates to the form of Equa-

tion (1.17), where the first term is given by the usual log partial likelihood of β with

v conditionally fixed and the second term is the logarithm of the density function

of v as in McGilchrist (1993). Estimation of the variance component parameters is

achieved by means of the marginal posterior distribution after integrating out the

nuisance parameters β and v:

L
(
θ2
)

=

∫
L
(
β, v, θ2

)
dβdv. (2.17)

Solution of the integral in the above equation is not analytically tractable. Ducroq

and Casella (1996) applied the Laplace approximation method to obtain an approx-

imate marginal posterior density (see, also Legrand et al. (2005)). For any θ̃2 of θ2,

the approximation is given by

l
(
θ̃2
)
≈ C + l

(
Ψ̂θ̃2|θ̃2

)
− 1

2
log |Iθ̃2|, (2.18)
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where C is a constant, Ψ̂θ̃2 = (β̂θ̃2 , v̂θ̃2) and Iθ̃2 is the negative Hessian matrix com-

puted at maximum Ψ̂θ̃2 of l(β, v|θ2 = θ̃). The simplex method (Nelder and Mead,

1965) is used as the maximiser for the approximate log marginal likelihood (2.18)

to obtain the value of θ2. For any value θ̃2 of θ2, the limited memory quasi-Newton

method (Liu and Nocedal, 1989) maximises the log joint posterior density to pro-

vide estimates of β and v. Elghafghuf and Stryhn (2016) offer a comprehensive

review of the Bayesian method for correlated and uncorrelated frailty models, when

conjugate prior distributions are used and the cumulative baseline hazard are spec-

ified in terms of independent incremental intervals that follows a gamma process.

Manda and Meyer (2005) employed the Markov chain Monte Carlo method with the

Bayesian framework to develop estimation method for a frailty model with a more

general random effect structure, allowing time dependent frailties.

2.3 Multistate Models

Another class of regression methods used for the analysis of multiple failure time

data is the multistate model. In modelling multistate problems, all individuals

start in one or possibly more starting states (e.g. post diagnosis, transplant or

surgery) and eventually may end up in one (or more) absorbing or final state(s) (e.g.

death or relapse) (de Wreede et al., 2010). A competing risk model is recognized

as a special case of multistate model. The fundamental situation that necessitates

multistate modelling is the illness-death model, that consists of three states, viz

State 1: healthy, State 2: illness and State 3: death; see Therneau et al. (2019).

For this model, individuals begin from a healthy state, they may become ill (move

to illness state) and afterwards they may die (enter death state). In principle,

recovery from illness is possible, therefore, individuals can return from the illness

state to the healthy state. In this case, the model is called a bi-directional illness-

death model. A unidirectional illness-death model is obtained when the reversal
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from illness to death is not possible. In practice, some situations may require more

sophisticated, for example a five-state model. As exemplified by Putter et al. (2006)

using the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC)

10854 trial data, the potential competing risks in post-breast cancer surgery include

local recurrence, distant metastasis, and death. This scenario yields a five-state

model, in which surgery (cancer-free), local recurrence, distant metastasis, both

local recurrence and distant metastasis and death define the states; see Therneau

and Grambsch (2000) for additional examples. The terminology ’absorbing state’ is

used to describe the final state, while the states that are neither initial nor absorbing

states are called intermediate or transient states. These terminologies are borrowed

from the Markov chain theory. Strictly speaking, the initial state is also transient.

Estimating the transition rates between states is attractive and interesting in itself,

since comparing these rates may provide useful insight into the relationships between

the different endpoints, such as loco-regional recurrence and distant metastasis and

survival in breast cancer (Putter et al., 2007).

Without loss of generality, let k → l denote the transition from state k to state l.

Suppose covariate information xj is available for individual j, the Cox model (1.3)

can be used to model the transition hazard rates (Andersen et al., 1991; Putter

et al., 2006, 2007), in the form

hjkl (t) = hjkl,0 (t) exp
(
xTj βkl

)
, (2.19)

where hjkl,0(t) is the baseline hazard of transition k → l and βkl is the vector of

regression coefficients that describe the effect of xj on transition k → l. The form

of hkl,0(t) is unspecified as in the traditional semiparametric Cox model. A crucial

concern is how to define the time t; two approaches, namely ‘clock forward’ and

‘clock reset’ may be used (Putter et al., 2007). These two approaches are in general

in the likeness of the total time and the gap time described in Section 1.4.2. The
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‘clock forward’ models have the Markov property. This property states that the

future depends on the history only through the present. However, for ‘clock reset’

models, the Markov property cannot hold since the time scale itself depends on

the history through the time since the current state was reached. For this model

(2.19), time-fixed covariates are necessary, in order to maintain the finite Markov

process for the given values of covariates entering into the regression models for the

transition hazards (Andersen et al., 1991). The PWP and WLW methods (described

in Section 1.4.2) can also be used to analyse multistate failure time data (Wei and

Glidden, 1997).

Alternative presentation of model (2.19) given by Andersen et al. (1991) is

hjkl (t) = hkl,0 (t) exp
(
xTjklβ

)
, (2.20)

where xjkl is transition-specific covariates, defined for the individual based on his/her

covariates xj. The estimates of β is provided by maximisation of a generalised partial

likelihood and the underlying cumulative baseline hazard Hkl,0(t) =
∫ t

0
hkl,0(s)ds is

estimated by the Nelson-Aalen estimator (Putter et al., 2006). With computer

software, such as the mstate package (de Wreede et al., 2011) in R, the effect

of covariates can be estimated under the framework of models (2.19) and (2.20)

and different baseline hazard assumptions can be imposed. Under model (2.20),

transition probabilities can be computed based on the estimates of β and H0(t)

using a generalisation of the Aalen-Johansen estimator; see, Andersen et al. (1991)

for further details. Numerical integration methods can also be used (Hsieh et al.,

2002; Hinchliffe et al., 2013). Nevertheless, these approaches are generally limited to

illness-death models, as anything more complex than a two-dimensional numerical

integration can become highly computationally intensive and loss of accuracy can

occur (Crowther and Lambert, 2017).

Therneau et al. (2019) presented a discussion on two broad classes of multi-state
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data; panel data (or interval-censored data) and survival data. They characterised

the functionalities of different R packages for these classes of data sets. The former

case arise when subjects have regular visits, with the current state assessed at each

visit, such that the exact times during which the transition occurred are unknown.

On the other hand, survival data arises when the transition times can be observed

exactly. The inference for interval-censored multistate data can be found elsewhere,

for example Commenges (2002). In R software, the msm package addresses multi-

state modelling of panel/interval-censored data, while survival, mstate, and a

host of others packages are devoted to survival data (Therneau et al., 2019).

The parametric models provide alternative means of modelling multistate data

by assuming a distributional form, for example, Weibull or piecewise exponential for

the transition failure times (Omar et al., 1995; Jackson, 2011). The advantages of

the parametric models include the ease of modelling non-proportional hazards/time-

dependent covariates and performing prediction and extrapolation of survival and

their ability to provide insights into how the risk changes and evolves over time. As

stated by Crowther and Lambert (2017), the parametric multistate model can be

restrictive, in the fact that mostly the same distributional form is specified for all

transitions. To eliminate this limitation, they proposed a more flexible framework

where each transition can be specified by a variety of parametric models including

exponential, Weibull, Gompertz, Royston-Parmar proportional hazards models or

log-logistic, log-normal, generalised gamma accelerated failure time models, possibly

sharing parameters across transitions.

2.4 Mixture Models in Survival Analysis

Let T denote the survival time of interest. With mixture models, the probability

density function and the survival function of T are modelled in terms of g compo-

nents, which denotes, heterogeneous distribution of the failure time that arise from
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g distinct sub-populations. Let f(t) denote the probability density function of T ,

with a mixture of the form

f (t) =

g∑
l=1

πlfl (t) , (2.21)

where f1(t), ..., fg(t) represent g component densities occurring in proportions π1, ..., πg,

where 0 ≤ πl ≤ 1 (l = 1, ..., g) and
∑g

l=1 πl = 1. The survival function S(t) corre-

sponding to (2.21) has the finite mixture of the form

S (t) =

g∑
l=1

πlSl (t) . (2.22)

For a mixture model of the survival function of the form (2.22), the corresponding

representation in terms of hazard function is

h (t) = −∂ logS (t)

∂t

=

g∑
l=1

πlhl (t)Sl (t)

S (t)
,

(2.23)

where hl (t) is the hazard function corresponding to the lth component survivor

function Sl(t) in model (2.22). Equation (2.23) can be expressed in the form

h (t) =

g∑
l=1

πlλl (t) , (2.24)

where

λl (t) =
hl (t)Sl (t)

S (t)

= hl exp

{
−
∫ t

0

hl (s) ds

}
/

g∑
j=1

πj exp

{
−
∫ t

0

hj (s) ds

}
.

Thus the imposition of a mixture model on the survivor function implies a mixture

model for the hazard function of the form (2.24). Suppose covariate information

x are observed, hl(t;x) has a proportional hazards form, but λl(t;x) does not in

general; see McLachlan and McGiffin (1994) for details. Usually, the specification of

a model for fl(t) is achieved indirectly by modelling the component survival function
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Sl(t) or the hazard function hl(t).

2.4.1 Two-component Mixture Survival Models

For g = 2, describing the survival experience of two heterogeneous sub-populations

of acute and chronic stroke patients, Ng et al. (2004) proposed to model the com-

ponents of the mixture survivor function (2.22) using proportional hazards model

incorporating component-specific Weibull distributed baseline hazard, and random

effects, in which the random effects are adjustment for dependence in clustered

survival data. The lth specific component hazard given by the model is

hl (tij;xij) = µlτlt
τl−1g (xij, βl, ul) , (i = 1, .., D; j = 1, ..., ni; l = 1, .., g). (2.25)

where i and j are the indices for cluster and subject, respectively, D is the number

of clusters and ni denotes the number of individuals within the ith cluster. The

underlying log-likelihood given by the BLUP procedure l = l1 + l2 is

l1 =
D∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

{δij log f (tij;xij) + (1− δij) logS (tij;xij)}

l2 = −1

2

g∑
l=1

{
D log 2πθ2

l +
D∑
i=1

u2
il

θ2
l

} (2.26)

where the components of u are taken to be independent and f(tij;xij) is given by

Equation (2.21). The component membership, described by Y , is latent and thus

they proposed an EM algorithm to handle parameter estimation. The E-step of the

algorithm involves calculation of Q−functions, given by

Q = Qπ +Q1 +Q2 (2.27)

where

Qπ =
D∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

[
ωij log

(
π

1− π

)
+ log (1− π)

]
,
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Q1 =
D∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

[ωijl11,ij + l21,ij] ,

Q2 =
D∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

[(1− ωij) l12,ij + l22,ij]

and

ωij = E (Yij|tij, xij) =
πf

δij
1 S

(1−δij)
1

πf
δij
1 S

(1−δij)
1 + (1− π) f

δij
2 S

(1−δij)
1

.

where ωij is the posterior probability of belonging to a specific component. The

M-step maximises the Q−functions (2.27), for current posterior probability esti-

mate ωij, based on orthogonal partition of the underlying log-likelihood (Lee et al.,

2007). The approach involves solving a system of non-linear equations, which has a

solution via the MINPACK routine HYBRD1 (Moré et al., 1980). Their EM mix-

ture algorithm possesses a number of desirable properties, including its simplicity of

implementation, reliable global convergence and it does not require the calculation

of the second derivatives of a conditional likelihood as required by some Newton-

Raphson type approaches (Yau and Ng, 2001; Lai and Yau, 2008). As random effects

are present, their EM method provides a residual maximum quasi-likelihood estima-

tion. Conversely, Lee et al. (2007) modelled the probability density function (2.21)

for short and long duration of maternity hospital stays, using a two-component

gamma mixture with random effects adjustment. They proposed an EM procedure

like that of Ng et al. (2004) for parameter estimation. Implementation of the method

based on a two-component normal mixture distribution has been proposed by Ng

et al. (2003). Wang et al. (2007b) used mixtures of two Poisson distributions for

heterogeneous count data and employed a non-EM based procedure based on re-

stricted maximum quasi-likelihood method to achieve parameter estimation in the

presence of random effects.

Moreover, the application of mixture model is also found useful in dealing with

competing risk problems (McLachlan and McGiffin, 1994), where an individual is

exposed to more than one distinct failure types. Larson and Dinse (1985) provided
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a study on this line of work and Ng and McLachlan (2003) extended their study

by incorporating normally distributed random effects via the GLMM methodol-

ogy to adjust for the dependence among failure times nested within a cluster. In

both studies, it was assumed that the component hazard functions, hl(t;x) follow

a proportional hazards model, with piecewise constant and non-parametric baseline

hazard functions, respectively, where the component proportions πl are modelled

by the logistic regression model, that depends on covariates. A common lifetime

distribution, as noted by Ng and McLachlan (2003), can be specified for the func-

tions of the baseline hazards. When the form of the distribution of the baseline

hazard function is known the parametric specification is efficient (Wienke, 2010).

However, the problem with the parametric approaches is that the underlying distri-

butional assumptions are very difficult to verify in mixture models (Peng and Dear,

2000; Ng and McLachlan, 2003) and inference can be very sensitive to the choice of

distributions (Ng and McLachlan, 2003).

2.4.2 Mixture Cure Models and Extensions

When estimate of the survival distribution obtained, for example, from the Kaplan

Meier plot, does suggest a non-zero asymptote, the mixture cure model is suitable

for use to allow for cure fraction/long-term survivorship in survival data (Peng and

Taylor, 2016). The mixture cure model, (so called long-term survivor model) is a

special case of the mixture model defined by the survivor function in (2.22), where

g = 2, and one component, say Sc(t) is a degenerate function (in other words, a

deterministic function), describing the survival experience of cured patients/long-

term survivors who are free from failure and Su(t) gives the survival behaviour of the

patients who are not cured and are at risk to the event of interest. The quantities

πu and πc = 1 − πu denote the mixing proportions of the uncured and the cured

subjects, respectively. The terminologies, latency and incidence are used to describe

Su(t) and πu, respectively. The concept of the mixture cure model is that the study
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population is a mixture of uncured/susceptible individuals who may experience the

event of interest and cured/non-susceptible individuals who will never experience

the event (Cai et al., 2012). Suppose Y = 1 assigns an individual to the uncured

sub-population and Y = 0 puts an individual into the cured sub-population. The

decomposition of the survival time T for the two sub-populations is given by

T = (1− Y )Tc + Y Tu

where Tc = ∞ is the failure time of the cured sub-population and Tu < ∞ is the

failure time distribution of the uncured sub-population.

Early studies on such models were documented by Boag (1949), Berkson and

Gage (1952), and Haybittle (1965). Berkson and Gage (1952) proposed to estimate

πc and the parameters of Su(t) using a graphical procedure and the least square

method. Farewell (1977, 1982) suggested the use of logistic regression for modelling

the incidence component in the presence of covariates and assumed a parametric

form for the latency using the exponential and the Weibull distributions. Under the

Weibull specification, they modelled the latency part by

fu (tj;xj) = τµ (µt)τ−1 exp {− (µt)τ} ,

where τ > 0 and µ = exp(−xTj β). For this model, the likelihood contribution

for an individual who experiences the event at time t is πufu (t;xj) and an indi-

vidual followed to time t without event contributes to the likelihood (1 − πu) +

πu
∫∞
t
fu(s;xj)ds. They used maximum likelihood techniques to provide estima-

tion of model parameters. Ng and McLachlan (1998) modified the long-term sur-

vivor model to allow for competing causes of failure and compared the relative per-

formances of partial maximum likelihood and full maximum likelihood estimation

methods via simulation experiments. A semiparametric generalisation of Farewell’s

parametric cure model was suggested by Kuk and Chen (1992) in the proportional
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hazards framework. As noted in Peng and Dear (2000), adopting the proportional

hazards assumption within the framework of the mixture cure model, means mod-

elling the effect of covariate xj on the failure time distribution of the uncured patients

by the usual Cox regression model hu(tj;xj) = hu0(tj) exp(xTj β), where the baseline

hazard function hu0(tj) is any arbitrary unspecified function that is independent of

the covariate information. The proportional hazard assumption implies that

Su (tj;xj) = Su0 (tj)
exp(xTj β) , (2.28)

where Su0(t) = exp[−
∫ t

0
hu0(s)ds]. The full likelihood of the model is written as

M∏
j=1

{πu(xj)fu (tj;xj)}δj × {(1− πu(xj)) + πu(xj)Su(tj;xj)}1−δi .

Yau and Ng (2001) introduced random effects in the proportional hazards mixture

cure model and assumed a Weibull distribution for the baseline hazard function.

In the semiparametric perspective, the unspecified baseline survival function of the

uncured group fails to cancel out from the full likelihood. Kuk and Chen (1992) de-

veloped an EM algorithm to obtain its estimates and maximised a Monte Carlo ap-

proximation of the underlying marginal likelihood to provide estimates of regression

coefficients. This approach is computationally demanding, therefore, it is inconve-

nient for routine use, as pointed out by Peng (2003). Peng and Dear (2000) and Sy

and Taylor (2000) developed EM algorithm to maximise the complete data likelihood

to give estimates of the regression coefficients in the incidence and the latency parts

of the semiparametric proportional hazards mixture cure model. They proposed

different estimators, including the product-limit estimator and the Breslow-type es-

timator to estimate the baseline survival function of the uncured patients. Taylor

(1995) used the Kaplan-Meier survival estimator to estimate Su(t) and utilized the

EM algorithm to estimate the regression coefficients in the logistic part. The limi-

tation of this approach is that it does not incorporate covariates in the latency part
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and it can give infinite regression coefficients in the logistic part, especially for small

sample sizes.

Herring and Ibrahim (2002) introduced random effects and missing covariate in-

formation in the cure model and developed an EM algorithm with Gibbs sampling

in the E-step for estimation. Their work was motivated by data from a pair of

melanoma studies conducted by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group in which

clustering was induced by cohort or time of study entry. Law et al. (2002) pro-

vided an extension of cure model that incorporates a longitudinal disease progression

marker, in which the longitudinal marker and the failure time process are modelled

jointly, with a fraction of patients assumed to be insusceptible to the endpoint. By

applying the logistic regression to model the cure fraction, they used a hierarchical

nonlinear mixed-effects model to model the marker process and a time-dependent

Cox proportional hazards model to model the failure time distribution of the un-

cured patient. On the other hand, Chen and Chen (2016) fitted a heteroscedastic

transformation model to the failure time distribution of the uncured patients and

used score equations obtained from the full likelihood to provide estimates of regres-

sion parameters. In the standard proportional hazards Cox cure model, the cured

status in the censored subset is unknown. Wu et al. (2014) proposed a generalisa-

tion of the Cox proportional hazards cure model that incorporates partially known

information about the cured status of censored patients. Instead of using the pro-

portional hazards model as the basic framework, Xu et al. (2012) used the PWP

conditional hazard model by incorporating random effect, in the manner originally

considered by Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef (2006) for conditional frailty model.

Accelerated failure time cure models have been developed to serve as alternative to

Cox-based cure models (Yamaguchi, 1992; Cai et al., 2012). To test for the pres-

ence of cure fraction in survival data, Ma and Xiang (2013) developed a score test

statistic that assumes a fix constant for the cure fraction. Instead, Hsu et al. (2016)

used the logistic regression model, allowing the advantage of incorporating covariate
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information in the test. Maller and Zhou (1995) developed a boundary test and

goodness of fit tests for testing the presence of cured patients in censored survival

data.

As noted in Peng and Dear (2000) the standard error estimates of the regression

coefficients in semiparametric mixture cure model are not readily provided by the

EM algorithm. Bootstrap or multiple imputation methods may be used to obtain it

(Cai et al., 2012; Kim and Jhun, 2008b; Yu, 2008). Peng and Dear (2000) considered

the use of Louis’s formula. For the regression coefficients in the logistic part, it is

not difficult to obtain the standard errors because the complete-data likelihood is

available and the conditional expectation of its observed information matrix and the

square of its score function can be calculated. However, the estimation of the stan-

dard errors of the coefficients in the latency part is not straightforward, because the

complete-data likelihood is not readily available in the M-step, as inference is based

on a partial likelihood. An approximate complete-data likelihood can be obtained

heuristically; nonetheless, the conditional expectation of its observed information

matrix and the square of its score function are hard to calculate, hence multiple

imputation methods can be used to obtain approximate standard error estimates

for the coefficients in the latency part. The approach used by Sy and Taylor (2000)

gives approximate standard error estimates for the coefficients in the logistic and

the latency part based on the inverse of the observed full information matrix.

2.4.3 Estimation of Baseline Distribution in Mixture Cure

Models

For semiparametric proportional hazards mixture cure model, the baseline survival

function Su0(tj) is estimated nonparametrically. With the presence of random ef-

fects, numerical integration methods e.g. Gaussian quadrature are not feasible in

semiparametric cure models because the integrand in the marginal likelihood in-

volve nonparametric terms which cannot be estimated by these methods. Liu et al.
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(2016) utilised the piecewise constant distribution, Peng and Taylor (2011) used the

Weibull and the piecewise constant distributions with the Gaussian quadrature esti-

mation, while Yau and Ng (2001) used profile likelihood techniques via the GLMM

method to estimate Weibull parametric baseline hazard distribution in the mixture

cure model with random effects.

The nonparametric estimators suggested by Taylor (1995), Peng and Dear (2000)

and Sy and Taylor (2000) (discussed in Section 2.4.2) usually levels off from zero,

when there exist censored times greater than the largest uncensored time τ . In mix-

ture cure models the levelling off of the survival curve is an indication of the existence

of cured patients, meanwhile Su0(tj) is the baseline survival function of the uncured

patients. This implies an improper survival distribution for the uncured patients,

and that uncured patients will have a non-zero probability to be free of failure (Peng,

2003). Although theoretical identifiability of the mixture cure model has been es-

tablished (Li et al., 2001; Peng and Zhang, 2008), in practice non-identifiability is

a potential issue because the model is overparameterized: the intercept term in the

logistic part and the improper distribution of uncured patients are not identifiable

(Peng, 2003). To address the identifiability problem due to improper distribution

of Su0(tj), Taylor (1995) suggested the use of zero-tail constraint method, whereby

Ŝu0(tj) is forced to zero for any censored time greater than τ . However, this ap-

proach may overcompensate the bias from the identifiability problem (Peng, 2003).

Alternative methods were proposed by Peng (2003): the exponential tail (ETAIL)

and the Weibull tail (WTAIL) completion methods. Unlike the zero-tail constraint

method in which the tail of Ŝu0(tj) goes to zero abruptly, the ETAIL and the WTAIL

methods send the tail of Ŝu0(tj) to zero in a gradual way. As found by Law et al.

(2002) and reiterated in Yu et al. (2004) another possible way to minimize such

identifiability problem is to incorporate longitudinal data in cure models.
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2.5 Non-mixture Cure Models

Like the mixture cure model, the non-mixture cure model takes into considera-

tion the existence of cure fraction or long-term survivors in the study population.

Although, in the mixture cure model the survival function of the uncured patients

Su(tj) can be assumed to have the proportional hazards structure, the marginal/pop-

ulation survival function S(tj) loses this structure when covariates are present. Mo-

tivated by the need to keep the proportional hazards structure in cure models, the

non-mixture cure models (also known as promotion time cure models) (Yakovlev

and Tsodikov, 1996; Tsodikov, 1998; Chen et al., 1999) have been suggested for this

purpose. Several attractive features of the model are discussed in Chen et al. (1999)

and a lucid proof of identifiability of the model is provided by Li et al. (2001).

Let H(t) denote the cumulative hazard function and denote by S(t) the popula-

tion survival function, given by

S(t) = exp {−H(t)} , (2.29)

where H(t) =
∫ t

0
h(s)ds and h(t) is the population hazard function. The population

survival function S(t) is improper, meaning the population cumulative hazard func-

tion is bounded as H(t) ≤ θ, lim
t→∞

H(t) = θ. One way to adjust for this property is

to consider H(t) = θF (t), where F (t) is the distribution function of a non-negative

random variable. With this, the survival function of the population can be written

as

S(t) = exp {−θF (t)} . (2.30)

Notice from (2.30) that lim
t→∞

S(t) = exp(−θ) defines the cure rate/fraction. It is

important to note that the cure rate tends to 0 as θ →∞ and it tends to 1 as θ → 0.

The model (2.30) accommodates the proportional hazards structure when θ is related

to observed covariates (Tsodikov, 1998), the obvious choice is θ(x) = exp(xTβ).

Chen et al. (1999) shown that the corresponding population hazard function can be
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written as

h(t) = θf(t), (2.31)

where f(t) is a proper probability density function given by f(t) = dF (t)/dt. Re-

garding F (t) as nuisance, Tsodikov (1998) studied the estimation methods of (2.30)

in the frequentist perspective and Chen et al. (1999) specified F (t) as parametric and

handled estimation within the Bayesian paradigm. Yin and Ibrahim (2005b) formu-

lated the non-mixture cure model based on Box-Cox transformation on the popu-

lation hazard function and the proper density function and employed the Bayesian

framework for estimation; see also other relevant references (Ibrahim et al., 2001;

Tsodikov, 2002) for further reading. Through a transformation of the population

survival function, Yin and Ibrahim (2005a) proposed a class of cure rate models that

includes the mixture cure model and the promotion cure model as two special cases.

Lambert et al. (2007) used the Weibull distribution in the non-mixture cure model

and provided a broad discussion of the effect of more generalised distributions on

the performance of the model. Gallardo et al. (2016) introduced random effects in

both the survival function for at-risk subjects (uncured) and the cure probability

assuming a bivariate normal distribution for those effects in each cluster. Their

study parallels the work of Lai and Yau (2008) in the perspective of mixture cure

model with random cluster effects.

2.6 Simulation of Survival Data for Cox Model

In methodological work, simulation studies are often used to investigate the desirable

statistical properties of the estimators of new models under pre-defined scenarios.

Burton et al. (2006) provides an important review of simulation methods commonly

used in medical statistics. The Cox proportional hazards regression (1.3) is one of

the statistical models that has come under different variants to handle innovations

in medical and allied studies. Consequently, there is often the need of simulation
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experiments in the perspective of this model. However, simulation of appropriate

survival times from this model is not straightforward because the model is formulated

through hazard function.

A piece of work published by Bender et al. (2005) provided a quite flexible way

of generating survival times from the model based on the relationship between the

hazard and the survival function. The survival function of the Cox model is given

by

S(tj;xj) = exp
[
−H0(t) exp(xTj β)

]
, (2.32)

where the baseline cumulative hazard function H0(t) is defined by

H0(t) =

∫ t

0

h0(s)ds. (2.33)

The distribution function of the model can be written as

F (t;x) = 1− exp
[
−H0(t) exp(xTj β)

]
. (2.34)

Suppose Y is a random variable with distribution function F , then Q = F (Y ) is

uniformly distributed on the interval 0 to 1, abbreviated as Q ∼ U [0, 1]. Note that,

if Q ∼ U [0, 1] then (1−Q) ∼ U [0, 1]. Considering these definitions and letting T to

denote the survival time of the Cox model (1.3), Bender et al. (2005) shown from

(2.34) that

Q = exp
[
−H0(t) exp(xTj β)

]
∼ U [0, 1]. (2.35)

By inverting H0(t) and simplifying (2.35), the survival time of the Cox model is

expressed in the following manner

T = {H0(t)}−1 [− log(Q) exp(−xTβ)
]
, (2.36)

where Q is a uniformly distributed random variable generated by Q ∼ U [0, 1] and
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h0(t) > 0 for all t. By plugging the inverse of an appropriate cumulative baseline

hazard function into Equation (2.36) the survival time T can be generated. The

commonly used lifetime distributions; exponential, Weibull and Gompertz share the

assumption of proportional hazards with the Cox model. When the baseline hazard

h0(t) is assumed to follow any of these distributions, expression for T based on (2.36)

can be obtained with ease, because the cumulative baseline hazard function for these

distributions are invertible and their integrals involved in Equation (2.33) have ana-

lytical expressions. The expression of T in terms of these distributions can be found

in Bender et al. (2005). Nonetheless, for more complex parametric distributions,

the integration in their cumulative hazard function (2.33) may not be tractable an-

alytically and also an expression in the form of (2.36) may not be available for T ,

due to the difficulty in obtaining the inverse of the cumulative hazard function. In

the presence of such difficulty, the two-stage algorithm developed by Crowther and

Lambert (2013) can be used to approximate the integral via numerical integration

techniques (e.g. Gauss-Legendre quadrature) and iterative root-finding techniques

(e.g. Newton-Raphson and Brent method) can be applied to Equation (2.35) to

obtain its root. The algorithm provides several advantages, including its ability to

handle time-dependent effects, time-varying covariates, delayed entry, random ef-

fects and covariates measured with error within the framework of the Cox model.

For further reading on simulation of survival data, see references: Beyersmann et al.

(2009) and Metcalfe and Thompson (2006).
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3.1 Introduction

In the field of epidemiology and biomedical science, researchers frequently encounter

survival data with a multilevel clustering structure. Such a clustering structure may

arise naturally as in studies of human inheritance where offsprings are grouped

within families and families also nested within geographical regions. It may also

result from experimental design, for example clinical trials conducted in several ran-

domly selected institutions (e.g. hospitals), where the institutions are also chosen

from different locations, for example regions/countries. A typical case is the data

from the child survival study (Sastry, 1997) in which children are clustered by fami-

lies, and families in turn are nested within communities. In such scenarios, children

may serve as a proxy for level 1 units on which the survival outcomes are measured,

with families and communities representing level 2 and 3 units, respectively. More-

over, survival data consisting of multiple failure outcomes such as recurrent events

(e.g. tumour relapses, transient ischemic attacks) from multi-institutional clinical

trials constitute such multilevel structure, as in addition to the participating insti-

tutions each patient also denote a cluster on which one or more survival or censored

times are encountered. The data set from the rhDNase trial of recurrent pulmonary

exacerbations in cystic fibrosis patients (Therneau and Hamilton, 1997) is a typical

example. In this trial, patients who could potentially develop multiple endpoints

due to recurrent pulmonary exacerbations were recruited into different institutions

and randomized to either treatment rhDNase or placebo. The trial results may

well be considered as a three level survival data, with exacerbations regarded as

level 1 units, patients as level 2 units and institutions as level 3 units which are
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nested accordingly. We refer readers to the chronic granulomatous disease (CGD)

data (Fleming and Harrington, 1991) and the data set of recurrent urinary tract

infections (Xiang et al., 2006) as these appear to be similar examples.

An intuitive approach often used to analyse multilevel survival data is the mul-

tilevel frailty model (Sastry, 1997; Yau, 2001; Kim and Dey, 2008; Austin, 2017)

advented as extension of Cox proportional hazards model (Cox, 1975), in which

two independent unobservable random effects acting multiplicatively on the base-

line hazard are incorporated to account for heterogeneity in failure outcomes induced

by the multilevel clustering structure. Yau (2001) proposed the use of the normal

distribution for the random effects in the multilevel frailty model and demonstrated

the practicality of the modelling methodology using the CGD data (Fleming and

Harrington, 1991). Sastry (1997) assumed the gamma distribution for the random

effects and extended the EM algorithm for estimation of model parameters. Such

complex models often lead to intractable E-steps or complicated M-steps in the EM

algorithm, nonetheless in recent times methods are quite far advanced to circumvent

such complicated problems (Ng, 2013). To provide a general framework of distribu-

tions for random effects in multilevel frailty model, Kim and Dey (2008) developed

a class of heavy-tailed distributions that include the log-normal, log-Cauchy, and

log-t distributions as special cases. Zhang and Steele (2004) employed techniques

that do not impose distributional assumption on the random effects. By extension

of the hierarchical likelihood inference (Lee and Nelder, 1996, 2001), Ha and Lee

(2005) developed a multilevel mixed linear model in which the two independent ran-

dom effects specified for patient and hospital frailties act linearly on the individual

survival times. For the analysis of clustered failure time data from heterogeneous

population of acute and chronic stroke patients, Ng et al. (2004) proposed a mixture

model of two survival functions with random effects to adjust for between hospital

heterogeneity in both phases of the disease. Estimation inference for the model is

developed via the EM algorithm. Also, Yau and Ng (2001) proposed a long-term
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survivor mixture model with random effects to analyse carcinoma survival data in a

multi-institutional clinical trial context. A similar approach is considered by Xiang

et al. (2011) in the setting of clustered interval-censored failure time data. However,

these random effect models do not incorporate heterogeneity among institutions in

terms of covariates (e.g. treatment), though in multi-institutional clinical trials vari-

ation among institutions may partly occur as a result of heterogeneity in treatment

effects across institutions. For example, consider Figure 3.1 for the rhDNase study

data. It displays Kaplan-Meier (KM) curves of recurrent pulmonary exacerbations

in patients on the rhDNase and placebo arms stratified by a sample of 15 institu-

tions out of 51. From the figure, it appears a certain extent of heterogeneity exists

among the institutions. Apparently, the overall recurrence free proportion vary at

each time point and in each treatment group from institution to institution (baseline

risk heterogeneity) and treatment effect also varies as the relative positions of the

two arms differ across institutions (treatment-by-institution interaction). In this

light, there is the need to distinguish between two sources of heterogeneity at in-

stitutional level, thus variation due to heterogeneity in baseline risks and treatment

effects across institutions.

On this methodology, Legrand et al. (2005) used two independent normally dis-

tributed random effects in the proportional hazards model and developed inference

via the Bayesian approach, wherein estimation of variance components are achieved

by approximation of the marginal posterior density using the Laplace integration

method, as direct integration cannot be evaluated analytically. Rondeau et al. (2008)

considered a correlated random effects approach with inference based on penalised

maximum likelihood to investigate trial and treatment-by-trial heterogeneity in a

large meta-analysis of survival outcomes that combines data on chemotherapy in

head and neck cancers from different clinical trials. Similarly, for correlated frailty

model, Ha et al. (2011) assumed a bivariate normal distribution for the random ef-

fects and provided inference using the hierarchical likelihood. Elghafghuf and Stryhn
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Figure 3.1: Kaplan-Meier curves of recurrence free time for pulmonary exacerbations
stratified by treatment group and institutions. Fifteen out of 51 institutions are
shown. Solid line: rhDNase arm, dashed line: placebo arm. m denotes the number
of patients in each institution. Institutions are sorted in ascending order of number
of patients
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(2016) reviewed a class of estimation methods for correlated and uncorrelated frailty

models and illustrated the usefulness of methodology using time to event data from

veterinary medicine in which animals are clustered by herds. Komárek et al. (2007)

on the other hand, extended the accelerated failure time model to accommodate

random institutional effect and random treatment-by-institution interaction. The

model accommodates a flexible error distribution which is facilitated through pe-

nalised Gaussian mixtures using smoothing techniques. Nevertheless, all of these

studies considered survival data with univariate failure outcome (e.g. time to death

or time to first recurrence).

In this work we consider multilevel clustered recurrent event data. Of interest

is to develop a multilevel survival model to analyse the rhDNase trial data with

the aim of investigating treatment effect heterogeneity across institutions and in-

stitutional variation in their baseline risk. For this trial, Therneau and Hamilton

(1997) pointed out that the appearance of pulmonary exacerbations led to the de-

velopment of scar tissue, which impaired lung function. With this it is obvious that

an exacerbation within a patient would make recurrence more probable and thus

it seems reasonable to assume a time-varying frailty with serial dependence among

the events encountered by the same individual. Specifically, the model is the pro-

portional hazards type and it includes fixed effect covariates (including treatment),

random effects for baseline risk and treatment-by-institution interaction both incor-

porated at institutional level and a third random effect term specified for patient

effect. Because dependence of observations within a patient practically tend to de-

crease with increasing time lag between serial events, an AR(1) covariance structure

(Wolfinger, 1993) is specified for the random patient effect in order to accommo-

date time-varying frailty effect with correlation structure which decay over time.

However, regarding the two institution-level random effects, a diagonal covariance

structure (Wolfinger, 1993) is adopted as it is believed that individuals from the

same institution share a common frailty. The proposed model includes some well
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known frailty models as special cases. To consider multiple random covariates, an

application of the model to the recurrent UTI data is also provided. An advan-

tage of the model over the existing models is that it provides a unified framework

to account for intra-subject correlation and simultaneous heterogeneity induced by

the multilevel clustering structure underlying recurrent event data from clustered

populations. The model takes into account all the recurrences experienced by each

patient. Consequently, it increases statistical power, compared to the existing uni-

variate approaches which merely focus on first recurrence and ignore subsequent

ones. Moreover, as stated in Rogers et al. (2014), analysing all recurrences rather

than just the first event gives a better description of the true burden of the disease.

We consider estimation via the GLMM methodology (McGilchrist, 1994; McGilchrist

and Yau, 1995). This methodology allows us to estimate regression parameters by

maximising a BLUP-type log-likelihood and use the BLUP estimates to establish

a set of REML or ML estimating equations to obtain estimates for the variance

components. A notable gain in using this estimation procedure is that it avoids the

intractable integration associated with the use of the marginal likelihood as noted in

Chapter 2. Moreover, the GLMM method is fairly flexible in semiparametric frailty

models in that it preserves the cancellation property of the baseline hazard when

formulating the partial likelihood, unlike the marginal likelihood approach which

leads to much more complex expressions which require computationally intensive

techniques to achieve maximisation in semiparametric frailty models.

In the next section, the methodological developments of the multilevel model

are presented. Simulation studies are carried out to evaluate the performance of the

modelling methodology in Section 3.3 in a small sample setting. In Section 3.4.1,

the proposed method is applied to analyse the rhDNase data and the UTI data, and

Section 3.5 concludes the chapter with discussions.
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3.2 Model and Estimation

3.2.1 Multilevel Frailty Model

For the rhDNase data, let O = {(tijk, δijk) , i = 1, ..., D, j = 1, ...,mi, k = 1, ..., nij}

denote a collection of the observed recurrent survival times and their correspond-

ing indicator, where typically tijk is the observed gap time for the kth observation

on the jth patient within the ith institution. Notice that D denotes the number

of institutions, mi is the number of patients in the ith institution and nij is the

number of recurrent events on the jth patient within the ith institution. The value

of δijk is 1 when tijk corresponds to the occurrence of pulmonary exacerbation (i.e.

event) and 0 otherwise. Let N represent the total number of observations. Notice

that for this data N > M , where M is the number of patients in the trial. Let

xij = (xij1, ..., xijp)
T be a covariate vector for the jth patient within the ith insti-

tution, where the superscript T represents vector transpose and xij1 is taken to be

a treatment variable with possibly xij2, ..., xijp denoting some observed prognostic

factors, for example age, gender and comorbidities. Our problem is to assess the

association between the recurrent exacerbation gap times tijk and the covariate vec-

tor xij taking into account the possible heterogeneity among institutions in their

baseline risk and in their treatment effects as well as between patient variation and

intra-subject correlation due to repeated failures. This necessitates a three level

survival model with two random effects adjustment at institutional level and an

additional random effect specified at patient level, all incorporated to the linear

predictor as follows

ηijk = xTijβ + ui0 + xij1ui1 + vijk, (3.1)

where β = (β1, ..., βp)
T is the fixed effect regression parameter vector correspond-

ing to covariate vector xij, ui0 is the unobservable random baseline risk (i.e. main
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institution effect) which measures the random deviation of institution i from the

overall underlying baseline risk, ui1 is random treatment-by-institution interaction

which quantifies the random deviation of the ith institution from the overall treat-

ment effect β1 and vijk is the unobservable random patient effect or frailty of the

kth possible failure (or gap time) on the jth patient nested in the ith institution.

As a conventional practice, the treatment variable xij1 takes on coded values 0/1

to indicate placebo/treatment group. However, for models with random treatment

effect an alternative approach is to use ±1/2 coding scheme (Turner et al., 2000).

Let h0 (.) be a function for the baseline hazard and f (ηijk) be any positive function

of the linear predictor, for instance exp(ηijk). Then the multilevel model takes the

proportional hazards form h0 (tijk) exp(ηijk), where the form of h0 (.) is left unspec-

ified.

Let u0, u1 and v denote the respective vectors for the random effect terms ui0, ui1

and vijk. These random vectors may be partitioned conformably to their known

design matrices as follows

uT0 = (u10, ..., uD0) , Z0 = [Z10, ..., ZD0]

uT1 = (u11, ..., uD1) , Z1 = [Z11, ..., ZD1]

vT = (v111, v112, ..., v211, v212, ..., vD11, vD12, ...) ,

Z = diag [Z111,Z112, ...,Z211,Z212, ...,ZD11,ZD12, ...] ,

where the dimension of Z0 and Z1 is N ×D and Z is a block diagonal matrix with

N × N dimension. Similarly, let X be the design matrix of the covariate vector

corresponding to the fixed effect vector β. Notice that Z1 is a subset of X. The

linear predictor of (3.1) can be expressed in matrix notation as

η = Xβ + Z0u0 + Z1u1 + Zv.
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Next we suppose that the covariance of u0 and u1 is zero such that u0 ∼ N(0, σ2
0ID)

and u1 ∼ N(0, σ2
1ID), where ID is a D ×D identity matrix. For the distribution of

the subject level frailty v we assume a more general form of the normal distribution

due to the presence of repeated events nested within patients. These repeated

events give rise to the possibility of serial dependence and in reality such dependence

structure may decrease with distance in time. The AR(1) covariance structure is

a reasonable choice for this kind of correlation structure. Therefore, independent

of u0 and u1, v follows an AR(1) process with implied distribution of N(0, θG(ρ)),

where G = G11 ⊕ G12 ⊕ ... ⊕ GD1 ⊕ ... ⊕ GDmD
is a parameterised block diagonal

matrix and ⊕ is a direct sum. The covariance structure among repeated events on

the ijth patient is given by the symmetric matrix

Gij =
(
1− ρ2

)−1



1 ρ ρ2 . . . ρnij−1

ρ 1 ρ . . . ρnij−2

ρ2 ρ 1 . . . ρnij−3

...
...

...
. . .

...

ρnij−1 ρnij−2 ρnij−3 · · · 1


.

The role of the covariance structure is to characterise the association between succes-

sive events or their corresponding failure times encountered by the same individual.

The correlation changes in distance with time due to the power term of ρ. By

this structure, the failure times that occur closely in time have high correlations,

but it decays as the time between the two time points increases. Notice that vijk

varies over time for distinct k. A larger value of vijk indicates that patient j in

institution i has a higher susceptibility to the kth recurrent episode of the disease.

The degree of institutional variation in the baseline risk, and in treatment effect

is quantified by σ2
0 and σ2

1, respectively. Suppose σ2
0 is estimated to be relatively

large and significant. The implication then is that there is a substantial variation in

the baseline risk of the disease across institutions. Similarly, a significant estimate
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for σ2
1 depicts a substantial variation in the treatment effect across institutions. As

pointed out in previous studies (Matsuyama et al., 1998; Yamaguchi et al., 2002)

when there is evidence of heterogeneity in the treatment effect across institutions,

interpretation of results should be done cautiously in order to ascertain reasons

underlying the variation. However, when treatment homogeneity is observed, the

conclusions concerning treatment effects can be generalised to a broader patient

population (Matsuyama et al., 1998; Yamaguchi et al., 2002). Moreover, θ depicts

the heterogeneity among subjects and ρ is an autoregressive correlation parameter,

that measures within subject serial dependence. A significant positive value of ρ

would imply that the risk of recurrence increases once an event has occurred. We

note in passing that the proposed model is more general and it includes other frailty

models (Yau and McGilchrist, 1998; Wang et al., 2007a; Yamaguchi and Ohashi,

1999; Therneau, 2018) as special cases.

To formulate a likelihood function for the model, we suppose the recurrent sur-

vival/censoring times are rearranged in increasing order of magnitude. Let Tr be

a random variable for the reordered recurrent survival/censoring times with corre-

sponding reordered vector of censoring indicator ∆r and linear predictor ηr. Fol-

lowing the GLMM methodology (McGilchrist and Yau, 1995; McGilchrist, 1994),

let l = lA + lB denote a BLUP type log-likelihood, where lA is the logarithm of the

likelihood of recurrent event times conditional on u0, u1 and v, and lB is the loga-

rithm of the density functions of u0, u1 and v. Because the baseline hazard is left

unspecified, the first component lA is the logarithm of the partial likelihood (Cox,

1975) with conditions on the random effect terms, namely

lA = log
N∏
r=1

{
exp (ηr)∑
j∈Rr

exp (ηj)

}∆r

, (3.2)

where Rr is the risk set at time tr and ηj is the linear predictor corresponding to
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the risk set. The second component lB can be written as

lB = C − 1

2

{[
D log

(
2πσ2

0

)
+

1

σ2
0

uT0 u0

]
+

[
D log

(
2πσ2

1

)
+

1

σ2
1

uT1 u1

]
+

[
N log (2πθ) + log(detG) +

1

θ
vTG−1v

]}
, (3.3)

where C is a constant. The sum of the two components can also be interpreted as

a penalised partial likelihood, where lB is the penalty term for the basic likelihood

lA. Lee and Nelder (1996) considered a generalisation of the GLMM method to

accommodate a broader family of distributions for the random effect. They showed

that under appropriate conditions maximising the underlying likelihood gives fixed

effect estimators that are asymptotically equivalent to those obtained from the use of

the marginal likelihood and the random effect estimates obtained are asymptotically

best unbiased predictors.

3.2.2 Estimation

In the GLMM framework, the REML and the ML methods have been applied to

estimate the parameters of various random effect models and their relative perfor-

mances have been compared under different structures of the random effect term:

see for example Yau and McGilchrist (1998), McGilchrist (1994, 1993) and Yau and

Ma (1999). The relative performances of these two methods have not been studied

when the random effect term involves observed covariate. The statistical problem is

to use the REML or the ML methods within the GLMM framework to estimate the

unknown parameters of the proposed model and provide some comparison analysis

using simulation studies. The GLMM estimation starts by obtaining BLUP esti-

mates of the regression parameters in the linear predictor and then extend these

estimates to obtain REML or ML estimates of the variance components. For a

given set of initial values of the variance components, the BLUP estimators of the

regression parameters are the same as the REML and the ML estimators and can be
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achieved by using the Newton-Raphson iterative method to maximise the BLUP-

type log-likelihood. Nevertheless, the estimators of the variance components are

different for the REML and the ML methods. Consequently, this leads to different

numerical values for the estimators of β, u0, u1 and v.

Letting Φ(0) = (β(0), u
(0)
0 , u

(0)
1 , v(0)) to denote the initial values of the regression

coefficients Φ = (β, u0, u1, v) the iterative solution of the parameters of Φ is given

by maximisation of l obtained via Newton-Raphson method

Φ̂ = Φ(0) + ζ−1

(
∂l

∂Φ

)
. (3.4)

More precisely, Equation (3.4) can be written as



β̃

ũ0

ũ1

ṽ


=



β(0)

u
(0)
0

u
(0)
1

v(0)


+ ζ−1



XT∂lA/∂η

ZT
0 ∂lA/∂η − σ−2

0 u0

ZT
1 ∂lA/∂η − σ−2

1 u1

ZT∂lA/∂η − θ−1G−1v


, (3.5)

where ζ is the observed information matrix of the BLUP log-likelihood, expressed

in the form

ζ = −
{

∂2l

∂Φ∂ΦT

}
=





XT

ZT
0

ZT
1

ZT


(
−∂2lA
∂η∂ηT

)(
X Z0 Z1 Z

)

+



0 0 0 0

0 σ−2
0 ID 0 0

0 0 σ−2
1 ID 0

0 0 0 θ−1G−1




. (3.6)

The derivatives ∂lA/∂η and −∂2lA/∂η∂η
T are derived in accordance with the work
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of McGilchrist (1993). Thus, define ηq and δq as the qth components of the vec-

tors η and ∆ respectively, where η = [η1, ..., ηN ]T and ∆ = [δ1, ..., δN ]T . Let $q =

exp ηq, eq = δq/
∑N

j=q$j, gq =
∑q

j=1 ej, Q = diag($1, ..., $N),E = diag(e1, ..., eN),A =

diag(a1, ..., aN), 1 = (1, ..., 1)T and F =


1 . . . 0

...
. . .

...

1 . . . 1

. Then

∂lA
∂η

= ∆−QFE1

and

− ∂2lA
∂η∂ηT

= QA−QFE2F TQ.

To consider the REML and the ML estimators of the variance components, we

rewrite ζ compactly by a block matrix with partitions specified conformally to the

partitions of β|u0|u1|v as

ζ = −
{

∂2l

∂Φ∂ΦT

}
=



=11 =12 =13 =14

=21 =22 =23 =24

=31 =32 =33 =34

=41 =42 =43 =44


and ζ−1 =



ζ11 ζ12 ζ13 ζ14

ζ21 ζ22 ζ23 ζ24

ζ31 ζ32 ζ33 ζ34

ζ41 ζ42 ζ43 ζ44


.

The REML estimating equations for the variance components, σ2
0 and σ2

1, are given

as

σ̂2
0 =

1

D

[
τ2 + uT0 u0

]
(3.7)

and

σ̂2
1 =

1

D

[
τ3 + uT1 u1

]
, (3.8)

where τ2 = tr (ζ22), τ3 = tr (ζ33) and tr denotes the trace of a matrix. For ML

estimation of σ2
0 and σ2

1, τ2 = tr
[
(=22)−1] and τ3 = tr

[
(=33)−1], where =22 and

=33 are the second and third diagonal blocks of ζ partitioned conformally to the
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partitions of u0|u1. For θ and ρ the REML estimators are respectively obtained

through the simplification of the equations of the first order derivative of the REML

log-likelihood, given in the following:

θ̂ =
1

N

[
tr
(
G−1 (ζ44 + Υ)

)]
(3.9)

and

tr
[(
∂G−1/∂ρ

)
G
]

=
1

θ

[
tr
(
(ζ44 + Υ) ∂G−1/∂ρ

)]
, (3.10)

where Υ = vvT , G−1
ij = (1 + ρ2) Iij−ρJij−ρ2Kij and ∂G−1

ij /∂ρ = 2ρIij−Jij−2ρKij.

Note that Iij, Jij and Kij are matrices with nij × nij dimension; Iij is the identity

matrix; Jij has its sub-diagonal entries ones and zeros elsewhere; Kij takes on the

value 1 at the first and last element of its principal diagonal and zeros elsewhere.

In summary, I, J and K are block diagonal matrices with elements Iij, Jij and Kij,

respectively. Equation (3.9) can be simplified as

θ̂ =
1

N

M∑
j=1

tr
{[(

1 + ρ2
)

I− ρJ− ρ2K
]

[ζ44 + Υ]
}

and

θ̂ =
1

N

[
L1 + ρ2 (L1 − L3)− 2ρL2

]
, (3.11)

where

L1 = tr [I (ζ44 + Υ)] ,L2 = (1/2) tr [J (ζ44 + Υ)] ,L3 = tr [K (ζ44 + Υ)] . Plugging

tr ((∂G−1/∂ρ)G) = − [2ρ/ (1− ρ2)] and ∂G−1/∂ρ = 2ρI − J − 2ρK into Equation

(3.10) we obtain

−2Mρ

(1− ρ2)
= θ̂−1 (2ρL1 − 2L2 − 2ρL3) . (3.12)

When the REML estimator for θ is substituted into Equation (3.12), it reduces to

a cubic equation g(ρ) = B1ρ
3 + B2ρ

2 + B3ρ + B4 = 0. An approximate solution of
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ρ can be found by solving g (ρ) via the Newton algorithm

ρ̂ = ρ(0) − g (ρ)

g′ (ρ)
, (3.13)

where g
′
(ρ) is the first derivative of g(ρ) with respect to ρ. For ML estimator of θ

and ρ, use =−1
44 to replace ζ44 in Equations (3.9) and (3.10), respectively and follow

the above derivation accordingly.

Consider Ψ = (σ2
0, σ

2
1, θ, ρ) as the parameter vector of the variance components.

The iterative scheme for the estimation procedure are summarised as follows:

Step 1. Specify the initial values of Φ as zeros and set those of Ψ to relatively small

values.

Step 2. Use Equation (3.4) to update Φ iteratively until convergence in this step.

This step converges and proceeds to Step 3 when max|Φr − Φr+1| < ε, where

ε = 0.001.

Step 3. Given the current estimates of u0, u1 and v obtained from Φ in Step 2, use

Equations (3.7), (3.8), (3.11) and (3.13) to respectively update the values of

σ2
0, σ

2
1, θ and ρ in Ψ and use the current results of Ψ to update Φ in Step 2.

Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until convergence of the entire iterative scheme.

Entirely, the estimation converges when both max|Φr−Φr+1| < ε and max|Ψr−

Ψr+1| < ε criteria are met.

Here one easily recognizes that the estimates of Φ in the initial iterations of Step

2 are the same for the REML and the ML method given the initial values of Ψ.

However, Φ becomes distinct when the procedure moves to Step 3 to update Ψ,

back to Step 2 and so on. An alternative approach of specifying the convergence

criteria is to use the relative change in the estimates of the log-likelihood function:

see Yamaguchi and Ohashi (1999). The computational procedure are written as R

coded program. The program can be found in Appendix A. When ρ is assigned to a
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value of 1, the estimation procedure is undefined and the computational procedure

fails to progress to convergence. However, it is important to note that it is not

plausible to have ρ = 1 because the covariance matrix Gij does not exist under

such context. In other words, this means that ρ = 1 does not provide an AR(1)

covariance matrix.

The asymptotic variances and covariances of β̂ are given by ζ11 in the inverse

of the information matrix of the BLUP log-likelihood. The standard errors of β̂

are computed based on the square root of the asymptotic variances. Similarly,

the standard errors of the variance component parameters are calculated by taking

square root of their asymptotic variances which are obtained from the inverse of the

REML information matrix derived as follows:

var



σ̂2
0

σ̂2
1

θ̂

ρ̂


= 2



h11 h12 h13 h14

h21 h22 h23 h24

h31 h32 h33 h34

h41 h42 h43 h44



−1

,

where

h11 = σ−4
0 tr

(
ID − σ−2

0 ζ22

)2
, h12 = σ−4

0 σ−4
1 tr (ζ23ζ32) ,

h13 = σ−4
0 θ−2tr

(
ζ24G−1ζ42

)
, h14 = −σ−4

0 θ−1tr

(
ζ24

∂G−1

∂ρ
ζ42

)
,

h22 = σ−4
1 tr

(
ID − σ−2

1 ζ33

)2
, h23 = σ−4

1 θ−2tr
(
ζ34G−1ζ43

)
,

h24 = −σ−4
1 θ−1tr

(
ζ34

∂G−1

∂ρ
ζ43

)
, h33 = θ−2tr

(
IN − θ−1ζ44G−1

)2
,

h34 = −θ−1tr

[(
IN − θ−1ζ44G−1

)2
G
∂G−1

∂ρ

]
and

h44 = tr

(
θ−1ζ44

∂G−1

∂ρ
−G

∂G−1

∂ρ

)2

.

Let Ω be a sub-block matrix of ζ partitioned conformally to u0|u1|v, that is Ω =
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=22 =23 =24

=32 =33 =34

=42 =43 =44

 and it’s inverse is Ω−1 =


Ω22 Ω23 Ω24

Ω32 Ω33 Ω34

Ω42 Ω43 Ω44

 . The variance matrix

for the ML estimators of σ2
0, σ

2
1, θ and ρ has the following components:

h11 = σ−4
0 tr

(
ID − σ−2

0 Ω22

)2
, h12 = σ−4

0 σ−4
1 tr (Ω23Ω32) ,

h13 = σ−4
0 θ−2tr

(
Ω24G−1Ω42

)
, h14 = −σ−4

0 θ−1tr

(
Ω24

∂G−1

∂ρ
Ω42

)
,

h22 = σ−4
1 tr

(
ID − σ−2

1 Ω33

)2
, h23 = σ−4

1 θ−2tr
(
Ω34G−1Ω43

)
,

h24 = −σ−4
1 θ−1tr

(
Ω34

∂G−1

∂ρ
Ω43

)
, h33 = θ−2tr

(
IN − θ−1Ω44G−1

)2
,

h34 = −θ−1tr

[(
IN − θ−1Ω44G−1

)2
G
∂G−1

∂ρ

]
and

h44 = tr

(
θ−1Ω44

∂G−1

∂ρ
−G

∂G−1

∂ρ

)2

.

3.2.3 Prediction of Random Effects

In areas where random effect models are applicable, it is sometimes of interest to

perform inference using the point estimates of random effects or their confidence

intervals. The usefulness of predicting random effects arise in many domains, for

example in clustered data problems, such as litter match tumourigenesis experiment

(Yau and McGilchrist, 1997) to identify high risk litters and animals and in multi-

centre clinical trials (Ha et al., 2011; Yamaguchi and Ohashi, 1999) to evaluate the

effectiveness of treatment across trial centres or institutions. Prediction of random

effect is also employed in small area estimation or disease mapping (Rao, 2003) and

in diagnostic analysis, such as identifying outlying clusters (Wang et al., 2006) or

checking for violations of the normality assumption for the random effects (Lange

and Ryan, 1989).

In the REML estimation, predicted values of the random effects are available
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in the Newton-Raphson iterative procedure (3.4) at convergence. Let u denote the

random effect of interest. A 95% empirical Bayes (EB) prediction interval of u can

be constructed on the basis of the normal approximation defined as

û± 1.96
√
var(u|oi),

where
√
var(u|oi) is the standard errors of the prediction interval. Notice that oi

denotes the observed data within the ith cluster. The EB variance of the prediction

interval is then given as

var(u|oi) ≈
(
− ∂2l

∂u∂uT

)−1

. (3.14)

For GLMMs, Booth and Hobert (1998) provided the conditional mean squared error

of prediction (CMSEP) procedure which in illustration, is the sum of the conditional

variance of the random effect and a positive correction that account for the sampling

variability of parameter estimates. Lee and Ha (2010) proposed an extension of the

method in hierarchical GLMs. Using the hierarchical likelihood, they shown that

the inverse of the underlying information matrix yields the first order approximation

of the CMSEP method. Ha et al. (2011) extended the approximate CMSEP method

to frailty models involving bivariate random effects; see also Ha et al. (2016). In

contrast, Vaida and Xu (2000) used the EB method in frailty models. The CM-

SEP method accounts for the extra variability caused by estimating the fixed effect

parameters and the baseline hazard of the model, however, in the EB method this

extra variation is not accounted for (Ha et al., 2011). For a lengthy discussion of

prediction in random effect models see Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2009).

In the REML/ ML estimation procedure, the EB prediction variance (3.14) can

be computed from the information matrix of the BLUP log-likelihood. For instance,

considering the random random effect term u0, var(u0|oi) corresponds to the diag-

onal components of the inverse of ∂2l/∂u0∂u
T
0 and it can be extracted from (=22)−1
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in ζ. The EB prediction variance of u1 and v can be obtained in a similar manner

by making use of (=33)−1 and (=44)−1, respectively. We give numerical illustration

of these methods in Section 3.4.1.

3.3 Simulation Studies

In this section, we outline a simulation study to evaluate the performance of the

REML and ML estimators in the proposed multilevel frailty model given in Section

3.2. The design of the simulation is given under a multi-institutional clinical trial

setting and it is carried out to mimic the data from the rhDNase study. Two schemes

of multi-institutional design are considered. In the first scheme, we assume there

exist 500 patients (50 institutions, 10 patients per institution) and the number of

recurrence per patient varies from 1 to 5. In the second case, we considered 510

patients, (30 institutions, 17 patients per institution) and 1 to 5 possible number

of recurrence per patient. That is, the second case considers fewer institutions but

more patients per institution. In each scheme, approximately half of the patients

within each institution are randomly assigned to treatment group (xij1 = 1) and the

remaining are assigned to control group (xij1 = 0). Also we considered a continuous

covariate xij2 which is generated from the standard normal distribution. Moreover,

we set the true values of their corresponding parameters as β1 = −0.5,−1.0 and β2 =

0.5,−1.0. The random effect terms specific to institution baseline risk u0, treatment-

by-institution interaction u1 and patient effect v are generated independently under

the normal distribution as follows:

u0 ∼ N
(
0, σ2

0

)
, u1 ∼ N

(
0, σ2

1

)
, v ∼ N (0, θG(ρ)) ,

where the true values of their respective variance components are specified as σ2
0 =

0.5;σ2
1 = 0.3, 0.5; θ = 0.6 and ρ = 0.3, 0.7. The matrix G is taken to be block

diagonal with diagonal blocks Gij assumed to have an AR(1) covariance structure.
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Using different combinations of these numerical settings, 500 replicated data sets are

simulated from the multilevel frailty model, considering that the baseline hazard is

Weibull distributed with shape parameter λ = 1.0 and scale parameter γ = 1.0; see

Section 2.6 for more information on simulation of survival times of a Cox model.

Censoring times are generated from the exponential distribution with rate parameter

ϑ = 0.02 resulting in censoring proportion ranging from 11.4% to 17.6% in the

first scheme of multi-institutional design and a range of 17.3% to 24.0% in the

second scheme, where the censoring rate is the proportion of patients who have any

censored failure times. For each replicated data, the REML and the ML estimates

are obtained, with six scenarios illustrated for each estimation method under the two

schemes of multi-institutional design. In each case, the initial values of the variance

components σ2
0, σ

2
1, θ and ρ in the REML and the ML estimation were equated to

their true values. However, it is important to note that our simulation results do

not depend on the initial values because we obtained similar results when values

other than the true values are used in initialization.

Summary of the simulation results of the REML and the ML estimation are

presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The tables report the average bias (Ave. bias)

and the variability of the parameter estimates measured by SEE and SE, where

SEE and SE are respectively defined as the average of the standard error estimates

and the standard error of the point estimates over 500 replications. Considering

all the scenarios of both schemes (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2), no significant bias is

observed for the REML estimates of the fixed effect parameters β1 and β2 as well as

the variance components σ2
0, σ

2
1, θ and ρ. The REML estimation of θ is quite stable

in all scenarios. The ML estimates of β1 and β2 have quite smaller biases, but they

are slightly positively biased when their true parameter values are respectively set

to -1.0 and -1.0. The extent of bias of the ML estimates of the patient-level variance

components θ and ρ are reasonably small in the scheme consisting of fewer number

of institutions (D = 30) with many patients per institution (mi = 17) (Table 3.2),
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Table 3.1: Estimated biases and standard errors of the REML and the ML estimators
based on 500 replications of the multilevel frailty model with D = 50, mi = 10, and
nij varying from 1 to 5.

REML ML

Parameter True value Ave Bias SEE SE Ave. Bias SEE SE

Censoring range (11.4%-17.6%)
Simulation 1
β1 -0.5 0.020 0.097 0.096 0.048 0.072 0.092
β2 0.5 -0.021 0.035 0.036 -0.045 0.032 0.035
σ2

0 0.5 -0.049 0.107 0.106 -0.105 0.091 0.100
σ2

1 0.3 -0.022 0.093 0.089 -0.211 0.045 0.083
θ 0.6 0.000 0.054 0.010 -0.110 0.049 0.046
ρ 0.3 -0.014 0.068 0.044 -0.085 0.083 0.064
Simulation 2
β1 -0.5 0.023 0.116 0.118 0.048 0.085 0.114
β2 0.5 -0.025 0.048 0.049 -0.044 0.044 0.048
σ2

0 0.5 -0.057 0.118 0.116 -0.121 0.094 0.117
σ2

1 0.3 -0.019 0.125 0.104 -0.284 0.009 0.024
θ 0.6 -0.002 0.062 0.021 -0.056 0.036 0.032
ρ 0.7 -0.020 0.035 0.024 -0.037 0.028 0.031
Simulation 3
β1 -0.5 -0.029 0.130 0.133 0.066 0.090 0.124
β2 0.5 -0.026 0.048 0.048 -0.050 0.044 0.048
σ2

0 0.5 -0.047 0.121 0.126 -0.124 0.094 0.135
σ2

1 0.5 -0.044 0.161 0.141 -0.438 0.028 0.107
θ 0.6 -0.002 0.062 0.013 -0.083 0.033 0.039
ρ 0.7 -0.018 0.035 0.024 -0.030 0.028 0.037
Simulation 4
β1 -1.0 0.048 0.099 0.099 0.096 0.074 0.096
β2 -1.0 0.048 0.039 0.041 0.091 0.036 0.041
σ2

0 0.5 -0.050 0.107 0.106 -0.105 0.091 0.101
σ2

1 0.3 -0.028 0.094 0.087 -0.217 0.046 0.076
θ 0.6 0.001 0.055 0.011 -0.098 0.051 0.043
ρ 0.3 -0.014 0.070 0.045 -0.086 0.084 0.062
Simulation 5
β1 -1.0 0.055 0.117 0.118 0.100 0.087 0.115
β2 -1.0 0.056 0.051 0.052 0.094 0.047 0.051
σ2

0 0.5 0.058 0.118 0.117 -0.129 0.093 0.118
σ2

1 0.3 -0.026 0.126 0.101 -0.284 0.010 0.023
θ 0.6 -0.003 0.064 0.018 -0.056 0.037 0.032
ρ 0.7 -0.021 0.037 0.023 -0.040 0.029 0.031
Simulation 6
β1 -1.0 0.057 0.131 0.131 0.117 0.091 0.126
β2 -1.0 0.056 0.051 0.052 0.105 0.047 0.052
σ2

0 0.5 -0.056 0.120 0.120 -0.127 0.094 0.126
σ2

1 0.5 -0.057 0.160 0.148 -0.446 0.026 0.104
θ 0.6 -0.003 0.064 0.017 -0.085 0.033 0.042
ρ 0.7 -0.021 0.037 0.024 -0.031 0.028 0.038
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Table 3.2: Estimated biases and standard errors of the REML and the ML estimators
based on 500 replications of the multilevel frailty model with D = 30, mi = 17, and
nij varying from 1 to 5.

REML ML

Parameter True value Ave. Bias SEE SE Ave. Bias SEE SE

Censoring range (17.3%-24.0%)
Simulation 1
β1 -0.5 0.025 0.114 0.111 0.037 0.092 0.110
β2 0.5 -0.023 0.034 0.035 -0.035 0.032 0.034
σ2

0 0.5 -0.039 0.134 0.138 -0.086 0.119 0.133
σ2

1 0.3 -0.021 0.102 0.100 -0.147 0.066 0.098
θ 0.6 0.000 0.053 0.008 -0.052 0.051 0.028
ρ 0.3 -0.014 0.065 0.038 -0.068 0.074 0.051
Simulation 2
β1 -0.5 0.034 0.130 0.127 0.051 0.091 0.125
β2 0.5 -0.026 0.046 0.047 -0.041 0.044 0.046
σ2

0 0.5 -0.043 0.143 0.149 -0.078 0.125 0.154
σ2

1 0.3 -0.021 0.128 0.116 -0.265 0.020 0.072
θ 0.6 -0.001 0.061 0.016 -0.038 0.037 0.024
ρ 0.7 -0.020 0.034 0.024 -0.034 0.027 0.031
Simulation 3
β1 -0.5 0.034 0.150 0.145 0.058 0.108 0.141
β2 0.5 -0.024 0.047 0.047 -0.041 0.044 0.046
σ2

0 0.5 -0.033 0.147 0.147 -0.082 0.126 0.162
σ2

1 0.5 -0.041 0.176 0.182 -0.340 0.068 0.197
θ 0.6 -0.002 0.061 0.011 -0.054 0.035 0.032
ρ 0.7 -0.018 0.034 0.023 -0.033 0.027 0.037
Simulation 4
β1 -1.0 0.053 0.114 0.150 0.076 0.093 0.109
β2 -1.0 0.047 0.038 0.051 0.070 0.036 0.038
σ2

0 0.5 -0.040 0.134 0.151 -0.085 0.119 0.134
σ2

1 0.3 -0.032 0.101 0.174 -0.156 0.065 0.097
θ 0.6 0.001 0.054 0.012 -0.051 0.052 0.030
ρ 0.3 -0.015 0.067 0.023 -0.069 0.076 0.053
Simulation 5
β1 -1.0 0.066 0.130 0.129 0.097 0.092 0.128
β2 -1.0 0.055 0.049 0.050 0.081 0.047 0.050
σ2

0 0.5 -0.047 0.142 0.151 -0.085 0.123 0.153
σ2

1 0.3 -0.033 0.127 0.115 -0.267 0.020 0.067
θ 0.6 -0.003 0.063 0.013 -0.040 0.037 0.027
ρ 0.7 -0.022 0.035 0.023 -0.037 0.028 0.031
Simulation 6
β1 -1.0 0.066 0.151 0.150 0.104 0.108 0.147
β2 -1.0 0.055 0.050 0.051 0.087 0.047 0.050
σ2

0 0.5 -0.042 0.145 0.151 -0.102 0.121 0.159
σ2

1 0.5 -0.054 0.174 0.174 -0.351 0.066 0.179
θ 0.6 -0.003 0.063 0.012 -0.053 0.036 0.032
ρ 0.7 -0.021 0.036 0.023 -0.039 0.028 0.036
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but have slightly negative bias when the true value of ρ goes to 0.3 in the scheme

that has many institutions (D = 50) and relatively small number of patients per

institution (mi = 10) (Table 3.1). The ML estimates of the variance component σ2
0

are slightly biased towards zero, particularly in the case of the first scheme. Also,

the ML estimates of σ2
1 have severe negative bias and such bias increases when its

true value increases in magnitude.

On the accounts of the standard errors, our results show that the REML estima-

tors yield good estimates as there is a good agreement in the estimates of SEE and

SE for all parameters, except SE of θ which is slightly smaller than their correspond-

ing SEE in all simulation settings. One possible reason is: the analytic simplification

which derives the estimating equation (3.11) has much increased the accuracy of the

estimates of θ. The ML estimation, on the other hand, gives comparable estimates

of SEE and SE for θ. In general, the estimated standard errors of the ML estimation

are reasonably good, except SEE of σ2
1 is quite small in some simulation scenarios

of Table 3.1 (e.g. simulation 2). In summary, the REML method gives less biased

estimators of the fixed effects and the variance components, compared to the ML

method. Convergence was achieved for all simulations. The REML method gives

fast convergence relative to the ML method. Additional simulation results are pro-

vided in Table 3.3 to emphasize the effect of censoring on the REML estimation. In

these results, the simulation design was based on the scheme with 50 institutions,

10 patients per institution and number of recurrence per patient varying from 1 to

5 and censoring times were generated from the exponential distribution with rate

parameter ϑ = 0.50. Approximately 61.0% of the data are censored: the variance

component parameter σ2
0 is slightly biased but bias of β1, β2, σ

2
1, θ and ρ are reason-

ably small. However, comparing with the results on the REML method in Table 3.1

we see that the extent of bias increases when censoring proportion increases.

Furthermore, we investigate the performance of the REML method in the multi-

level frailty model when the normal assumption of the random effects does not match
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the true distribution of random effects underlying the data. Our aim is to examine

the impact of misspecification of random effects distribution on the REML inference

concerning fixed effects, variance components and their standard errors. In linear

mixed models, previous studies have shown that incorrectly specifying the distribu-

tion of the random effects has little effect on the fixed effect estimates; see Verbeke

and Lesaffre (1997), and Ha et al. (2002). For frailty models the hierarchical likeli-

hood leads to less biased estimates, particularly for the fixed effect parameters when

random effects distribution is misspecified (Ha et al., 2011). However, in GLMMs

Heagerty and Kurland (2001) have demonstrated that misspecification of random

effect distribution can lead to substantial bias when using random intercept model

in which either the random effect distribution depends on measured covariates or

the random effects have autoregressive structure.

Table 3.3: Estimated biases and standard errors of the REML estimators based on
500 replications of the multilevel frailty model with D = 50, mi = 10, nij varying
from 1 to 5 under relatively heavily censored data.

Parameter True value Ave. Bias SEE SE

Simulation 1
61.2% censoring
β1 -0.5 0.044 0.118 0.121
β2 0.5 -0.041 0.049 0.051
σ2

0 0.5 -0.094 0.110 0.113
σ2

1 0.3 -0.024 0.129 0.109
θ 0.6 -0.029 0.085 0.023
ρ 0.3 0.036 0.113 0.078
Simulation 2
61.0% censoring
β1 -0.5 0.049 0.135 0.140
β2 0.5 -0.048 0.059 0.063
σ2

0 0.5 -0.110 0.120 0.117
σ2

1 0.3 -0.023 0.161 0.123
θ 0.6 -0.055 0.098 0.045
ρ 0.3 -0.019 0.061 0.040

For our present simulation work we considered the scheme with 50 institutions, 10

patients within each institution and number of recurrence per patient varying from 1

to 5. To generate the random effects u0, u1 and v from non-normal distributions, we
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follow Verbeke and Lesaffre (1997) and Ha et al. (2011). Here, the institution-level

random effects u0 and u1 are respectively drawn from symmetric mixture of two

univariate normal distributions as follows:

1

2
N(0.40, 0.34) +

1

2
N(−0.40, 0.34);

1

2
N(−0.35, 0.18) +

1

2
N(0.35, 0.18),

and the patient-level random effect v is sampled from a symmetric mixture of two

multivariate normal distributions, according to

1

2
N (µ1,Σ) +

1

2
N (µ2,Σ) ,

where

µ1 = [−0.10 0.60 0.15 − 0.30 0.30]T and µ2 = [0.10 − 0.60 − 0.15 0.30 − 0.30]T

are vectors of the component means and Σ is the common covariance matrix of

the mixture components. Following Day (1969), the covariance matrix Σ can be

expressed as

Σ = R + π (1− π) (µ1 − µ2) (µ1 − µ2)T ,

where R = θGij; given by the AR(1) covariance matrix and π = 0.5 denotes the

component weights of the mixture. Notice that the distributions considered here

are carefully chosen in order to allow the expectation of the random effects to tend

to zero and their respective variances to be equal to the variance components in

simulation set 1 of Table 3.1. Results on six scenarios, each based on 500 replicated

data sets are summarised in Table 3.4. In simulation sets 5 and 6, we keep the

distribution of v as correctly specified while u0 and u1 are incorrectly specified. As

shown in simulation sets 1 to 4 in Table 3.4, misspecification of the distribution of

the three random effect terms results to increase in bias in the REML estimates of β1

and β2 only at slightest margin, considering that censoring proportion is within the

range of 11.4% to 17.6%. In this setting, the variance component σ2
0 is moderately
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Table 3.4: Estimated biases and standard errors of the REML estimators based
on 500 replications of the multilevel frailty model with D = 50, mi = 10, and nij
varying from 1 to 5, assuming that random effects distribution is misspecified.

Parameter True value Ave. Bias SEE SE

Censoring range (11.4%-17.6%)
Simulation 1a

β1 -0.5 0.062 0.110 0.116
β2 0.5 -0.056 0.044 0.049
σ2

0 0.5 -0.100 0.105 0.103
σ2

1 0.3 -0.035 0.114 0.100
θ 0.6 -0.016 0.062 0.040
ρ 0.3 0.339 0.041 0.044
Simulation 2a

β1 -0.5 0.056 0.126 0.130
β2 0.5 -0.051 0.055 0.058
σ2

0 0.5 -0.099 0.118 0.111
σ2

1 0.3 -0.021 0.144 0.105
θ 0.6 -0.021 0.062 0.024
ρ 0.7 0.074 0.027 0.021
Simulation 3a

β1 -1.0 0.120 0.111 0.117
β2 -1.0 0.113 0.048 0.054
σ2

0 0.5 -0.100 0.106 0.103
σ2

1 0.3 -0.042 0.115 0.097
θ 0.6 -0.008 0.064 0.039
ρ 0.3 0.338 0.042 0.044
Simulation 4a

β1 -1.0 0.111 0.128 0.130
β2 -1.0 0.107 0.058 0.062
σ2

0 0.5 -0.102 0.117 0.112
σ2

1 0.3 -0.034 0.145 0.103
θ 0.6 -0.021 0.064 0.024
ρ 0.7 0.073 0.027 0.023
Simulation 5b

β1 -0.5 0.027 0.097 0.096
β2 0.5 -0.025 0.035 0.034
σ2

0 0.5 -0.041 0.108 0.108
σ2

1 0.3 -0.027 0.092 0.080
θ 0.6 0.001 0.054 0.008
ρ 0.3 -0.012 0.068 0.039
Simulation 6b

β1 -0.5 0.032 0.115 0.113
β2 0.5 -0.030 0.048 0.046
σ2

0 0.5 -0.050 0.119 0.117
σ2

1 0.3 -0.026 0.124 0.098
θ 0.6 -0.001 0.062 0.014
ρ 0.7 -0.020 0.035 0.025

a distribution of v, u0 and u1 are misspecified.
b distribution of v is correctly specified but u0 and u1 are misspecified.
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biased but bias of σ2
1 and θ are acceptable. Also ρ has acceptable biases when its

true value is held at 0.7 but it is appreciably biased when the true value reduces

to 0.3; see simulation sets 1 and 3 in Table 3.4. The simulation sets 5 and 6 reveal

that the fixed effect and the variance component parameters have small biases when

the misspecification does not involve the distribution of the random effect with

AR(1) covariance structure. In general, the standard errors are not affected by

misspecification in the sense that SEE and SE are comparable in all scenarios,

except SE of θ is quite smaller than SEE in all instances.

3.4 Applications

3.4.1 rhDNase Clinical Trial Data

In this section, we illustrate the feasibility of the proposed multilevel frailty model

by analysing the rhDNase clinical trial data. The data set is from a randomized

placebo controlled double-blind clinical trial which was conducted to evaluate the

efficacy of rhDNase (i.e. a recombinant deoxyribonuclease I enzyme) in reducing

exacerbations of respiratory symptoms for patients with cystic fibrosis (Therneau

and Hamilton, 1997). Cystic fibrosis is a genetic disorder which commonly affects

the lungs. Patients with this disease often experience exacerbations of respiratory

symptoms and progressive deterioration of lung function due to accumulation of

extracellular DNA in the airways. The study consisted of 647 patients from 51

institutions, of which 322 were randomized to rhDNase and the remaining 325 re-

ceived placebo. Patients were then followed for pulmonary exacerbations. Data on

all exacerbations were collected for approximately 170 days. The definition of an

exacerbation was an infection that required the use of intravenous (IV) antibiotics.

Some patients developed recurrence of exacerbations. The number of recurrence

varied from 1 to 5 with mean 1.5 and median 1.0. Summary of the frequency of

recurrent exacerbations classified by treatment group are shown in Figure 3.2. From
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the number of recurrent pulmonary exacerbations among
cystic fibrosis patients in the rhDNase trial. Total number of patients, M = 647

the figure, the frequency of patients decreases with increasing number of recurrence.

Two covariates were measured; treatment (0=placebo, 1=rhDNase) and baseline

level of forced expiratory volume per second, denoted as baseline FEV1. The num-

ber of patients per institution ranged from 4 to 24 with mean 12.7 and median 12.0.

This data set is available in the R package ‘survival’ (Therneau, 2019). A sample

of the data on five subjects is given in Table A1 in Appendix A.

Since each recurrent or censored observation is nested within one of the 647

patients and each patient is also nested within one of the 51 institutions, we analyse

the data in the context of the proposed multilevel frailty model on the basis of the

REML estimation to investigate institutional baseline heterogeneity, treatment-by-

institution interaction as well as subject effect. We demonstrate the model fitting

in terms of multiple and single covariates. We also compare results from the model

with those from simple log-normal and gamma frailty models with random patient
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effect as well as some non-random effect approaches. As in the proposed model,

these models were fitted using the gap time approach. The log-normal frailty model

and the gamma frailty model were implemented in R using packages ‘survival’

and ‘frailtypack’ (Therneau, 2019; Rondeau et al., 2012).

A summary of the results is given in Table 3.5. The results of the parameter

estimates, hazard ratios (HR) and their corresponding standard errors (SE) are pre-

sented. From the proposed multilevel frailty model, the estimated coefficient for

rhDNase in the single covariate perspective is -0.444 (SE: 0.158). This estimate is

significant at the 5% statistical level which indicates that rhDNase significantly re-

duces the incidence of recurrent pulmonary exacerbations in cystic fibrosis patients.

When baseline FEV1 is considered together with the treatment variable in the model

the estimated coefficient for rhDNase changed slightly to -0.473 (SE: 0.161) but it

remained significant. Baseline FEV1 also showed a significant decreasing effect on

the incidence of recurrent exacerbations, with estimated coefficient of -0.026 (SE:

0.003). For rhDNase, the gamma frailty model gives a quite different estimate (β1:

-0.646) compared to our proposed model (β1: -0.473) and that of the log-normal

frailty model (β1: -0.469). The CI of HR (CI: 0.331-0.831) using Gamma frailty

model is slightly wider, relative to the proposed model (HR: 0.623; CI: 0.454-0.854)

and the log-normal frailty model (CI: 0.626; CI: 0.457-0.856). In terms of Base-

line FEV1, all the three models provide consistent results. The non-random effect

approaches based on the Andersen-Gill model (β1:-0.303; HR: 0.739; 95% CI for

HR: 0.595-0.916), marginal model (β1:-0.345, HR:708; 95% CI for HR: 0.571-0.879),

conditional PWP model (β1: -0.227; HR: 0.797; 95% CI for HR: 0.642-0.989) and

semiparametric transformation additive rate model (β1:-0.327; HR: 0.721; 95% CI

for HR: 0.541-0.962) (Table 3.6) give slightly different coefficient estimate for rhD-

Nase when compared to the random effect approaches in Table 3.5. Nevertheless,

the models consistently produce significant effect for rhDNase which concur with

the results from the random effect models. Our result for baseline FEV1 is compa-
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Table 3.5: Estimates of the proposed multilevel frailty model, the log-normal frailty
model and the gamma frailty model based on the rhDNase data (Number of patients,
M=647).

Parameter Proposed model Log-normal Gamma
(Multilevel) frailty model frailty model

Multiple covariate

Estimate (HR) SE Estimate (HR) SE Estimate (HR) SE

rhDNase -0.473 (0.623)† 0.161 -0.469 (0.626)† 0.160 -0.646 (0.524)† 0.235
Baseline FEV1 -0.026 (0.974)† 0.003 -0.024 (0.976)† 0.003 -0.029 (0.971)† 0.005
Institution
σ2

0 0.271 0.127
σ1

1 0.053 0.191
Patient
θ 0.067 0.445 1.770 5.150 (0.891)
ρ 0.979 0.142

Single covariate

rhDNase -0.444 (0.641)† 0.158
Institution
σ2

0 0.194 0.109
σ1

1 0.048 0.178
Patient
θ 0.064 0.463
ρ 0.980 0.145

Note: The proposed model has REML estimates.
† p-value < 0.05

rable with the results from the semiparametric transformation additive rate model

(Zeng et al., 2011) (Table 3.6), analogous to the results in Zeng and Lin (2007) using

semiparametric transformation models with random effects.

Table 3.6: Comparative results from different models based on the rhDNase data.

Model Variable Estimate (HR) SE

Therneau and Hamilton (1997)
Andersen-Gill model rhDNase -0.303 (0.739)† 0.110
WLW marginal model rhDNase -0.345 (0.708)† 0.110
PWP conditional model rhDNase -0.227 (0.797)† 0.110

Zeng et al. (2011)
Transformation additive rate model rhDNase -0.327 (0.721)† 0.147

Baseline FEV1 -0.018 (0.982)† 0.003

† p-value < 0.05

The results concerning σ2
0 in Table 3.5 indicate that there is a moderate varia-

tion in the baseline risk across institutions. In the multiple covariate results σ2
0 is
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estimated to be 0.271. It reduced marginally to 0.194 in the case of single covariate.

In the single and multiple covariate perspectives (Table 3.5), the variance parame-

ter for treatment-by-institution interaction are respectively estimated as 0.048 (SE:

0.178) and 0.053 (SE: 0.191). These estimates are quite smaller, thus an indication

that there is little treatment-by-institution interaction in the rhDNase data. Of

course, no much difference is seen in fixed effect estimates of our proposed model,

compared to those from the comparable models (especially the log-normal frailty

model) because the estimates of σ2
0 and σ2

1 depict no substantial institutional ef-

fects. Similar, ignoring σ2
0 and σ2

1 do not bring much difference in the fixed effect

estimates (results not reported) compared to those from the propose model due to

the little institutional effects in the data. At subject level, the intra-patient correla-

tion due to unobserved heterogeneity is small θ = 0.067 in the proposed model but

substantially large in the log-normal frailty model (θ = 1.770) and the gamma frailty

model (θ = 5.150). This difference could be due to the substantial positive serial de-

pendence in the data as modelled by the proposed model through ρ. An implication

is that the patients frailty is not necessarily due to unobserved heterogeneity across

patients, but rather as a result of dependence between the serial events on the same

patient. As the incidence of pulmonary exacerbation caused biological impairment

to the lung function (Therneau and Hamilton, 1997), this result is obvious and hence

it supports such scientific claim.

Notice that the standard errors of the variance components have been reported

in Table 3.5 but we did not apply them to test for statistical significance as done in

the usual way; see also Vaida and Xu (2000). The reason is, the null hypothesis lies

on the boundary of the parameter space and the normal approximation of the null

test statistic is no longer appropriate (Vaida and Xu, 2000; Lai and Yau, 2009). As

noted in Vaida and Xu (2000) the score test of homogeneity proposed by Gray (1995)

and Commenges and Andersen (1995) are suitable for this context. An alternative

approach for checking the necessity of random effects is to display the prediction
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intervals of the random effects over clusters; see references (Ha et al., 2011, 2016;

Vaida and Xu, 2000; Gray, 1994).

Following the EB prediction variance procedure detailed in Section 3.2.3, data

analyses concerning the random effects u0 and u1 are performed using the REML

method in the proposed multilevel frailty model. Figure 3.3 gives the predicted

random effects and their 95% prediction intervals over 51 institutions, with the

institutions arranged in ascending order of their sizes; that is, number of patients

enrolled. From Figure 3.3(a) the prediction interval for Institution 5 does not include

zero. This can lead to heterogeneity among institutions. However, in Figure 3.3(b)

the intervals of all institutions include zero, which shows a homogeneity of treat-

ment effect over institutions. In Figure 3.3(a) it is observed that the lengths of the

prediction intervals decrease as the number of patients within institutions increases.

This is an interesting part of our results concerning the usage of the REML method

with the EB procedure, as the decreasing pattern of the prediction intervals concur

with previous work on the lines of Vaida and Xu (2000) and Ha et al. (2011) who

respectively employed the EM algorithm with EB and the hierarchical likelihood

with approximate CMSEP for prediction of random effects. Furthermore, consider-

ing Figure 3.3(b), the interval lengths are almost equal, in contrast to the interval

lengths in Figure 3.3(a). Again, this confirms that there is small variation in treat-

ment effect across the institutions. It is evident that Institutions 5 and 43 give the

highest and the lowest treatment hazards, respectively. Comparing Figure 3.3(a)

and 3.3(b) it is consistently seen that Institution 5 gives the highest baseline risk

and the highest treatment hazard. However, the results regarding the institution

with the lowest baseline risk and the lowest treatment hazard is not consistent when

the two figures are compared. With Institution 5, it is clear from Figure 3.1 that

all the patients on the rhDNase arm developed pulmonary exacerbations within 105

days.
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Figure 3.3: Prediction of institution-specific (a) random baseline risks ui0 and (b)
random treatment effects ui1 of the rhDNase trial data using the multilevel frailty
model. In (a), the horizontal line of 0 indicates zero baseline risk, > 0 is high risk
and < 0 is low risk; In (b), horizontal line of 0 indicates zero treatment effect, >
0 is hazardous treatment effect and < 0 is efficacious treatment effect. Institutions
are sorted in ascending order of number of patients
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3.4.2 Recurrent UTI Data

The second numerical example considered in this chapter is based on recurrent UTI

data. The data set is from a retrospective cohort study that was conducted in

the year 2003 among elderly women in residential aged-care institutions in Perth

metropolitan area of Western Australia (Xiang et al., 2006). Inclusion of study

subjects was based on eligibility criteria of institutionalised elderly women aged 60

years and above. In total, 201 subjects satisfying the selection criteria were enrolled

from six randomly selected aged-care institutions. The mean age of the cohort

was 85.8 (S.D. 8.4) years (Lee et al., 2009). The study had approximately 2 years

follow-up, with the aim of investigating the risk factors associated with recurrent

UTI. Several risk factors were recorded and the number of recurrent UTI ranged

from 0 to 17. In this example, we consider a subset of the risk factors, viz stroke

history, urinary incontinence and faecal incontinence. To apply the proposed model,

we treat these factors as fixed and random covariates in order to aid an illustration

of multiple random covariates in the proposed model. Comparison of results with

the log-normal and the gamma frailty models are provided as shown in Table 3.7.

For this data set, the proposed model shows that both patient and institutional

effects are small. Therefore, the estimates for the fixed effects (e.g. stroke history,

HR: 1.082; 95% CI: 0.774-1.513) are similar to those from the log-normal (HR:

0.969; 95% CI: 0.629-1.491) and the gamma frailty model (HR: 1.014; 95% CI:

0.656-1.567). Stroke history and urinary incontinence are not significant in all the

models. However, faecal incontinence (HR: 2.081; 95% CI: 1.219-3.554) is significant

in the proposed model, but insignificant in the two comparable models. Although

the estimate of ρ is negligible, that of θ is small in the proposed model, compared to

those of the log-normal and the gamma frailty models. This is expected, because the

random effects at institutional level partly account for the unobserved heterogeneity

in the data.
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Table 3.7: Estimates of the proposed model, the log-normal frailty model and the
gamma frailty model based on the UTI data (Number of patients, M=201).

Parameter Proposed model Log-normal Gamma
(Multilevel) frailty model frailty model

Estimate (HR) SE Estimate (HR) SE Estimate (HR) SE

Stroke history (S) 0.079 (1.082) 0.171 -0.032 (0.969) 0.220 0.014 (1.014) 0.222
Urinary incontinance (UI) 0.029 (1.029) 0.169 0.102 (1.107) 0.206 0.113 (1.120) 0.209
Faecal incontinance (FI) 0.733 (2.081)† 0.273 0.560 (1.751) 0.378 0.579 (1.784) 0.397
Institution
σ2

0 0.110 0.101
σ1

1 S× Inst 0.004 0.011
σ2

2 UI× Inst 0.004 0.012
σ2

3 FI× Inst 0.010 0.191
Patient
θ 0.030 0.015 0.288 0.397 (0.173)
ρ 0.009 0.463

Note: The proposed model has REML estimates.
† p-value < 0.05; Inst, denotes Institution.

3.5 Discussion of the Multilevel Frailty Model

Following the GLMM methodology a regression method has been presented for the

analysis of multilevel survival data arising as a result of the occurrences of repeated

failures in clustered individuals, which commonly occur in multi-institutional clinical

trials. We formulate the multi-institutional analysis of recurrent failure outcomes as

a three-level survival model, in which repeated failures are considered as level one

units, patients as level two units and institutions as level three units similar to the

work of Yau (2001). The model flexibly accommodates multiple covariates including

treatment and it takes into account between patient heterogeneity, serial dependence

and between institution variability. Specifically, at institutional level the model ac-

commodates two independent random effects on the additive scale to account for the

inherent baseline residual effects among institutions and treatment-by-institution in-

teraction. Furthermore, allowance of serial dependence and heterogeneity at patient

level is explicitly provided through a random component incorporated on the AR(1)

covariance structure. In the context of recurrent events analysis, the AR(1) covari-

ance structure provides a reasonable framework to uncover heterogeneous associa-

tions among successive events available on the same individual (Yau and McGilchrist,
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1998; Wang et al., 2007a). However, a limitation of the AR(1) covariance structure

is that, it does not allow heterogeneous variances between any pair of successive

events. Others, such as unstructured covariance structure (Wolfinger, 1993) gives

heterogeneous variances, but it does not capture the association arising from serial

dependence of sequential events. The model is semiparametric and thus averts the

potential problems due to misspecification of the survival distribution. For distri-

bution of random effects we used the normal distribution due to its compatibility

with the GLMM framework. In certain circumstances the skew normal distribu-

tion (Callegaro and Iacobelli, 2012) may be used instead. Although the gamma

distribution appears to be a classical alternative, it is hard, however, to facilitate

the interaction between random effects and covariates (Matsuyama et al., 1998). In

the proposed model estimates of regression and variance component parameters are

obtained using the REML and the ML methods. In terms of bias, the simulation

results show a good performance of the model, with only small biases in all sce-

narios when using the REML method compared to the ML method. With the ML

method substantial bias arise in estimation of the variance component parameter

which quantifies the interaction between covariate and random effect. Under mild

censoring scheme the REML method gives moderate biases in both the fixed and

variance component parameters when the assumed random effects distributions are

misspecified. However, in this perspective the serial correlation parameter which

originates from the AR(1) covariance matrix tend to be appreciably biased when its

true value is small. Besides the GLMM method, a possible alternative estimation

framework would be the application of Bayesian methodology. Some work due to

Manda and Meyer (2005) has demonstrated the feasibility of the AR(1) correlation

structure with Bayesian inference for a single random effect frailty model.

Empirical analysis in the context of the REML method for estimation of the

proposed model is illustrated using the rhDNase study data and the UTI data.

Analysis of the rhDNase data depict a moderate baseline risk heterogeneity among
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institutions and small treatment-by-institution interaction. By using the EB predic-

tion interval, the institutions (or more generally clusters) that bring heterogeneity

in the data could clearly be identified. Nevertheless, because the EB method does

not account for the variability of fixed effect and baseline hazard estimates, it may

underestimate the variance of the prediction interval, particularly when the variance

is small in magnitude; see, for example, Ha et al. (2011). In the REML estimation

procedure detailed in Section 3.2, the extent of underestimation of the EB vari-

ance estimates may be minimal, because the baseline hazard is not estimated, on

the other hand, it is eliminated from the likelihood as a nuisance parameter. This

means that the only source of extra variability in the CMSEP method is due to

the estimates of the fixed effect parameters. Therefore, a comparison of the per-

formance of the EB and the CMSEP methods within the framework of the REML

estimation would be an interesting subject for future research. The analysis of the

rhDNase data revealed a negative significant estimate for the overall treatment ef-

fect. Our results support the claim that treatment rhDNase is efficacious and its

effect is homogeneous across institutions, and so it is generalisable to the target pop-

ulation. Similarly, on the usage of superficial bladder cancer data, Yamaguchi and

Ohashi (1999) found a substantial variation among cancer institutions in their base-

line risk and a nonsignificant treatment-by-institution interaction. However, their

analysis was confined to the first recurrence. Another work with similar findings is

Matsuyama et al. (1998). It is worthwhile to remark that suppose treatment-by-

institution interaction was found to be substantially large. Then an analysis based

on a model with single summary measure for treatment effect such as hazard ratio

using fixed effect estimate may not be sufficient to describe the trial results. Our

results concerning fixed effects generally fit well with the results from some prior

studies (Therneau and Hamilton, 1997; Zeng and Lin, 2007; Zeng et al., 2011) in

which the rhDNase data were analysed, despite the differences in statistical method-

ology. It is worth mentioning that our model yields additional information in the
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data as it allows us to view the estimates of many parameters which could inform

health practice in the management of the disease. The model is applicable to many

disease problems involving recurrences in a multi-institutional setting and it can be

simplified by relaxing one or more random effects to adapt to other problems, for ex-

ample in the case where subjects can encounter a single failure. Although penalised

likelihood and REML methods have been developed for frailty models and packages

in R like coxme (Therneau, 2018) are available for fitting such models. However,

these existing models arise as special cases of our model and thus their fitting meth-

ods in the coxme package are not applicable to our model. In particular, the AR(1)

random effect structure used in our model is not available in the package.

The proposed methodology can be extended to allow for correlation between

the random effects specified at institution level as in practice these two random

components may potentially share some communality. In Figure 3.1 the recurrence

free proportion curves for treatment and placebo arms cross over in some institutions,

for instance 1, 5, 47, 48, 49, 50 and 51. This prompts the question of whether using

a proportional hazards multilevel frailty model is appropriate for this data. The

marginal form of frailty model can give non-proportional hazards (Hougaard, 2012).

Therefore, in the circumstance where the proportional hazards assumption cannot

be met, modelling the marginal form of frailty model in a multilevel framework

would be more appropriate.
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4.1 Introduction

Recurrent event data provide a typical example of multivariate survival data which

commonly arise in longitudinal follow-up studies when an individual subject can en-

counter multiple failure times (e.g. gap time (Kelly and Lim, 2000; Duchateau et al.,

2003)) related to repeated occurrences of the event of interest. In practice, these

kind of data are frequently observed in medical research, examples are; repeated

tumour occurrences in bladder cancer patients (Byar, 1980), multiple hospital read-

missions following surgery for colorectal cancer (Gonzalez et al., 2005), sequence of

infection episodes in kidney disease patients (McGilchrist and Aisbett, 1991) and

successive exacerbations of respiratory disorders among patients with cystic fibrosis

(Therneau and Hamilton, 1997; Cook and Lawless, 2007). An intrinsic feature of

such data is the presence of correlation which characterises the multiple failure times

encountered by each patient. In modelling, it is crucial to account for this correlation

structure in order to allow for valid inference and also yield insights into the latent

etiological mechanisms underlying the recurring process of the disease as illustrated

in Chapter 3. Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef (2006) have discussed that such cor-

relation may originate from heterogeneity across patients and/ or event dependence

(also known as serial dependence). Heterogeneity arises when some individuals are

more susceptible to recurrence than others due to the existence of patient-specific

unknown, unmeasured, or unmeasurable risk factors, e.g. varied lifestyle, genetic

trait, etc. Serial dependence refers to the situation where the occurrence of an event

induces an excess risk, mostly biological in nature (e.g. progressive deterioration

of the heart muscle due to episodes of myocardial infarction) which makes recur-
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rence more likely. Although several modelling techniques (e.g. see references Wei

and Glidden (1997); Kelly and Lim (2000); Metcalfe and Thompson (2007) for de-

tails) have been proposed for recurrent event data, frailty models (McGilchrist, 1993;

Yau and McGilchrist, 1998; Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef, 2006; Duchateau et al.,

2003) have become a widely used approach for handling the correlation structure

when modelling the effect of covariates in a parametric or semi-parametric regression

framework. These models are recognized as random effect generalisation of standard

survival models, in which the random effect term called frailty denotes the unknown,

unmeasurable or latent covariates that yield the correlation structure.

Frailty models are useful in practice, as illustrated in Chapter 3. However,

sometimes cure proportion (or long-term survivors) arise in the data and thus ren-

der these models impractical and inappropriate for statistical analysis because they

fail to account for the insusceptibility of cured patients. Cure proportion refers to

the fraction of study subjects who respond favourably to treatment and are there-

fore insusceptible to the endpoint in perspective (e.g. tumour recurrence or death

from breast cancer). Such patients are commonly seen in clinical studies of chronic

diseases, for example cancer, although, certain cancers such as multiple myeloma

are generally considered as incurable (Othus et al., 2012), for some types (e.g. col-

orectal cancer, head and neck carcinoma) cure is possible (Yu, 2008; Denaro et al.,

2016), particularly when localized. Curative rate is often high for early staged can-

cers (Denaro et al., 2016). The presence of cure proportion in survival data induces

heavy long-term censored times with a marginal survival distribution which levels

off to non-zero probability in the long run. Recognizing the need to analyse survival

data with a possible fraction of cured patients led to the development of the mix-

ture cure model. This model is a two component mixture regression framework that

assumes that the study population consists of two distinct groups: those who are

cured and not susceptible to the endpoint of interest and the uncured group who are

at risk and will eventually develop the endpoint. As originally suggested by Farewell
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(Farewell, 1982) the vast number of studies on cure models generally considered the

logistic model for the cure probability (or fraction). Nonetheless, different survival

methods (e.g. Weibull model (Farewell, 1982; Yau and Ng, 2001), proportional haz-

ards (PH) model (Kuk and Chen, 1992; Peng and Dear, 2000; Sy and Taylor, 2000;

Kim and Jhun, 2008b; Lai and Yau, 2008; Wu et al., 2014), Kaplan-Meier type es-

timator (Taylor, 1995), accelerated failure time (AFT) model (Li and Taylor, 2002;

Xu and Zhang, 2009), power family of transformations model (Lai and Yau, 2010))

have been employed to model the latency distribution of failure times in the un-

cured patients. Yau and Ng (2001), Lai and Yau (2008, 2010) and Peng and Taylor

(2011) extended the cure model by introducing random effect terms into the logistic

and the survival components to account for institutional effects in the analysis of

survival data from multi-institutional (multi-centre) clinical trials.

Cure model has been considered specifically for recurrent event data by some

few authors, like Yu (2008) and Rondeau et al. (2011) by using random effect in

the survival part to accommodate the patient-specific frailties that affect the latency

distribution of gap times in the uncured patients. In their models, it is assumed that

the frailty for each uncured patient is constant across successive gap times between

recurrent events. However, using constant frailty assumption may not be plausible

in all situations, in that, sometimes frailty of each uncured patient varies stochas-

tically over time (Yau and McGilchrist, 1998; Fong et al., 2001) analogous to the

behaviour of a time-dependent continuous covariate. This motivates our study to

consider a more general frailty mixture cure model, with a time dependent random

patient effect in the survival component and a random patient effect that is constant

over time in the logistic part. The model considers all observations in the logistic

and the survival components and it allows patients with one or more events to have

a chance of being cured after each event. In the broad sense, our model is a general-

isation of the AR(1) frailty model given by Yau and McGilchrist (1998) by allowing

the possibility of a cure fraction in the study population. Moreover, we provide a
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multilevel extension of the proposed frailty mixture cure model which is applica-

ble to hierarchical recurrent event data, which arise as a result of the occurrences

of repeated failures in clustered populations, e.g. patients who are nested within

health institutions in a multi-institutional clinical trial. In the multilevel model, we

introduce additional random effect terms to examine institutional effect as well as

treatment-by-institution interaction (i.e. random covariate) in the cured and the

uncured patients.

We use the EM algorithm (Sy and Taylor, 2000; Peng and Dear, 2000) to imple-

ment the GLMM methodology (McGilchrist, 1994; McGilchrist and Yau, 1995) for

estimation of model parameters. Within the GLMM framework, estimation of fixed

and random effects can be achieved by maximising a log-likelihood, analogous to the

likelihood associated with the BLUP in normal theory mixed models and variance

components can be estimated through a set of REML estimating equations which

often leads to less biased estimates (Tawiah et al., 2019b; Yau and McGilchrist,

1998; McGilchrist, 1993) compared to other candidate methods like the ML pro-

cedure. The advantage of the GLMM method is that it circumvents mathematical

intractability issues related to complicated integrals that commonly arise when using

other comparable methods, such as the marginal likelihood. The novelties in our

proposed modelling methodologies pertain to the adoption of a multivariate time

varying frailty with patient-specific AR(1) correlation structure within the context

of cure models, and multilevel extension of mixture cure model, combining unob-

servable random effects, random covariates and AR(1) random effect structure in a

unified modelling framework within the GLMM methodology.

The remaining sections of this chapter are organised as follows. Section 4.2

describes the frailty mixture cure model and the multilevel frailty mixture cure model

as well as their estimation methodology. In Section 4.3, the performance of these

models is examined by simulation studies in a small sample setting. For practical

purposes, we provide an illustration of the models in Section 4.4 by analysing data on
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recurrent events in a colorectal cancer study and rhDNase multi-institutional clinical

trial. Finally, some discussions and concluding remarks are given in Section 4.5 to

end the chapter.

4.2 Models and Estimation

4.2.1 Mixture Cure Model with AR(1) frailty

As previously noted, we consider a follow-up study in which patients encounter

multiple failure times related to a recurrent event. Denote the observed data on

the jth patient as Oj = {(tjk, δjk, xj), j = 1, ...,M ; k = 1, ..., nj}, where M is the

number of patients enrolled into the study and nj is the number of recurrent events

experienced by the jth patient. Overall, there are
∑M

j=1 nj = N observations in

total. Let tjk denote the gap time between any k successive events on the jth

patient. Here, δjk = 1 and δjk = 0 denote a failure and censored observation at tjk,

respectively. Notice that xj is a p-dimensional covariate vector on the jth patient,

which may constitute, for example some experimental (e.g. treatment) or prognostic

factors.

Let Yjk denote a binary indicator, such that Yjk = 1 means patient j will eventu-

ally experience the kth recurrent episode of the disease, that is, an uncured patient,

and Yjk = 0 implies patient j will never experience the kth recurrent failure, that

is, a cured patient, where yjk denotes the realisation of Yjk. Notice that yjk is par-

tially observable in the sense that we only know yjk to be 1 when δjk = 1 but yjk

is unknown when δjk = 0. We define P (Yjk = 1) = πk(xj) as the probability of

experiencing the kth event after the (k− 1)th event. Also, P (Yjk = 0) = 1− πk(xj)

can be defined as the probability of being cured after each event. The probabilities

can be restricted to merely take into account the first recurrence per each individual.

In this case, a patient who has an event has no chance of being cured. By doing

so, we do not require random patient effects to enter into the logistic model which
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describes the effects of covariates on the cured probability (Rondeau et al., 2011; Yu,

2008; Lai and Yau, 2009). However, statistical power is increased when all available

recurrences are considered together in the logistic model instead of utilising only

the first recurrence (Rondeau et al., 2011). Under this circumstance, it is statisti-

cally plausible to summarise the dependence among the uncured statuses, induced

by missing covariates or frailty. Thus, a patient-specific random effect vjk can be

attached to the linear predictor of the logistic regression model, expressed as

πk(xj) =
exp (ξjk)

1 + exp (ξjk)

ξjk = wTj α + vjk; (vjk = vj) ∀ k,
(4.1)

where ξjk is the linear predictor, α is the fixed effect vector which measures the

effects of covariates xj on the uncured probability, wj = (1 xTj )T , and vj is the

frailty for the jth cured patient, assumed to be constant over time. Notice that ξjk,

and hence the conditional probability of failure given the (k−1)th event, πk(xj), are

also constant over time for each patient (Rondeau et al., 2011). A negative value of

α means the corresponding covariate induces a lower probability of experiencing a

recurrence (i.e. a higher cure probability) and a higher vj means subject j is highly

frail and would have a higher probability of developing recurrence, or a lower cure

probability. Notice that the presence of 1 in wj allows model (4.1) to incorporate

an intercept term. The intercept is the baseline effect on the uncured probability

which reflects the effect of those individuals with xj = 0.

For any uncured patient, the event of interest eventually occurs, so let T denote a

random variable for the realisations tjk such that tjk <∞ for all k in the jth uncured

patient. Let Su(tjk) denote the conditional survival function of the uncured patients

(i.e. latency distribution), which may similarly depend on the covariate vector

xj, thus written as Su(tjk;xj). Notice that the covariates entering the conditional

survival function of the uncured and the incidence probability do not necessarily

overlap. For the patients who are cured, tjk = ∞. As these individuals will never
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experience the event, their conditional survival function degenerates to 1. The

mixture cure model is the marginal survival function of the cured and uncured

patients, given as

S (tjk) = 1− πk (xj) + πk (xj)Su(tjk;xj). (4.2)

For recurrent event data, some existing studies utilized the PH frailty model (Ron-

deau et al., 2011; Yu, 2008) and the conditional frailty model (Xu et al., 2012) to

accommodate frailty and covariate effect on the latency distribution. In these stud-

ies (Rondeau et al., 2011; Yu, 2008) it is assumed that the frailty for each uncured

patient is constant across successive gap times. In contrast, the present work uses

the PH frailty model, with frailty effect Vjk assumed to vary over consecutive gap

times within uncured patients. The model describing the hazard of recurrence for

the jth uncured patient is therefore given by

hu (tjk;xj) = hu0 (tjk) exp (ηjk)

ηjk = xTj β + Vjk,

(4.3)

where ηjk is the linear predictor corresponding to the latency part, hu0 (tjk) is an

unspecified baseline hazard function for the uncured patients, β is the fixed effect

parameter vector that quantifies the effect of covariates on the hazard rate of recur-

rence in the uncured patient and Vjk is the frailty of the kth recurrent event on the

jth uncured patient. A negative value of β indicates that the corresponding covari-

ate reduces the hazard rate of recurrence (i.e. a longer time between recurrence) in

uncured patients and a higher value of Vjk corresponds to a substantial frailty in

an uncured patient, that is, such patient is highly susceptible to the kth recurrent

episode of the disease due to his/her own frailty. Combining Equations (4.1-4.3),

we obtain the mixture cure model with constant and time dependent frailties. It

includes Yau and McGilchrist’s AR(1) frailty model (Yau and McGilchrist, 1998) as
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a special case when πk = 1.

Suppose we choose v and V to denote the random vectors corresponding to the

frailty terms vj and Vjk, respectively. These vectors can be regarded as a quantifi-

cation of unknown or missing covariates associated with πk and tjk, respectively.

Without loss of generality, we assume that frailties on different patients are inde-

pendent and that both v and V are also independent. Due to the constant frailty

assumption imposed on the random effect term in the logistic model, we consider

N(0, θ2
1IM) as the distribution for v, where IM is an identity matrix with dimension

M . To further account for the time varying frailties in the uncured patients, an

AR(1) correlation structure is adopted for the gap times, so that V follows a multi-

variate normal distribution MVN(0, θ2
2G(ρ)), where G(ρ) is a N×N block diagonal

matrix given by

G(ρ) =



G1(ρ) 0 . . . 0

G2(ρ) . . . 0

Sym.

. . .
...

GM(ρ)


and Gj(ρ) =

1

1− ρ2



1 ρ . . . ρnj−1

1 . . . ρnj−2

Sym.

. . .
...

1


,

where Sym. denotes that the matrix is symmetric. In the above, Gj(ρ) denotes

an AR(1) covariance structure for all recurrent events experienced by the jth un-

cured patient and ρ is the autoregressive correlation parameter that measures serial

dependence between gap times. By this covariance structure, the gap times which

occur closely in times within a patient are strongly correlated, while those which are

far apart are weakly correlated. A larger value of ρ would imply that the hazard

rate of recurrence increases in the uncured patients once an event has occurred.

Also, a larger value of θ2
1 and θ2

2 depict substantial heterogeneity due to frailty in

the proportion of cured patients and in the failure time distribution of the uncured

patients, respectively.

Let W,X,R1, and R2 denote the respective design matrices corresponding to
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the regression parameter vectors α, β, v, and V . It is worth noting that the linear

predictors of the logistic and the hazard components can be rewritten in the form

ξ = Wα +R1v and η = Xβ +R2V.

Let lA denote the complete-data conditional log-likelihood of the frailty cure model,

defined by

lA = log

[
M∏
j=1

nj∏
k=1

π
yjk
jk (1− πjk)1−yjk

M∏
j=1

nj∏
k=1

{hu0(tjk) exp (ηjk)}δjkyjk Su0(tjk)
yjk exp(ηjk)

]
,

(4.4)

where πjk = πk(xj), hu0(tjk) = f(tjk)/S(tjk) and Su0 (tjk) = e−Λu0(tjk). Notice that

Λu0 (tjk) is the cumulative baseline hazard function for the uncured patients, given

by Λ0 (tjk) =
∫ tjk

0
hu0(s)ds. Moreover, let

lB = −1

2

[
M log

(
2πθ2

1

)
+

1

θ2
1

vTv

]
− 1

2

[
N log

(
2πθ2

2

)
+ log |G|+ 1

θ2
2

V TG−1V

]
(4.5)

denote the logarithm of the joint density function on the basis of v and V , with v and

V taken to be independent. As described in Section 2.2.2, the sum l = lA+ lB can be

viewed as a complete-data BLUP-type log-likelihood or a penalised quasi-likelihood

(McGilchrist, 1994; McGilchrist and Yau, 1995). Notice that maximisation of this

likelihood is not straightforward because it involves the unknown functional form of

hu0 (tjk) and also partially missing observations of yjk. Conforming with previous

work (Peng and Dear, 2000; Sy and Taylor, 2000), the log-likelihood can be rewritten

in terms of the likelihood contribution of the parameters of the random effect logistic

regression model (4.1) and the PH frailty model (4.3), respectively, as

lΦ =
N∑
r=1

{yrξr − log [1 + exp (ξr)]} −
1

2

[
M log

(
2πθ2

1

)
+

1

θ2
1

vTv

]
(4.6)
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and

lΩ =

q∑
r=1

ηr − log
N∑

l∈R(r)

yl exp(ηl)

− 1

2

{
N log

(
2πθ2

2

)
+ log |G|+ 1

θ2
2

V TG−1V

}
,

(4.7)

where Φ = (α, v), Ω = (β, V ), R(r) is the risk set, ηl and yl are the respective values

of η and y corresponding to the risk set and t(1) < ... < t(q) are the q distinct gap

times. Notice that (4.7) does not depend on hu0 (tjk).

4.2.2 Multilevel Frailty Mixture Cure Model

We now consider the case where recurrent event data arise from clustered popula-

tions such as individuals who are grouped by their respective families, communities

or patients who are nested within health institutions in a multi-institutional clinical

trial. The appearances of repeated failure time observations within patients and

also patients within institutions yield a hierarchical (or multilevel) data structure

(Yau, 2001; Ha et al., 2017; Tawiah et al., 2019b). For such data the observed

disease outcomes (i.e. recurrent failures) and the cure probability may be affected

by patient and institution specific characteristics, nevertheless, these are often un-

explained by covariates. There is, therefore, the need to investigate unobservable

patient and institutional effects when analysing such data. When investigating in-

stitutional effects in multi-institutional clinical trials, it is sometimes of concern

to estimate the extent of heterogeneity in treatment effect across institutions (i.e.

treatment-by-institution interaction). For instance, as noted by Yamaguchi et al.

(2002) the need of evaluating treatment-by-institution interaction in some section of

multi-institutional clinical trials was suggested in the Statistical Principles for Clin-

ical Trials, international harmonization of technical requirements for registration of

pharmaceuticals for human use (ICH) guideline. However, this is seldom considered

when presenting random effect cure models for multi-institutional survival data.

We consider an extension of the proposed frailty mixture cure model in Equa-
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tions (4.1-4.3), by using random effects to model patient effect, institutional effect

and treatment-by-institution interaction in both the logistic and hazard compo-

nents. This leads to a three level random effect (frailty) mixture cure model, with

respective linear predictors of the logistic and hazard model specified as

ξ∗ijk = wTijα + (1 xij1)ui + vij and η∗ijk = xTijβ + (1 xij1)Ui + Vijk,

where ui = (uTi0 uTi1)T and Ui = (UT
i0 UT

i1)T are institution-specific random coeffi-

cients specific to the cured and uncured components of the model, respectively and

wij = (1 xTij)
T . Specifically, ui0 and Ui0 are the random baseline risk of the ith insti-

tution (i.e. main institution effects) in the cured and uncured patients, and ui1 and

Ui1 are the random treatment-by-institution interaction of the ith institution in the

cured and uncured patients and xij = (xij1, ..., xijp)
T is a vector of covariates for the

jth patient within the ith institution. On the other hand, the presence of cure frac-

tion yields a generalisation of the multilevel frailty model proposed in Chapter 3. To

proceed, we assume that xij1 is the realisation for treatment covariate, which takes

on 0/1 to indicate placebo/therapy group. The other realisations xij2, ..., xijp could

be any prognostic variables recorded in the study. In the fixed effect parameter vec-

tors α = (α0, α1, , ..., αp)
T and β = (β1, ..., βp)

T , α1 and β1 are measures for overall

treatment effects in the cured and uncured patients, respectively. The log-treatment

hazard ratio of the ith institution in the cured and the uncured patients is given

by α1 + ui1 and β1 + Ui1, respectively. Note that vij is the frailty of the jth cured

patient nested in the ith institution (assumed to be constant over time) and Vijk is

the frailty of the kth possible failure on the jth uncured patient nested in the ith

institution. The distributions of vij and Vijk depend on the variance components θ2
1,

θ2
2 and ρ and have the same normal assumption as those of the frailty mixture cure

model in Equations (4.1-4.3).

The quantities u0, u1, U0 and U1 are respectively taken as random vectors of
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ui0, ui1, Ui0 and Ui1, which are assumed to arise independently from

u0

u1

 ∼ N


0

0

 ,

γ2
0ID 0

0 γ2
1ID


 and

U0

U1

 ∼ N


0

0

 ,

σ2
0ID 0

0 σ2
1ID


 ,

where the variance components are measures for institutional heterogeneity in the

baseline risk and in treatment effects in both the cured and uncured patients.

4.2.3 Estimation procedure

The estimation procedure for the proposed frailty mixture cure model in Equations

(4.1-4.3) is outlined in this section. Recall that realisations yjk are not completely ob-

served. Hence, we consider an EM-type estimation procedure. Within this procedure

the random effects can be regarded as missing variables. However, the conditional

expectation of the random effects required in the E-step is mostly not available in

closed form and thus leads to intractable E-step which is usually difficult to evaluate.

Ng (2013) presents a comprehensive and useful discussion on recent methodological

developments for dealing with intractable E-steps and complicated M-steps in the

EM algorithm. The Laplace formula approach used by Abrahantes and Burzykowski

(2005) and the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method adopted in Vaida and

Xu (2000) are possible ways of overcoming intractable E-step issues in random effect

models. However, difficulty of implementation still exists due to the complexity of

the AR(1) random effect structure used in our model. With random effects condi-

tionally fixed in the BLUP-type log-likelihood according to the GLMM methodology

(McGilchrist, 1994; McGilchrist and Yau, 1995) the estimation procedure considered

here averts intractable issues in the E-step.

Let Ψ = (θ2
1, θ

2
2, ρ) denote the parameter vector of the variance components. The
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E-step computes the conditional expectation of yjk using

gjk = E {yjk| (Φ,Ω,Ψ, Su0(.))} = δjk +
(1− δjk) πk (xj)Su0 (tjk)

exp(ηjk)

1− πk (xj) + πk (xj)Su0 (tjk)
exp(ηjk)

, (4.8)

where gjk is the posterior probability of the jth patient being uncured, given the

kth possible failure. Equation (4.8) uses gjk to update the yjk’s in (4.6) and (4.7).

Various approaches for estimating Su0 (tjk) appear in literature. Taylor (1995) used

a Kaplan-Meier type estimator. This approach did not incorporate a covariate on

the latency part and thus it forms a special case of the estimation procedure in

the proportional hazards cure model when β = 0. To incorporate β, Su0 (tjk) may

be estimated using the Breslow-type estimator, the product-limit estimator or the

piecewise constant parametric procedure (Sy and Taylor, 2000; Peng and Dear, 2000;

Peng, 2003). For simplicity we adopt the Breslow-type estimator, given as

Ŝu0 (tjk) = exp

{
−

∑
k:t(k)≤t dk∑

l∈R(tk) g
(m)
l exp ηl

}
, (4.9)

where dk is the number of uncensored failures at t(k). Denote th as the largest

uncensored gap time. To obtain a proper estimate of Su0 (t) and good estimates

of α and β, the Breslow-type estimator (4.9) is applied when tjk ≤ th and when

tjk > th we compute Su0(t) from the exponential-tail (ETAIL) completion method

(Peng, 2003), given by

Ŝu0(tjk) = exp
(
−λ̂tjk

)
, (4.10)

where λ = − log {Su0 (th)} /th; see Section 2.4.3 for more information.

Maximum likelihood techniques are required in the M-step in order to estimate

the parameters of Φ and Ω. Estimates of Φ is given by an iterative maximisation of
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(4.6) using the Newton-Raphson procedure

α̃(m)

ṽ(m)

 =

α̃(m−1)

ṽ(m−1)

+ ζ−1
Φ

W T

RT
1

=ξ − ζ−1
Φ

 0

θ̂−2
1 v(m−1)

 , (4.11)

where α̃(m) and ṽ(m) are the estimates of α and v in the mth iteration, ζΦ is the

negative second derivative of lΦ with respect to Φ and =ξ is the first derivative of

lΦ with respect to ξ. Let Θξ = −∂2lΦ/∂ξ∂ξ
T , then ζΦ is given by

ζΦ = − ∂2lΦ
∂Φ∂ΦT

=

W TΘξW W TΘξR1

RT
1 ΘξW RT

1 ΘξR1 + θ̂−2
1 IM

 and ζ−1
Φ =

 Hα Hα,v

Hv,α Hv

 .
Estimation of Ω is based on iterative maximisation of (4.7) through the Newton-

Raphson procedure,

 β̃(m)

Ṽ (m)

 =

 β̃(m−1)

Ṽ (m−1)

+ ζ−1
Ω

XT

RT
2

=η − ζ−1
Ω

 0

θ̂−2
2 G−1V (m−1)

 , (4.12)

where ζΩ is the negative second derivative of lΩ with respect to Ω, and =η is the

first derivative of lΩ with respect to η. Also, letting Θη = −∂2lΩ/∂η∂η
T , then ζΩ is

similarly given as

ζΩ = − ∂2lΩ
∂Ω∂ΩT

=

XTΘηX XTΘηR2

RT
2 ΘηX RT

2 ΘηR2 + θ̂−2
2 G−1

 and ζ−1
Ω =

 Hβ Hβ,V

HV,β HV

 .
Following the work of McGilchrist (1993), we consider the derivation of =ξ, Θξ, =η

and Θη in the following: let ξ = [ξ1, ..., ξN ]T and g = [g1, ..., gN ]T , where ξ and g are

vectors of ξi and gi, respectively. Then, =ξ and Θξ are derived as follows;

=ξ =
∂lΦ
∂ξ

= g − exp(ξ)

1 + exp(ξ)
and Θξ = − ∂2lΦ

∂ξ∂ξT
= diag

{
exp(ξ)

(1 + exp(ξ))2

}
.
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Let ηq and δq be the qth components of the vectors η = [η1, ..., ηN ]T and ∆ =

[δ1, ..., δN ]T at tq. Furthermore, by letting $q = gq exp(ηq), eq = δq/
∑N

j=q$j,

sq =
∑N

j=1 ej, Q = diag($1, ..., $N), E = diag(e1, ..., eN), S = diag(s1, ..., sN),

1 = (1, ..., 1)T and F = lower-triangular matrix with ones on/below the principal

diagonal, =η and Θη can be obtained from

=η =
∂lΩ
∂η

= ∆−QFE1 and Θη = − ∂2lΩ
∂η∂ηT

= QS −QFE2F TQ.

The first order derivative of the REML log-likelihood (McGilchrist and Yau, 1995)

yields the REML estimators of θ2
1 and θ2

2, given by

θ2
1 = M−1

[
tr
(
Hv + vTv

)]
(4.13)

and

θ2
2 = N−1

[
trG−1HV + VTG−1V

]
, (4.14)

respectively, where G−1 = (1 + ρ2) I − ρJ − ρ2K and tr denotes trace of a matrix.

Notice that I, J and K are block diagonal matrices with respective sub-entries Ij, Jj

and Kj each with nj rows and columns, defined respectively as

Ij =



1 0 . . . 0

0 1 . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . 1


, Jj =



0 1 . . . 1

1 0 . . . 1

...
...

. . .
...

1 1 . . . 0


, and Kj =



1 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 1


.

Substituting the expresion of G−1 into (4.14), the estimating equation of θ2
2 reduces

to

θ2
2 = N−1

[(
1 + ρ2

)
B1 − 2ρB2 − ρ2B3

]
, (4.15)

where B1 = tr
[
I
(
HV + VVT

)]
,B2 = (1/2) tr

[
J
(
HV + VVT

)]
and

B3 = tr
[
K
(
HV + VVT

)]
. The REML estimating equation for ρ is a solution to the
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equation

tr

[(
∂G−1

∂ρ

)
G

]
=

1

θ2
2

[
tr
(
G + VVT

) ∂G−1

∂ρ

]
, (4.16)

where tr ((∂G−1/∂ρ)G) = − [2ρ/ (1− ρ2)] and ∂G−1/∂ρ = 2ρI − J − 2ρK. Substi-

tuting these expressions into (4.16) and replacing θ2
2 by its REML equation (4.15),

we obtain the cubic equation

f (ρ) = A1ρ
3 + A2ρ

2 + A3ρ+ A4 = 0,

where A1 = (N −M)(B1 − B3), A2 = (2M −N)B2, A3 = NB3 − (N + M)B1, and

A4 = NB2. Estimate of ρ is a Newton-Raphson solution of the above cubic equation

given by

ρ̂ = ρ− f(ρ)

f ′(ρ)
, (4.17)

where f ′(ρ) = 3A1ρ
2+2A2ρ+A3. Computational details of the estimation procedure

are summarised in the following:

Step 1. Set the initial values of Φ and Ω to zero and set those of Ψ to relatively small

values. Also set the initial values of gjk to 1 if δjk = 1 and to a sufficiently

small value if otherwise.

Step 2. Given the current estimates of Φ, Ω, Ψ and Su0 (t) from Equations (4.9) and

(4.10), use Equation (4.8) to update gjk.

Step 3. For fixed gjk use Equations (4.11) and (4.12) to respectively update Φ and Ω

iteratively until convergence in this step. This step converges and proceeds to

Step 4 when max| (Φm+1 − Φm) , (Ωm+1 − Ωm) | < ε, where ε = 0.001.

Step 4. Given the current estimates of v and V obtained from Φ and Ω in Step 3, use

Equations (4.13), (4.15) and (4.17) to respectively update the values of θ2
1, θ

2
2

and ρ in Ψ.

Step 5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until convergence of the entire iterative scheme.
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In general, the estimation converges when both max| (Φm+1 − Φm) , (Ωm+1 − Ωm) | <

ε and max|Ψm+1 −Ψm| < ε criteria are satisfied.

The standard errors of the fixed effect parameters α and β are computed at conver-

gence using an approximate Louis’s formula (Louis, 1982), respectively given in the

following

ÎΦ = ζΦ −

W T

RT
1

 diag {(1− δ1) g1 (1− g1) , ..., (1− δN) gN (1− gN)}
[
W R1

]

and

ÎΩ = ζΩ +

XT

RT
2

(CS −QFE2F TC
) [
X R2

]
,

where C = diag (c1, ..., cN) and cj = (1− δj) gj (1− gj) exp (2ηj) log (2ηj) logSu0 (tj).

Also, the standard errors of the variance components θ2
1, θ

2
2 and ρ are calculated by

inverting the REML information matrix to give

var
(
θ2

1

)
= 2

[
1

θ4
1

tr

(
IM −

1

θ2
1

Hv

)2
]−1

(4.18)

and

var

θ2
2

ρ

 = 2

 1
θ42

tr
(

IN − 1
θ22

HVG−1
)2

− 1
θ22

tr

[(
IN − 1

θ22
HVG−1

)2

G∂G−1

∂ρ

]
Sym. tr

[(
1
θ22

HV −G
)
∂G−1

∂ρ

]2


−1

.

The R coded program placed in Appendix B provides computational implementation

of the proposed methods.

4.2.4 Extended Estimation Procedure

The estimation procedure of the multilevel mixture cure model is an extension of

the EM REML method detailed in Section 4.2.3. The matrices W,X,R1 and R2 are
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the same as defined in Section 4.2.1. Similarly, we let Z0 and Z1 to denote some

known design matrices associated with the random effect vectors u0, U0 and u1, U1.

To include random covariates u1 and U1, the matrix Z1 is chosen as a subset of X.

The linear predictors in Section 4.2.2 can be specified in terms of these matrices as

ξ∗ = Wα + Z0u0 + Z1u1 +R1v and η∗ = Xβ + Z0U0 + Z1U1 +R2V.

Let

l∗α,v =
N∑
r=1

{yrξ∗r − log [1 + exp (ξ∗r )]} −
1

2

[
D log

(
2πγ2

0

)
+

1

γ2
0

uT0 u0

]
− 1

2

[
D log

(
2πγ2

1

)
+

1

γ2
1

uT1 u1

]
− 1

2

[
M log

(
2πθ2

1

)
+

1

θ2
1

vTv

] (4.19)

and

l∗β,V =

q∑
r=1

η∗(r) − log
N∑

l∈R(r)

yl exp(η∗l )

− 1

2

[
D log

(
2πσ2

0

)
+

1

σ2
0

UT
0 U0

]

− 1

2

[
D log

(
2πσ2

1

)
+

1

σ2
1

UT
1 U1

]
− 1

2

[
N log

(
2πθ2

2

)
+ log |G|+ 1

θ2
2

V TG−1V

]
.

(4.20)

Estimates of the fixed effect regression parameter α and the random effects u0, u1

and v in the logistic component can be obtained by maximising (4.19) using Newton-

Raphson iterative procedure



α̃(m)

ũ0
(m)

ũ1
(m)

ṽ(m)


=



α̃(m−1)

ũ0
(m−1)

Ũ1
(m−1)

ṽ(m−1)


+ ζ−1

α,u,v



W T

ZT
0

ZT
1

RT
1


=ξ + ζ−1

α,u,v



0

γ−2
0 u

(m−1)
0

γ−2
1 u

(m−1)
1

θ̂−2
1 v(m−1)


, (4.21)

where ζα,u,v is the negative second derivative of lα,u,v with respect to α, u0, u1 and v,

and =ξ is the derivative of lα,u,v with respect to ξ∗. Likewise, the proportional haz-

ards fixed effect parameter β and the random effects U0, U1 and V can be estimated
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through maximisation of (4.20) using



β̃(m)

Ũ0
(m)

Ũ1
(m)

Ṽ (m)


=



β̃(m−1)

Ũ0
(m−1)

Ũ1
(m−1)

Ṽ (m−1)


+ ζ−1

β,U,V



XT

ZT
0

ZT
1

RT
2


=ξ + ζ−1

β,U,V



0

σ−2
0 U

(m−1)
0

σ−2
1 U

(m−1)
1

θ̂−2
1 G−1V (m−1)


, (4.22)

where ζβ,U,V is the negative second derivative of lβ,U,V with respect to β, U0, U1 and

V , and =η is the derivative of lβ,U,V with respect to η∗. The REML estimates of

the variance components θ2
1, θ

2
2 and ρ can be obtained from the simplification of

(4.13), (4.14) and application of the Newton-Raphson algorithm (4.17) after Hv and

HV are respectively replaced by H∗v and H∗V , where H∗v |H∗V are the fourth diagonal

components of the block matrices ζ−1
α,u,v|ζ−1

β,U,V . For the variance components γ0, γ
2
1 , σ

2
0

and σ2
1 the REML estimates can be obtained from

γ2
0 =

1

D

[
tr (Hu0) + uT0 u0

]
,

γ2
1 =

1

D

[
tr (Hu1) + uT1 u1

]
,

σ2
0 =

1

D

[
tr (HU0) + UT

0 U0

]
,

σ2
1 =

1

D

[
tr (HU1) + UT

1 U1

]
,

(4.23)

where Hu0|HU0 are the second diagonal blocks of ζ−1
α,u,v|ζ−1

β,U,V and Hu1|HU1 are the

third diagonal blocks of ζ−1
α,u,v|ζ−1

β,U,V . The standard errors of α and β are obtained

in the same way as given by the Louis’s formula. For the variance components the

standard errors are obtained from the inverse of the REML information matrix given

by

var


γ2

0

γ2
1

θ2
1

 = 2


1
γ40

tr
(
ID − 1

γ20
Hu0

)2
1

(γ0γ1)4
tr (Hu0,u1Hu1,u0) 1

(γ0θ1)4
tr (Hu0,vHv,u0)

1
γ41

tr
(
ID − 1

γ21
Hu1

)2
1

(γ1θ1)4
tr (Hu1,vHv,u1)

Sym. 1
θ41

tr
(
IM − 1

θ21
Hv

)2


−1
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and

var



σ2
0

σ2
1

θ2
2

ρ


= 2



b11 b12 b13 b14

b22 b23 b24

b33 b34

Sym. b44



−1

,

where

b11 =
1

σ4
0

tr

(
ID −

1

σ2
0

HU0

)2

, b12 =
1

(σ0σ1)4
tr (HU0,U1HU1,U0) ,

b13 =
1

(σ0θ2)4
tr
(
HU0,VG

−1HV,U0

)
, b14 = − 1

σ4
0θ

2
tr

(
HU0,V

∂G−1

∂ρ
HV,U0

)
,

b22 =
1

σ4
1

tr

(
ID −

1

σ2
1

HU1

)2

, b23 =
1

(σ1θ2)4
tr
(
HU1,UG

−1HV,U1

)
,

b24 = − 1

σ4θ2
tr

(
HU1,V

∂G−1

∂ρ
HV,U1

)
, b33 =

1

θ4
2

tr

(
IN −

1

θ2
2

HV

)2

,

b34 = − 1

θ2
2

tr

[(
IN −

1

θ2
2

HVG
−1

)2

G
∂G−1

∂ρ

]
, b44 = tr

[(
1

θ2
2

HV −G
)
∂G−1

∂ρ

]
.

4.3 Simulation Studies

Simulation studies are carried out to assess the performances of the proposed mixture

cure model and its multilevel extension. The simulation procedure and their results

are described respectively in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 for the frailty mixture cure

model and the multilevel frailty mixture cure model.

4.3.1 Simulation for the Frailty Cure Model

In this simulation, we assume patients are followed up to a maximum time of 2000

days, approximately 5.5 years from the onset of the study. To evaluate the per-

formance of the model in larger and smaller samples, we considered two schemes

of follow-up studies, one with 1000 patients and the other with 200 patients. For

simplicity, we assume a single covariate, that is, xj1 regarded as a treatment variable
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which enters the linear predictor of the hazard and the logistic components of the

mixture cure frailty model. Covariate xj1 is drawn from the Bernoulli distribution

with a 0.5 probability. Furthermore, we set the true values of the fixed effect pa-

rameters as α0 = 0.5; α1 = −0.8 and β1 = −0.5. The true values of the variance

components are similarly chosen as θ2
1 = 0.4, 0.5; θ2

2 = 0.5, 0.7 and ρ = 0.3, 0.8, 0.9.

The censoring time and the gap times are generated as follows: First, time lost to

follow-up cj is generated for each patient using a uniform distribution with maxi-

mum 2000 days. Next, vj is generated from N(0, θ2
1) and the binary indicator yjk

for each patient is generated from the Bernoulli distribution with the probability of

being uncured given by the logistic regression model in (4.1). If a patient is cured,

the failure time for that patient is taken to be infinitely large (i.e. tjk = ∞) and

subsequently censored at cj. On the other hand, when a patient is uncured, Vjk is

generated from MVN(0, θ2
2G(ρ)). Then, the gap times (i.e. tjk, for k = 1, ..., nj)

for the uncured patient are generated from the frailty model in (4.3). This is done

repeatedly until the corresponding uncured patient get cured or until
∑nj

k=1 tjk ≥ cj.

In doing so, we assume that the baseline hazard of the frailty model follows the

Weibull distribution with parameters λ = 0.8 and τ = 0.5. We considered distinct

scenarios of combinations of the true parameter values. In each scenario, 500 repli-

cated data sets (tjk, δjk, xj1) are generated and the EM REML procedure detailed

in Section 3.2.2 is applied for estimation.

The measurement of bias and standard error estimates (SEE) of simulated sam-

ples are often based on means, as considered in Chapter 3. Alternatively, these can

be reported based on the median. Under the large sample theory, the central limit

theorem premises that the arithmetic mean of i.i.d samples converges in distribu-

tion to normal. Therefore, measurement of bias and SEE based on mean would

be more reliable, because the median approach can under report the measurement

when the distribution of the estimates is skewed. For the simulations, we report

for each scenario, the average bias (Ave. bias), the average of the standard error
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estimates (SEE), the standard error (SE) of the estimates over 500 replications and

the coverage probability (CP) of 95% confidence interval (CI) based on the normal

approximation for larger sample size (M=1000) and smaller sample size (M=200) as

summarised in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. For larger sample size (Table 4.1),

the degree of bias of the fixed effect parameters α0, α1 and β1 and the variance

components θ2
1, θ

2
2 and ρ are quite small when there is a lower and also a higher-

order dependence among frailties across successive gap times. In the case of smaller

sample size (Table 4.2, simulations 1), these parameters have moderately small bias

when the dependence structure goes to a low level.

However, the magnitude of bias of the fixed effect parameters increases when the

dependence structure is of higher-order (Table 4.2, simulations 2 and 3). Comparing

in terms of bias, it is clear that the model performs reasonably well in the larger

sample than the smaller sample. Regarding the standard errors of the fixed effect

parameters α0, α1 and β1, SEE and SE are comparable in all scenarios in both

samples, indicating that the standard errors of these parameters are well estimated.

For the variance components, SEE and SE for ρ are quite comparable while those

of θ2
1 and θ2

2 have moderate differences. It is seen that the standard error estimates

of ρ increase marginally when its true value goes to a low level, in both samples.

The CPs of α0, α1 and β1 are close to the nominal level, while those of θ2
1, and θ2

2

are above the nominal level in all instances. For the case of ρ, the CPs are close to

the nominal level in the simulations with larger sample size. The use of the normal

approximation for the CI of the variance component estimates, which are typically

right-skewed, is possibly one of the reasons why θ2
1 and θ2

2 have poor CPs. The

CIs can be calculated based on the log transformation of the variance component

estimates. However, this would lead to an unbounded confidence interval when the

estimate of the variance component is zero.

Moreover, in simulation sets 4, 5 and 6 in Table 4.2, we examined the robustness

of the estimation method to misspecification of the AR(1) covariance structure. In
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Table 4.1: Bias, standard error and coverage probability of the REML estimators
for the frailty mixture cure model based on 500 replications of simulated data with
M= 1000 patients.

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP

Simulation 1
α0 0.5 -0.048 0.066 0.068 0.933
α1 -0.8 0.039 0.099 0.099 0.928
β1 -0.5 0.016 0.084 0.086 0.934
θ2

1 0.4 -0.021 0.094 0.046 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.006 0.067 0.010 1.000
ρ 0.3 0.014 0.104 0.076 0.984
Simulation 2
α0 0.5 0.045 0.066 0.061 0.937
α1 -0.8 0.035 0.100 0.092 0.956
β1 -0.5 0.028 0.120 0.114 0.931
θ2

1 0.4 -0.016 0.095 0.048 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 0.004 0.085 0.022 1.000
ρ 0.8 -0.028 0.041 0.036 0.982
Simulation 3
α0 0.5 -0.044 0.066 0.070 0.920
α1 -0.8 0.041 0.100 0.098 0.950
β1 -0.5 0.026 0.089 0.087 0.932
θ2

1 0.5 -0.075 0.096 0.053 1.000
θ2

2 0.7 -0.009 0.075 0.012 1.000
ρ 0.3 -0.008 0.085 0.068 0.956
Simulation 4
α0 0.5 0.043 0.067 0.070 0.939
α1 -0.8 0.038 0.101 0.101 0.944
β1 -0.5 0.031 0.131 0.119 0.939
θ2

1 0.5 -0.071 0.098 0.060 1.000
θ2

2 0.7 0.009 0.098 0.038 0.974
ρ 0.8 -0.046 0.037 0.033 0.987
Simulation 5
α0 0.5 0.041 0.066 0.061 0.942
α1 -0.8 0.033 0.101 0.090 0.948
β1 -0.5 0.032 0.136 0.155 0.944
θ2

1 0.4 -0.013 0.096 0.038 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 0.004 0.081 0.019 1.000
ρ 0.9 -0.033 0.029 0.018 0.964

these simulations, we generated data from the proposed model by assigning ρ in the

distribution of Vjk to zero and again, by taking it to be constant over time.
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Table 4.2: Bias, standard error and coverage probability of the REML estimators
for the frailty mixture cure model based on 500 replications of simulated data with
M= 200 patients.

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP

Simulation 1
α0 0.5 -0.064 0.147 0.148 0.926
α1 -0.8 0.057 0.223 0.218 0.950
β1 -0.5 0.030 0.190 0.189 0.948
θ2

1 0.4 -0.024 0.211 0.093 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.010 0.152 0.020 1.000
ρ 0.3 -0.018 0.237 0.184 0.974
Simulation 2
α0 0.5 -0.093 0.147 0.149 0.910
α1 -0.8 0.048 0.224 0.225 0.940
β1 -0.5 0.059 9.255 0.262 0.952
θ2

1 0.4 -0.023 0.214 0.087 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.052 0.185 0.077 0.992
ρ 0.8 -0.052 0.111 0.073 0.996
Simulation 3
α0 0.5 -0.074 0.147 0.147 0.924
α1 -0.8 0.052 0.223 0.221 0.946
β1 -0.5 0.071 0.227 0.235 0.934
θ2

1 0.4 -0.035 0.211 0.090 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.046 0.129 0.065 1.000
ρ 0.9 -0.051 0.116 0.081 1.000
Simulation 4
α0 0.5 -0.062 0.147 0.148 0.920
α1 -0.8 0.055 0.223 0.221 0.946
β1 -0.5 0.024 0.178 0.182 0.940
θ2

1 0.4 -0.023 0.211 0.092 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.014 0.137 0.020 1.000
ρ 0.0 0.018 0.264 0.186 0.982
Simulation 5
α0 0.5 -0.055 0.146 0.142 0.930
α1 -0.8 0.066 0.222 0.213 0.940
β1 -0.5 -0.036 0.175 0.174 0.950
θ2

1 0.4 -0.035 0.208 0.117 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.015 0.122 0.017 1.000
ρ (constant) 0.3 0.044 0.340 0.235 0.998
Simulation 6
α0 0.5 -0.058 0.146 0.149 0.922
α1 -0.8 0.054 0.222 0.221 0.942
β1 -0.5 0.027 0.202 0.209 0.946
θ2

1 0.4 -0.035 0.209 0.092 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.028 0.130 0.037 1.000
ρ (constant) 0.8 -0.031 0.177 0.103 1.000

It is important to realize that ρ = 0 reduces the AR(1) covariance structure to a

diagonal covariance structure. We performed estimation by means of the proposed
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EM REML method presented in Section 4.2.3. From these simulation results, it is

evident that the estimation method is not sensitive to misspecification of the AR(1)

covariance structure as the magnitude of bias observed are reasonably small for both

the fixed effect and the variance component parameters. However, these simulations

represent a sub-context of misspecification of the covariance structure, termed as

under-specification; see, for example, Kwok et al. (2007). In future research, it would

be valuable to consider further simulation studies to examine the performance of the

estimation method when there is over-specification and also general misspecification

of the AR(1) covariance structure.

We recall that the tail of Su0(t) is approximated to zero by means of the ETAIL

method in order to obtain a valid baseline survival distribution for the uncured

patients. As noted in Chapter 2, the zero-tail constraint method (Taylor, 1995)

can also be used. In the simulation sets presented in Table 4.3, we evaluated the

validity of the zero-tail constraint method with the proposed estimation method

using the simulation scenario with 200 patients. As observed from the table, both

the fixed effects and the variance components have acceptable biases. Comparing

the simulation sets 1, 2 and 3 in Table 4.2 with their corresponding simulations in

Table 4.3, it is easy to see that both the ETAIL and the zero-tail constraint methods

yield comparable results.

4.3.2 Simulation for the Multilevel Frailty Cure Model

In this simulation work, 500 replicated data sets are generated under a multi-

institutional clinical trial setting using the multilevel frailty mixture cure model

presented in Section 4.2.2. We conceived a relatively large multi-institutional clinical

trial consisting of 1000 patients, 25 each enrolled in 40 institutions. For comparison,

we additionally considered a second scenario with 1500 patients (30 institutions, 50

patients from each institution). In both scenarios, approximately half of the pa-

tients within each institution are randomly assigned to treatment (xij1 = 1), while
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Table 4.3: Simulation results based on zero-tail estimation of Su0(t) for the REML
estimators of the frailty mixture cure model with M= 200 patients

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP

Simulation 1
α0 0.5 -0.074 0.147 0.139 0.920
α1 -0.8 0.069 0.224 0.213 0.960
β1 -0.5 -0.006 0.193 0.182 0.950
θ2

1 0.4 -0.011 0.213 0.101 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.005 0.156 0.022 1.000
ρ 0.3 0.022 0.226 0.186 0.980
Simulation 2
α0 0.5 -0.097 0.148 0.142 0.900
α1 -0.8 0.052 0.226 0.221 0.940
β1 -0.5 0.019 0.262 0.255 0.950
θ2

1 0.4 -0.006 0.216 0.090 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.058 0.184 0.047 1.000
ρ 0.8 -0.038 0.105 0.069 1.000
Simulation 3
α0 0.5 -0.091 0.150 0.144 0.911
α1 -0.8 0.050 0.229 0.225 0.960
β1 -0.5 0.080 0.322 0.317 0.960
θ2

1 0.4 0.001 0.221 0.095 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.061 0.182 0.062 0.990
ρ 0.9 -0.030 0.063 0.051 0.990

the remaining patients are assigned to placebo (xij1 = 0). The random effect terms

u0, u1, U0, U1, v and V are generated independently from the normal distribution

with zero mean and respective variance components γ2
0 = 0.4, 0.2; γ2

1 = 0.2, 0.4;σ2
0 =

0.5, 0.3;σ2
1 = 0.3, 0.5; θ2

1 = 0.4; θ2
2 = 0.5 and ρ = 0.3, 0.7. Under these random effect

settings, the gap times are generated from the multilevel frailty cure model and the

censoring time are obtained from the uniform distribution in the manner described

in Section 4.3.1, given that α0 = 0.5;α1 = −0.8; and β1 = −0.5.

Summary results are given in Table 4.4. From the table, the notations D and

Mi denote the number of institutions and the number of patients within the ith

institution, respectively. The estimated biases for the fixed effect parameters α0, α1

and β1 are quite small. The standard errors of these parameters are well estimated,

comparing SEE and SE. The CPs of α0 and α1 are close to the nominal level in

both the relatively low (ρ = 0.3) and high (ρ = 0.7) correlation schemes. On

the contrary, the CP of β1 is closer to the nominal level when ρ = 0.3, but it
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falls below the nominal level when ρ = 0.7 in the simulations with 1000 patients.

However, with an increase in sample size (M=1500), in simulation 6, we see that

the bias of β1 decreases in magnitude and its CP gets closer to the nominal level

in the scenario with ρ = 0.7. The variance components have acceptable biases,

but γ2
1 is slightly biased towards zero in simulation sets 3 and 4. Nonetheless, as

Table 4.4: Bias, standard error and coverage probability of the REML estimators
for the multilevel frailty mixture cure model based on 500 replications of simulated
data.

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP

D = 40,Mi = 25
Simulation 1
α0 0.5 -0.059 0.111 0.110 0.931 Simulation 2 0.5 -0.063 0.110 0.098 0.922
α1 -0.8 0.034 0.120 0.121 0.937 -0.8 0.019 0.122 0.134 0.952
β1 -0.5 0.055 0.120 0.120 0.930 -0.5 0.078 0.135 0.145 0.878
θ2

1 0.4 -0.029 0.101 0.042 1.000 0.4 -0.019 0.099 0.037 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.007 0.121 0.014 1.000 0.5 0.017 0.129 0.025 1.000
ρ 0.3 0.006 0.119 0.072 0.997 0.7 -0.028 0.144 0.042 1.000
γ2

0 0.4 -0.082 0.116 0.115 0.927 0.4 -0.089 0.120 0.121 0.928
γ2

1 0.2 -0.039 0.100 0.081 1.000 0.2 -0.026 0.101 0.087 0.994
σ2

0 0.5 -0.055 0.064 0.109 0.714 0.5 -0.066 0.077 0.109 0.604
σ2

1 0.3 -0.046 0.100 0.109 0.934 0.3 -0.049 0.052 0.105 0.752
Simulation 3 Simulation 4
α0 0.5 -0.052 0.091 0.092 0.927 0.5 -0.053 0.090 0.094 0.925
α1 -0.8 0.032 0.132 0.133 0.942 -0.8 -0.025 0.134 0.156 0.949
β1 -0.5 0.068 0.137 0.138 0.920 -0.5 -0.072 0.149 0.149 0.893
θ2

1 0.4 -0.031 0.066 0.041 1.000 0.4 -0.028 0.066 0.039 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.007 0.081 0.012 1.000 0.5 0.018 0.093 0.020 1.000
ρ 0.3 0.007 0.157 0.072 0.998 0.7 -0.020 0.178 0.044 0.994
γ2

0 0.2 -0.039 0.138 0.070 1.000 0.2 -0.045 0.141 0.079 0.997
γ2

1 0.4 -0.114 0.099 0.127 0.784 0.4 -0.099 0.100 0.112 0.801
σ2

0 0.3 -0.029 0.065 0.079 0.878 0.3 -0.025 0.079 0.092 0.831
σ2

1 0.5 -0.087 0.103 0.159 0.708 0.5 -0.089 0.052 0.131 0.617
D = 30,Mi = 50

Simulation 5 Simulation 6
α0 0.5 -0.048 0.092 0.092 0.936 0.5 -0.050 0.094 0.094 0.931
α1 -0.8 0.023 0.129 0.131 0.953 -0.8 0.023 0.133 0.138 0.957
β1 -0.5 0.057 0.139 0.139 0.940 -0.5 0.056 0.144 0.141 0.944
θ2

1 0.4 -0.028 0.064 0.035 1.000 0.4 -0.022 0.067 0.038 1.000
θ2

2 0.5 -0.008 0.084 0.011 1.000 0.5 -0.019 0.092 0.017 1.000
ρ 0.3 -0.009 0.148 0.057 1.000 0.7 -0.025 0.154 0.034 0.991
γ2

0 0.2 -0.029 0.125 0.065 1.000 0.2 -0.031 0.136 0.063 0.996
γ2

1 0.4 -0.091 0.079 0.128 0.802 0.4 -0.087 0.080 0.155 0.811
σ2

0 0.3 -0.025 0.052 0.081 0.880 0.3 -0.023 0.063 0.108 0.882
σ2

1 0.5 -0.086 0.082 0.155 0.717 0.5 -0.086 0.048 0.140 0.703

shown in the scenario with 30 institutions and 50 patients within each institution

(simulations 5 and 6), the bias of γ2
1 decreases with increasing sample size. The

variance components have less biased estimates for smaller true values, but the

extent of bias increases when the true values increase in magnitude. The standard

error estimate of σ2
1 increases when ρ tends to 0.3 relative to 0.7. Comparatively, the

estimates of SEE and SE for the variance components have some slight differences.
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For instance, SEE of σ2
0 and σ2

1 are smaller than their corresponding SE estimates.

This means that the proposed estimator may underestimate the standard errors of

these variance component parameters. However, even in the circumstance where

the standard errors of the variance components are accurately estimated, it is not

advisable to employ them to test for statistical significance directly. This is because

the null hypothesis of these parameters lie on the boundary of the parameter space,

therefore, the normal approximation of the null test statistic is no longer appropriate

(Tawiah et al., 2019b; Vaida and Xu, 2000). On the other hand, the necessity of

the random effects can be checked by displaying their prediction intervals over the

institution or patient clusters, by means of the empirical Bayes (EB) method (Tawiah

et al., 2019b; Vaida and Xu, 2000), for example. We give a graphical illustration in

Figure 4.3 in the next section.

4.4 Applications

4.4.1 Colorectal Cancer Hospital Readmissions Study

An application of the proposed frailty mixture cure model to a real data set on

colorectal cancer hospital readmissions is demonstrated in this section. The data

set is taken from a study consisting of 403 patients who received surgery to re-

move tumours after being diagnosed with colorectal cancer between January 1996

and December 1998. Follow-up started from the date of surgery up to June 2002.

Some patients received chemotherapy whilst others did not. During the duration

of follow-up, some patients experienced several readmissions due to recurrence of

their colorectal cancer. In total, 861 readmissions were observed, ranging from 1

to 22, with mean 2.25 and median 1.0. The potential prognostic factors recorded

in the study include gender, tumour stage measured by Dukes classification (i.e.

A-B, C and D) and comorbidity quantified by Charlson index (i.e. 0, 1-2, ≥3).

The data are available in the R library frailtypack (Rondeau et al., 2012). De-
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tails can be found in Gonzalez et al. (2005). We consider times (in days) between

successive hospitalizations as gap times related to recurrent events. Figure 4.1 dis-

plays Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the gap times corresponding to the first fives

successive readmissions.
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Figure 4.1: Kaplan-Meier curves of the gap times for the first five readmissions
related to colorectal cancer.

It is seen that the curves decrease successively with the number of readmissions.

The curves for the first and the fourth readmissions jump to zero after reaching a

plateau, although those for the second, third and the fifth readmissions level off to

non-zero survival probabilities. The curves drop to zero because the largest failure

time for the first (i.e. 2175 from patient 79) and fourth (i.e. 1427 from patient

174) readmissions are uncensored. When these observations are removed from the

data or taken to be censored, the readmission curves 1 and 4 level-off to non-zero
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survival probabilities (figure not reported). In principle, it is reasonable to consider

the possibility of a cure fraction in this data. Moreover, some patients may be

highly frail due to unobserved heterogeneity and/ or serial dependence, hence a

frailty model accommodating cure fraction is more realistic for this data.

On application of the proposed frailty mixture cure model, all covariates are

included in both the logistic and the hazard component. Table 4.5 gives a summary

of the results using the EM REML procedure for estimation. Results from the

mixture cure frailty model of Yu (2008) and Rondeau et al. (2011) are also provided

in Table 4.5. The results of the parameter estimates, odds ratios (OR), hazard ratios

(HR) and their corresponding standard errors (SE) are presented.

Table 4.5: Estimates of the proposed time-varying frailty mixture cure model and
the time-constant frailty mixture cure model of Yu (2008) and Rondeau et al. (2011)

Parameter Proposed model Yu (2008) model Rondeau et al. (2011) model

Estimate (OR/HR) SE Estimate (OR/HR) SE Estimate (OR/HR)

Logistic component
Intercept 0.309 0.223 1.619† 0.785 0.482
Chemotherapy -0.058 (0.944) 0.225 -0.902 (0.406)† 0.397
Gender

Female -0.514 (0.598)† 0.208 -0.306 (0.736) 0.342
Male -0.062 (0.940)

Dukes stage
C 0.478 (1.613)† 0.226 0.463 (1.589) 0.383 0.385 (1.470)
D 3.838 (46.433)† 1.021 1.406 (4.080)† 0.558 2.695 (14.806)†

Charlson index
1− 2 0.512 (1.669) 0.449 0.631 (1.879) 0.666
≥ 3 0.456 (1.578) 0.283 -0.495 (0.610) 0.459

Patient frailty
θ2

1 0.187 0.170

Hazard component
Chemotherapy -0.307 (0.736)‡ 0.180 -0.017 (0.983) 0.135
Gender

Female -0.413 (0.662)† 0.171 -0.441 (0.643)† 0.137
Male 0.513 (1.670)†

Dukes stage
C 0.183 (1.201) 0.201 0.186 (1.204) 0.158 0.432 (1.540)
D 0.221 (1.247) 0.193 0.697 (2.008)† 0.194 0.975 (2.651)†

Charlson index
1− 2 0.274 (1.315) 0.329 0.460 (1.584) 0.330 0.198 (1.219)
≥ 3 0.374 (1.454)† 0.153 0.552 (1.737)† 0.131 0.385 (1.470)†

Patient frailty
θ2

2 0.102 0.094 0.137 1.490
ρ 0.907 0.086

Male, reference category for gender; A-B, reference category for Dukes’s stage;
0, reference category for Charlson index.
† p-value < 0.05
‡ p-value < 0.10
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In the proposed model, the reference group consists of male patients who did

not receive chemotherapy, had Dukes stage A-B and Charlson comorbidity index

0. From the proposed model, it is seen that chemotherapy has negative coefficient

estimates in both components, with a nonsignificant effect in the logistic part and a

significant effect observed at 0.10 level in the hazard component. These suggest that

chemotherapy minimizes the hazard rate of readmission in the uncured patients but

it leads to a negligible effect in curing the disease. Female gender has significant

effect in both the logistic and the hazard component. In the logistic component,

the results (OR: 0.598; 95% CI: 0.398-0.899) clearly depict that female patients are

substantially more likely to be cured than males. Regarding the hazard part, the

uncured female patients have significantly (HR: 0.662; 95% CI: 0.473-0.925) longer

times to colorectal cancer related hospital readmission compared to the males who

are uncured. Dukes stage C has a significant increasing effect (OR: 1.613; 95%

CI: 1.036-2.512) in the logistic component but its effect in the the hazard part is

not significant. Dukes stage D is identified as the most important significant factor

that reduces the probability of being cured (OR: 46.433; 95% CI: 6.277-343.491).

However, it showed a nonsignificant effect on the hazard rate of readmission in the

uncured patients. The effect of Charlson comorbidity index 1-2 is not significant

in both the logistic (OR: 1.669; 95% CI: 0.692-4.023) and the hazard component

(HR: 1.315; 95% CI: 0.690-2.506). Higher comorbidity (Charlson index ≥ 3) signif-

icantly increases the hazard rate of readmissions (HR: 1.454; 95% CI: 1.077-1.962)

in the uncured patients. Nevertheless, its effect on the probability of readmission

is not significant (OR: 1.578; 95% CI: 0.906-2.747), although it revealed a positive

coefficient estimate. Regarding the random effect terms, θ2
1 and θ2

2 are quite small.

This suggests that there is little unobserved heterogeneity in the cure probability of

the proportion of cured patients and in the time between readmissions among the

uncured patients. In contrast, ρ is large, suggesting the presence of within subject

serial dependence among the uncured patients. In practical terms, this means that
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the occurrence of colorectal cancer hospital admission increases the risk of further

readmission related to the disease. This underscores the importance of allowing

AR(1) correlation parameter in the model.

In the model of Yu (2008), a random effect is only attached to the hazard part

and it is assumed to follow the gamma distribution, unlike our model and that of

Rondeau in which the random effects are assumed to be normally distributed. To

some extent, the results from our work concerning the magnitudes of the estimated

fixed effects in the logistic and the hazard parts have moderate differences when

compared to the results in these existing studies. For example, the Yu’s model and

the model by Rondeau et al. did not obtain a significant finding regarding gender

difference in the cure probability. While the proposed model provides a significant

effect for chemotherapy in the hazard part (HR: 0.736; CI: 0.512-1.046), this is not

the case of the Yu’s model, as chemotherapy is found to be significant in the logistic

part (OR: 0.406; CI: 0.186-0.883) and insignificant in the hazard part. Compared

to the proposed model, the directions of the fixed effects are consistent with their

work, except that higher comorbidity (Charlson index ≥ 3) revealed a decreasing

effect on the cure probability within the framework of our model, but it is vice versa

in Yu’s model. In Rondeau et al. work, the Charlson index was only used in the

survival part.

4.4.2 Pulmonary Exacerbations in the Study of rhDNase

In this section, the rhDNase data is reanalysed for illustration of the multilevel

frailty mixture cure model presented in Section 4.2.2. In Chapter 3, this data was

introduced as a kind of multilevel survival data and it was analysed therein to demon-

strate the practical value of the multilevel frailty model suggested in Section 3.2.1.

The only covariates available in the data are rhDNase and Baseline FEV1. Recur-

rent pulmonary exacerbation is the outcome variable that appears in that data. The

data are publicly available in R through the survival library and details can be
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found in Therneau and Hamilton (1997) and Cook and Lawless (2007).

In Figure 4.2 we show Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the gap times correspond-

ing to the first three recurrent exacerbations of pulmonary disorders. The data set

provides a range of 1 to 5 counts of recurrent pulmonary exacerbations. However,

we excluded the fourth and the fifth recurrences because only few events are avail-

able at these levels; see Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3. As indicated in the tails of the

Kaplan-Meier plots (Figure 4.2), all the curves level-off above 0.5. This instigates

the question as to whether rhDNase has allowed more than 50% of the patients to

be insusceptible to recurrence of pulmonary exacerbations.
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Figure 4.2: Kaplan-Meier curves of the gap times for the first three recurrences of
pulmonary exacerbations.

Due to the hierarchical structure of the data, the multilevel frailty cure model ap-

pears to be practical for this data. To apply this model, both treatment (0=placebo,
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1=rhDNase) and baseline FEV1 are considered as covariates in the logistic and haz-

ard components. The results are summarised in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Estimates of the proposed multilevel frailty mixture cure model and
comparable models based on the rhDNase data.

Proposed model
Logistic component Hazard component

Parameter Estimate OR SE Parameter Estimate HR SE

Intercept 1.750† 0.281
rhDNase -0.510† 0.600 0.187 rhDNase -0.131 0.877 0.164
Baseline FEV1 -0.030† 0.970 0.004 Baseline FEV1 -0.004 0.996 0.004
Institution Insitution
γ2

0 0.378 0.175 σ2
0 0.254 0.124

γ2
1 0.034 0.246 σ2

1 0.039 0.191
Patient Patient
θ2

1 0.996 0.307 θ2
2 0.137 0.287
ρ 0.897 0.225

Comparable models

Andersen-Gill model
rhDNase -0.303† 0.739 0.110

PWP frailty model
rhDNase -0.373† 0.689 0.113
θ2

2 2.071
Multilevel frailty model

rhDNase -0.473† 0.623 0.161
Baseline FEV1 -0.026† 0.974 0.003
Institution
σ2

0 0.271 0.127
σ2

1 0.053 0.191
Patient
θ2

2 0.067 0.445
ρ 0.979 0.142

† p-value < 0.05

Compared to the results in previous work (summarised in Table 4.6) regarding the

application of hazard-based models without cure fraction, including the Andersen-

Gill model (β1=-0.303; HR: 0.739; 95% CI: 0.595-0.916) (Therneau and Hamilton,

1997), the conditional PWP gap time frailty model (β1=-0.373; HR: 0.689; 95%

CI: 0.552-0.859) (Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef, 2006) and the multilevel frailty

model (β1=-0.473; HR: 0.623; 95% CI: 0.454-0.854) (Chapter 3), it is evident that

incorporation of cure fraction has shrink the effect of rhDNase in the hazard part

(β1=-0.131; OR: 0.877; 95%: 0.636-1.210) and markedly shifted its effect to the lo-
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gistic part, estimated as -0.510 (OR: 0.600; 95% CI: 0.416-0.866) which is significant

at 5% level, while it is insignificant in the hazard component. Although rhDNase is

not significant in the hazard part, the negative sign in the coefficient indicates that

it has demonstrated an effect in reducing the hazard rate of recurrent pulmonary

exacerbations in the uncured patients. Likewise, baseline FEV1 is significant in the

logistic component (OR: 0.970; 95% CI: 0.963-0.978) but insignificant in the hazard

component (HR: 0.996; 95% CI: 0.988-1.00). These results suggest that patients

with high measurements of baseline FEV1 are more likely to be cured. In addition,

the allowance of cure fraction has switched the effect baseline FEV1 from the hazard

part to the logistic part, when compared to the results in Chapter 3 on application

of the multilevel frailty model.

Considering the variance components, it is observed that the institutional effects

in the proportion of cured patients (γ̂2
0 = 0.378) and that on the hazard rate of

uncured patients (σ̂2
0 = 0.254) are relatively large. Nevertheless, there is little

treatment-by-institution interaction in both the logistic and the hazard part. In

comparison with the multilevel frailty model in Chapter 3, it is evident that inclusion

of a cure fraction did not bring any significant change in the estimates of the variance

components for institutional effects and treatment-by-institution interaction in the

hazard part. At subject-level, heterogeneity across patients is small in the hazard

part, compared to the heterogeneity among the proportion of cured patients (θ̂2
1 =

0.996). This is contrary to the conditional PWP gap time frailty model, as it

gives substantially large heterogeneity (θ̂2
2 = 2.071) (Box-Steffensmeier and De Boef,

2006) for the hazard rate. In our proposed model, the frailty in the hazard part is

largely captured by serial dependence (ρ̂ = 0.897). This measure, together with the

subject-level heterogeneity estimate in the logistic part may have resulted to the

small magnitude of heterogeneity in the hazard part. To verify this in the proposed

model, ρ and v can be set to zero, nonetheless, this leads to convergence problem

in the EM REML estimation. Another possible source of the wide difference in the
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estimate of θ̂2
2 from the proposed model and the conditional PWP frailty model is

the choice of frailty distribution. While our proposed model uses the the normal

distribution, the PWP frailty model applies the gamma distribution and again it

stratifies the baseline hazard over the recurrent events in order to remove serial

dependence.

To perform further analysis to highlight the extent of institutional variation in

the baseline risk and in treatment effect among the proportion of cured and uncured

patients, inference on prediction interval for the random effects is carried out (Fig-

ure 4.3), using the EB (Vaida and Xu, 2000; Tawiah et al., 2019b) prediction variance

for 95% confidence interval estimation, with point prediction values obtained from

the Newton-Raphson procedure at convergence of the EM REML estimation. The

EB prediction variances of the random effects in the logistic and the hazard parts

are obtained from the information matrix of the underlying log-likelihood of these

models. Results are presented for the random effects that characterise institutional

baseline risks, ui0 and Ui0 and the log-treatment hazard ratios α1 + ui1 and β1 +Ui1

over 51 institutions, with the institutions arranged in ascending order of their sizes;

that is, number of patients enrolled. From Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(c), we see quite

substantial variation in institutional baseline risk but very little variation in treat-

ment effects across institutions (Figure 4.3(b) and 4.3(d)), in both the proportion

of cured and the uncured patients. In particular, the CI for Institution 36 in Fig-

ure 4.3(a) and Institutions 21, 37, 39 and 45 in Figure 4.3(c) do not include zero.

Patients from Institution 36 would have a lower chance of developing recurrence of

pulmonary exacerbation (i.e. an increased cure rate) and those from Institutions

37, 39 and 45 would have a reduced hazard rate for recurrence, whilst patients from

Institution 21 have an increased hazard rate. The departure of their CI from zero

can lead to significant heterogeneity in the baseline risk across institutions, in the

proportion of cured and the uncured patients. It is observed that Institution 5 gives

the highest baseline risk in the cure probability component, but Institution 21, on
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the other hand gives the highest baseline risk in the hazard part.
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Figure 4.3: Institution-specific random effects and their 95% empirical Bayes pre-
diction interval for (a) baseline risk ui0 and (b) treatment-by-institution interac-
tion α1 + ui1 in the proportion of cured patients and (c) baseline risk Ui0 and (d)
treatment-by-institution interaction β1 + Ui1 in the proportion of uncured patients,
in the rhDNase data under the multilevel frailty cure model. Horizontal line of 0
indicates zero baseline risk or zero treatment hazard rate, > 0 is high baseline risk or
hazardous treatment effect and < 0 is low baseline risk or efficacious treatment ef-
fect. In (b) and (d) the dashed horizontal line indicates the estimated values α1 and
β1, respectively. Institutions are sorted in increasing order of number of patients.

Again, in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(c), the interval lengths tend to vary across the insti-

tutions, while in the case of Figure 4.3(b) and 4.3(d) the intervals are almost of the

same length due to small heterogeneity observed in treatment effect. Comparatively,
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the interval lengths are wider for α1 +ui1 and β1 +Ui1 than ui0 and Ui0. This is as a

result of additional variance accounted by the fixed effect parameters. The predicted

point values of α1 + ui1 and β1 + Ui1 depict that treatment has been effective in all

the institutions, although greater efficiency is achieved in the proportion of cured

patients than in the uncured patients. This prediction inference can be presented in

terms of the patient level random effects, in the same manner as described.

4.5 Discussion of the Cure Frailty models

We have developed an extended modelling framework by allowing the possibility of

a cure fraction in a PH frailty model for recurrent event data. Through the GLMM

methodology, our models are developed semiparametrically with maximisation of

the underlying log-likelihood carried out by an EM-type algorithm. Contrary to

existing work, our proposed models introduce a random AR(1) patient effect, ran-

dom covariate and a more general multilevel framework with different random effect

structures in mixture cure models. An interesting feature of the models is that they

allow patients to have a chance of being cured after each recurrence. The importance

of these random effect cure models over the marginal cure models (Peng et al., 2007)

is that they yield insight into the correlation structure underlying the data and they

allow prediction inference concerning institution-specific and patient-specific random

effects, which leads to a better understanding and interpretation of the variability in

the data. Institution effects are sometimes modelled as fixed effects. However, the

use of random effects is advantageous, in that, the fixed effect approach is subject

to loss of efficiency and unstable regression coefficients when the underlying data

consist of relatively many institutions and relatively few patients in each institution

(Yamaguchi and Ohashi, 1999). Another importance of our model is the inclusion of

random covariate for treatment effect, because the standard approach which merely

uses a summary measure (e.g. hazard ratio) based on fixed effect may not be suffi-
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cient to describe the trial results when treatment-by-institution interaction is large.

Essentially, when such a finding is observed it is often useful to explore reasons why

such variation is seen in treatment effect. On the other hand, when the treatment

effect is found to be homogeneous across institutions, then the conclusions concern-

ing treatment can be generalised to the broader patient population. We considered

a single random covariate. The model can, however, be generalised to handle more

than one random covariate as exemplified in Chapter 3 using the UTI data. The

association between cure statuses Yjk’s on the same individual may not be homo-

geneous. To allow for heterogeneous associations of Yjk’s, some series of random

effects, for example, multivariate random effect following an AR(1) process can be

considered in the logistic part of the proposed frailty mixture cure model. How-

ever, when considering random AR(1) effects in both the logistic and the hazard

components of the mixture cure model, we noticed from the simulation experiments

that the presence of this structure increases the bias of the intercept of the logistic

regression model. The increment in bias could be due to a problem of identifiability

induced by heavy parameterization of the model because simple models are more

identifiable than complex models (Lai and Yau, 2009).

Results of the simulation studies demonstrate a good performance of the models

under different numerical scenarios. However, obtaining a good performance is not

without assuring larger sample size, sufficient follow-up and the levelling off of the

tail of the marginal survival curve of the successive recurrences with a substantial

magnitude of long-term censored times. Application to the colorectal cancer hospi-

tal readmission data and the rhDNase data illustrate the feasibility of the proposed

models in the practical setting. An interesting issue emerging from the usage of the

readmission data is that the largest gap time (i.e. 2175) is not censored. In this

circumstance the estimation of the tail of Su0(t) is based on the Breslow method

(4.9) instead of the ETAIL completion method (4.10). The Breslow method often

fails to approximate the tail of Su0(t) to zero (Peng, 2003), which usually necessi-
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tates the use of some tail completion methods to obtain valid estimates of regression

coefficients. However, for this special case we observed that the Breslow method

gradually decreases the tail of Su0(t) to zero, therefore avoiding a potential identifi-

ability problem.

The mixture models proposed herein have possible extensions in a number of

ways. One approach is to extend the multilevel structure to more than three levels

and to investigate the correlation structures of the random effect terms. For in-

stance, correlated random effects may be used to specify the patient-specific frailty

terms in the hazard and the logistic part. Similarly, in the multilevel model, such

correlated random effect approach, may be used to relax the independent assump-

tion considered among the institution level random components. In addition, it

would be valuable to consider some measure of model fit for the proposed modelling

methodology. Extension to the the two component mixture of survival models (Ng

et al., 2004; Ng and McLachlan, 2003; McLachlan and McGiffin, 1994) would be of

interest in situations where the observed recurrent events are characterised by an

acute phase followed by a stable phase after the index episode. An example arises

in the study of UTI in elderly women, where the duration between successive infec-

tion episodes can be described by two overlapping phases in time (Lee et al., 2009).

The AR(1) random effect structure could be used in this setting to allow for time-

dependent frailties in both the acute and stable phases of recurrence. Alternative

approach may focus on the use of bivariate random effects to induce correlation be-

tween stable and acute recurrences experienced by the same individual. Again, the

proposed frailty cure model can be extended to incorporate a competing risks sce-

nario, where recurrent events and a terminal event (e.g. death) are considered as two

competing events. For example, in bone marrow transplantation studies, the end-

point of interest is time to leukaemia relapse, but uncured patients can probably die

during the follow-up period. In such a scenario, time to recurrent relapses and time

to death observed on the same individual overlaps. However, in general competing
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risks scenarios that assume independent and mutually exclusive competing events,

the existence of overlapping times to different competing types makes it difficult to

accommodate the cause-specific hazards and their corresponding log-likelihoods in

the estimation inference of a frailty cure model.
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Chapter 5

Bivariate Joint Frailty Mixture

Cure Model
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5.1 Introduction

Data on recurrent events such as multiple tumour relapses on the same patient are

frequently observed in biomedical studies. In many clinical applications, analysis of

such data are of interest, to respond to questions which provide scientific approaches

for investigating the relative effect of new therapies on disease progression or exam-

ine the prognosis of the disease evolution process. Several statistical techniques,

including the Andersen-Gill model, the frailty models and the marginal models are

often used to analyse these data; see, for example, Chapters 3 and 4. These models

are built on a classical assumption in survival analysis that assumes that the ob-

served recurrent disease (or clinical) events are independent of any phenomenon (e.g.

death, loss to follow-up, end of study) that induces right censoring in the data. This

assumption is only realistic in situations where the observed recurrent disease events

have negligible or no effect on the censoring phenomenon. However, merely consider-

ing this assumption can be statistically inappropriate and too restrictive in practice,

because dependent censoring (also known as informative censoring) can also arise

in many situations. For example, in cardiovascular disease studies in which patients

undergo repeated heart attacks, dependent censoring occurs when right censoring

is completely or partly caused by a terminal event (e.g. death) that is correlated

with the occurrences of heart attacks or in other words, when the occurrences of the

heart attacks increase the risk of death.

Due to the advent and the use of effective medicines and advanced technolo-

gies in modern healthcare systems, there has been an increasing number of patients

who get cured (or who at least survive for a long time) from many chronic diseases
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such as cancer (López-Cheda et al., 2017). Therefore, the possibility of a tangible

fraction of cured patients is sometimes of concern in the analysis of recurrent event

data from recent biomedical studies. As illustrated in Chapter 4, efforts have been

made to present statistical models to handle cure fraction in recurrent event data.

An example is the class of two-component mixture based cure frailty models (Yu,

2008; Rondeau et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2012; Tawiah et al., 2019a) which employ the

logistic model to accommodate cure fraction and a random effect survival model (i.e.

standard frailty model) to model the latency distribution of failure times (e.g. gap

or calendar times) in the uncured patient. Although, cure fraction and dependent

censoring may possibly arise together, this class of models, however, did not incorpo-

rate these two features in tandem. Some studies (Huang and Wolfe, 2002; Liu et al.,

2004; Rondeau et al., 2007; Huang and Liu, 2007; Chen et al., 2012; Huang and

Wang, 2004) have made some amount of contribution to propose methods to han-

dle dependent censoring in different kinds of survival data by means of joint frailty

models, which employ a shared frailty term in the hazard function for the failure

of interest and the censoring phenomenon, to induce their dependence. Instead,

Ghosh and Lin (2003) used semiparametric joint models, wherein the marginal dis-

tribution of the failure process and dependent censoring time is formulated through

scale-change models. Nonetheless, these studies did not consider cure fraction in

their proposed methods. Dependent censoring has been considered in conjunction

with cure fraction in some few studies published in recent times, see the works of

Liu et al. (2016), Liu et al. (2017) and Bernhardt (2016), for example. Liu et al.

(2017) and Bernhardt (2016) did not consider recurrent event data, but Liu et al.

(2016) did and carried out estimation on an integrated likelihood, obtained by inte-

grating out the frailties by means of the Gaussian quadrature method. The model

of Liu et al. (2016) does not allow individuals who have one or more disease events

to have a chance of being cured after each occurrence. In some biomedical data

sets, patients with long-term censored times following one or more recurrences can
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be observed. A typical case is the data set from the colorectal cancer hospital read-

mission study (Gonzalez et al., 2005); about 9.7% of the patients had at least one

recurrences followed by censored failure times that exceed 1000 days, approximately

2.7 years. In this regard, it is important to allow flexibility in how cure fraction is

modelled in recurrent event data, in order to consider the possibility of cure after

each recurrence. Furthermore, their model employed a common frailty term that is

shared by the hazard functions for recurrent disease events and death to account

for dependent censoring in the joint intensity function of the uncured patients. The

use of a shared frailty can be a limitation because it forces the frailties to be the

same for the failure times of recurrent events and death, which may not fit well in

some applications. Moreover, the shared frailty only permits positive associations,

however, in some situations negative associations exist among paired survival times

(Xue and Brookmeyer, 1996). As an example, suppose patients may be admitted

into a hospital several times for the same disease. The association between hospital

stay and death can be negative since a long hospital stay implies a severe episode

for a patient, who is more likely to die shortly after discharge.

Motivated by these concerns, our present study aims to develop a more general

mixture cure model that considers a bivariate frailty, viz two possibly correlated

random effects in the latency component, to jointly model the dependence between

the hazard rates of recurrent events and death in the proportion of uncured patients.

The model, further accounts for frailty effect in the incidence (logistic) part, that

explains the patient-specific unobservable characteristics (frailties) that affect the

cure probability. Similarly to the framework developed in Chapter 4, the model

considers all observations in the incidence and the latency components and it allows

patients with one or more events to have a chance of being cured after each event.

This approach increases statistical power (Rondeau et al., 2011), compared to the

alternative procedure that restrict the incidence part to the first event and ignore

subsequent ones.
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To present an estimation procedure for our model, we use the REML method

(McGilchrist, 1993, 1994; McGilchrist and Yau, 1995). As illustrated in Chapters 3

and 4, the fixed effect and the random effect terms are estimated alike, by max-

imising a BLUP-type log-likelihood, analogous to the maximum penalised partial

likelihood approach (Ripatti and Palmgren, 2000), while the variance component

parameters are obtained through estimating equations formed from the first order

derivative of the REML log-likelihood. For semiparametric survival models that in-

volve cure fraction, the application of the GLMM method is not straightforward. It

is because the underlying complete-data likelihood involves missing data and also,

the unspecified baseline survival function of the uncured patients does not cancel

out from the likelihood. Because the EM algorithm is very suitable for dealing

with incompleteness or missing data problems (McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008; Ng,

2013), we adopt it to implement the GLMM method for estimation of our model.

To examine the performance of the model and the estimation procedure, simulation

studies are conducted in a small sample setting. Also, we illustrate the practical

importance of the model by analyzing two biomedical data sets from a colorectal

cancer hospital readmission study and a metastatic colorectal cancer clinical trial.

5.2 Notation, Models and Likelihoods

5.2.1 Notation of Data

Consider a longitudinal follow-up study that measures recurrent clinical events from

M independent patients. We assume that the observation of the recurrent event

process is subject to right censoring, possibly due to death, loss to follow-up or end

of the study (i.e administrative censoring). In what follows, the upper case notations

denote random variables and the lower cases represent the realised data on the

random variables. Define Rjk as the gap time of the kth recurrent event on the jth

patient, Dj is the time to death from the last recurrent event and Cj is the censoring
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time due to lost to follow-up or end of study. Here, we assume that Cj is independent

of both Rjk and Dj. We suppose the follow-up time is Tjk = min(Rjk, Dj, Cj), with

binary indicator for recurrent events denoted by δRjk, which takes on a value of 1

if Tjk = Rjk and 0 if Tjk = Dj or Tjk = Cj. Let Tj denote the time between the

last recurrent event and death or censoring time, which represents the last follow-up

time for patient j, defined as Tj = min(Dj, Cj). Here, we note, δDj is the binary

indicator for death, which is 1 when Tj = Dj and 0, if censored. Notice that, the data

we observe on the jth patient is Oj =
{(
tjk, δ

R
jk, δ

D
j , xj

)
, j = 1, ...,M, k = 1, ..., nj

}
,

where tjk consists of recurrent gap times tRjk and death time tDj which are both

subject to censoring, nj is the number of recurrent events experienced by the jth

patient and xj = (xj1, ..., xjp)
T is a p dimensional covariate vector on the jth patient,

that may include some treatment or prognostic variables, e.g. chemotherapy, sex,

age, BMI and comorbidity.

5.2.2 Bivariate Joint Frailty Mixture Cure Model

Suppose in our data described in Section 5.2.1, follow-up has been sufficiently long

and the observed right censoring times are due to death, loss to follow-up and also

a heavy magnitude of administrative censoring (i.e. end of study censoring time).

We assume that death times are possibly correlated with the gap times between

recurrent events. Furthermore, the presence of a heavy magnitude of administrative

censoring, given a sufficiently long follow-up pre-supposes that there may be a non-

negligible fraction of patients who are potentially cured and thus not susceptible to

recurrent disease events and death related to recurrence of the disease. Among the

patients who are not cured, that is, those who are susceptible to recurrent events

and death, their gap times and death times are not only affected by the observed

covariates but also their own frailties, e.g. individual lifestyle, genetic predisposition,

etc.

For notations relevant for the description of cure, let Yjk denote a binary indi-
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cator, that is 1 for any patient who experiences the kth recurrent event (i.e. an

uncured patient) and 0 otherwise (i.e. a cured patient). Denote by Yj an indica-

tor for death related to the disease, that is 1 when a patient dies and 0, otherwise

(i.e. a long-term survivor). We assume that cured patients can neither experience

recurrent events nor death due to the disease. This assumption is realistic because

if treatment is successful, for example in cancer trial, the original cancer is removed

and the subject will not encounter recurrence of the disease (Peng and Taylor, 2016).

Note that Yjk = 1 when δRjk = 1 and also Yj = 1 when δDj = 1. However, when the

censoring indicators δRjk and δDj are zeros, Yjk and Yj are not observed.

To examine the survival behaviour of a study population that consist of a sub-

group of uncured patients who are susceptible to disease relapses and death, and a

subgroup of non-susceptible patients, we consider the mixture cure model

S (tjk;xj) = 1− πk (xj) + πk (xj)Su(tjk;xj), (5.1)

where S (tjk) is a bivariate survival function for recurrent events and death for the

marginal population, πk(xj) = P (Yjk = 1) is the probability of experiencing the kth

recurrent event after the (k−1)th event, 1−πk(xj) is the probability of being cured

after the kth event and Su(tjk;xj) is the conditional bivariate survival function for

recurrent events and death in the proportion of uncured patients.

When a patient is cured, the bivariate survival function for recurrent events

and death degenerates to 1. The probability of being uncured πk(xj) is potentially

related to the covariate vector xj through the logistic regression model. For recurrent

event data, the logistic model may be fitted to the first observations within each

individual or all observations available on each individual, as discussed in Section

4.2.1. In the case of the later, multiple observations within an individual may be

potentially correlated. An unobservable random effect term may be useful to adjust

for the correlation among observations within patients. In principle with the GLMM
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framework, the model may be specified as

πk(xj) = exp(ξjk)/ [1 + exp(ξjk)] , ξjk = wTj α + uj, (5.2)

where ξjk is the linear predictor, α is the fixed effect vector that measures the

effects of covariates xj on the uncured probability, wj = (1 xTj )T , and uj is the

frailty term affecting the uncured probability. Let u = (u1, ..., uM)T denote the

realisation of uj on M patients. We assume that the realisations of u are independent

and identically distributed from the normal distribution N(0, θ2
uIM), where IM is

an M dimensional identity matrix. The variance component θ2
u is a measure for

unobserved heterogeneity in the probability of the proportion of cured patients.

While we have assumed homogeneous association of Yjk implied by the random

effect u, heterogeneous associations may also arise, which may require some series

of multivariate time-varying random effects, as discussed in Chapter 4.

Notice that the latency function Su(tjk;xj) is a bivariate function that depends on

tRjk and tDj . For the proportional hazards (PH) cure model (Kuk and Chen, 1992),

the latency part may be modelled through a survival function (Peng and Taylor,

2016) or a hazard function (Yau and Ng, 2001; Lai and Yau, 2008, 2009; Yu, 2008).

We follow the hazard based approach to model the hazard rate for recurrent events

and death in the uncured patients. We adopt two separate proportional hazards

models which are correlated through unobservable patient-specific random effects vj

and Vj, which represent the frailties affecting the hazard rates of disease recurrence

and death on the jth uncured patient, respectively. Given the random effects vj and

Vj and covariate vector xj, the hazards function for recurrent events hu(t
R
jk;xj) and

death λu(t
D
j ;xj) for the jth uncured patients are defined, respectively,

hu
(
tRjk;xj

)
= hu0

(
tRjk
)

exp (ηjk) ; ηjk = xTj β + vj,

λu
(
tDj ;xj

)
= λu0

(
tDj
)

exp (ζj) ; ζj = xTj γ + Vj,

(5.3)
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where ηjk and ζj are the linear predictors corresponding to the two hazard models,

hu0(tRjk) and λu0(tDj ), are the baseline hazard functions for recurrent events and death

in the uncured patients, which are specified non-parametrically, β is the fixed effect

parameter vector that relates xj to the hazard rate for recurrent events and γ is the

fixed effect parameter vector that measures the effect of xj on the hazard for death.

The first model in Equation (5.3) is a frailty model for multivariate survival data

(McGilchrist, 1993). It assumes that frailty arises from unobserved heterogeneity

and intra-subject correlation of recurrent event times. The second model concep-

tualises frailty in terms of unobserved covariates in univariate (independent) failure

time data to allow for individual differences in mortality hazard rate (Hougaard,

1995; Duchateau and Janssen, 2007). The framework of Equations (5.1), (5.2) and

(5.3) constitute the bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model proposed in this work.

Equation (5.3) denotes a joint model with bivariate frailty. Like the frailty terms,

the covariate vector xj may not be necessarily the same for the hazard rates of re-

current events and death, likewise the covariates of the uncured probability in the

logistic part.

Let v = (v1, ..., vM)T and V = (V1, ..., VM)T denote the random vectors of vj

and Vj such that q = (vT , V T )T . We assume that q follows a bivariate normal

distribution BV N(0,Σ), where the variance covariance matrix Σ = Γ⊗ IM . Notice

that ⊗ is a Kronecker product and Γ is defined in the following

Γ =

 θ2
v φθvθV

φθvθV θ2
V

 ,
where φ is a correlation parameter that incorporates dependence between the hazard

rate for recurrent events and death. If, for example, φ = 0, the hazard rate for death

is independent of the hazard rate for disease recurrences. Also, θ2
v and θ2

V measure

heterogeneity in the frailty for the hazard rates of disease recurrence and death.

Frailty in the hazard rate of death is solely due to missing covariates, while frailty in
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the hazard rate of recurrent events is due to within-patient correlation and missing

covariates. Notice that the frailties in the model are (bivariate) log-normal since

the exponential function of the random effects on the normal distribution are log-

normal. Other distributions, such as the gamma distribution can also be used; see,

for example, Wienke et al. (2003).

Let W(N×(p+1)), X1(N×p), X2(M×p), R(N×M), Z1(N×M) and Z2(M×M) denote the de-

sign matrices corresponding to α, β, γ, u, v and V , respectively. From here onwards,

we write the design matrices without their dimensions. The linear predictors, ξjk,

ηjk and ζj may be rewritten in terms of the design matrices and the vectors of the

fixed and the random effects, as follows

ξ = Wα +Ru, η = X1β + Z1v and ζ = X2γ + Z2V.

To formulate a likelihood function for the model, we assume that a recurrent event

and death cannot be observed at the same time point within the same patient.

Considering the bivariate joint frailty cure model in Equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3),

and the conditional independence of recurrent events and death within patient j

given vj and Vj, as well as uj, the complete-data likelihood can be expressed as

LC = L1 (α, uj; yjk, yj)L2 (β, γ,Hu0,Λu0, vj, Vj; yjk, yj) ,

where L1 (α, uj; yjk, yj) is the likelihood contribution on the basis of the parameters

of the random effect logistic regression model and L2 (β, γ,Hu0,Λu0, vj, Vj; yjk, yj)

is that of the bivariate joint frailty model. For brevity and conciseness, we simply

write L1 and L2 to denote these two likelihood components. Notice that L2 can be

written as

L2 =
{
hu0

(
tRjk
)

exp (ηjk)
}δjkyjk exp

{
−yjkHu0

(
tRjk
)

exp (ηjk)
}

×
{
λu0

(
tDj
)

exp (ζj)
}δjyj

exp
{
−yjΛu0

(
tDj
)

exp (ζj)
}
.

(5.4)
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The first line of expressions in Equation (5.4) corresponds to the likelihood of the

recurrent event gap times and the second line is the likelihood of death times. In

standard frailty models, where the non-informative censoring assumption is consid-

ered, the first line of expressions are only used. If cure fraction is not assumed,

then yjk = 1 and yj = 1, for all j and k and the likelihood L2 reduces to that

of a bivariate joint frailty model. In that case, Equation (5.4) is analogous to the

derivation given by Huang and Wolfe (2002) for the joint-shared frailty model. The

joint likelihood L2 raises concerns about issues pertaining to identifiability because

in survival analysis the usual independent censoring assumption is required in order

to avert an identifiability problem (Ebrahimi et al., 2003). Discussion on this mat-

ter was initiated by Cox (1959) and Tsiatis (1975) and it is elaborated in Wienke

(2010). Nevertheless, we note in passing that L2 is practically identifiable once the

data provide sufficient information that distinguishes one censoring mechanism from

the other, for example as discussed in the case of the data notation
(
tjk, δ

R
jk, δ

D
j , xj

)
in Section 5.2.1. Furthermore, with the use of random effects, the issue of identifia-

bility on the lines of L2 is not a problem, since independent censoring assumption is

not displaced in the definition of the likelihood and the bivariate joint frailty model.

By this we mean that, the recurrent event times and the death censoring times are

assumed to be independent, conditional on the random effects v and V , while de-

pendent censoring is captured by means of their covariance structure Σ. However,

as discussed in Chapter 2, identifiability issues may arise within the framework of

mixture cure models, for example, due to improper separation of the mixture (Yau

and Ng, 2001; Peng and Taylor, 2016; Ng et al., 2019). It is because it is sometimes

unclear whether a censored individual is cured or follow-up has not been pursued

long enough for the event to occur in such individual. In practice, it is necessary to

consider the context where cure models are appropriate (e.g. long-term follow-up,

non-zero marginal survival probability/heavy long-term censored times).

Denote by Rr and Di, the respective recurrent event gap/censoring time and the
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death/censoring time which are reordered in an increasing order of magnitude, with

their corresponding reordered linear predictors ηr and ζi. Following an argument

in Klein (1992) and Sy and Taylor (2000) on the lines of the profile likelihood

construction for standard PH model, it can be shown that replacing Hu0(tRjk) and

Λu0(tDj ) by the Aalen-Nelson estimator (Breslow, 1972), Equation (5.4) reduces to

a joint partial likelihood of β and γ in terms of η and ζ, with the random effects v

and V conditionally fixed. Letting l2 to denote the logarithm of L2, it follows that

l2 =
K∑
r=1

ηk − log
N∑

l∈R(k)

yl exp(ηl)

+
P∑
i=1

ζi − log
M∑

s∈R(i)

ys exp(ζs)

 , (5.5)

where R(k) and R(i) are the risk sets corresponding to the gap times of the recurrent

events and the death times, respectively. Also, t1 < ... < tK and t1 < ... < tP

denote the respective distinct reordered gap times and death times. Similarly, let

l1 = log (L1), then

l1 =
M∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

{yjk log πk (xj) + (1− yjk) log (1− πk (xj))}

=
N∑
r=1

{yrξr − log [1 + exp (ξr)]} .

(5.6)

Within the realm of the GLMM framework, the logarithm of the joint density func-

tion of u and q, may be expressed as

l3 = −1

2

{
M log

(
2πθ2

u

)
+

1

θ2
u

uTu

}
− 1

2

{
M log(2π|Σ|) + qTΣ−1q

}
, (5.7)

where u is independent of q. From the concept of the GLMM framework (McGilchrist

1993), the complete-data BLUP-type log-likelihood for the random effect logistic

model and the bivariate joint frailty model can be presented as

lΦ = l1 −
1

2

{
M log

(
2πθ2

u

)
+

1

θ2
u

uTu

}
(5.8)
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and

lΩ = l2 −
1

2

{
M log(2π|Σ|) + qTΣ−1q

}
, (5.9)

where Φ = (α, u) and Ω = (β, γ, q).

5.2.3 Estimation procedure

The MLE and the REML are the most commonly used estimators within the GLMM

methodology. Previous research has established that the REML method performs

satisfactorily well in terms of bias of fixed effect and variance component estimates,

compared to the ML method (McGilchrist, 1993; Yau and Ng, 2001; Tawiah et al.,

2019b). Therefore, we use the REML method to estimate the unknown parameters

of the proposed bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model. As presented in Equations

(5.8) and (5.9), the proposed model yields the complete-data log-likelihood. Accord-

ingly, it is natural to apply the EM algorithm to achieve maximisation of the REML

estimation. Note that the log-likelihoods involve two binary indicators yjk and yj

which are partially missing. The E-step completes the missing data on yjk and yj

through the computation of the expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood con-

ditional on the observed data and the current values of the parameters Φ = (α, u),

Ω = (β, γ, q), Ψ = (θ2
u, θ

2
v, θ

2
V , φ), Su0(tRjk) and Su0(tDj ). The M-step, on the other

hand, maximises this conditional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood

over the unknown parameters. Intuitively, the E-step reduces to the conditional

expectation of yjk and yj, computed by

gjk = E
{
yjk|

(
α, β, u, v, Su0(tRjk)

)}
= δRjk +

(
1− δRjk

)
πk (xj)Su0

(
tRjk
)exp(ηjk)

1− πk (xj) + πk (xj)Su0

(
tRjk
)exp(ηjk)

(5.10)

and

gj = E
{
yj|
(
α, γ, u, V, Su0(tDj )

)}
= δDj +

(
1− δDj

)
π (xj)Su0

(
tDj
)exp(ζj)

1− π (xj) + π (xj)Su0

(
tDj
)exp(ζj)

, (5.11)
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which respectively update yjk and yj, in lΦ and lΩ, where gjk is the posterior prob-

ability of the jth patient being uncured, given the kth possible recurrent event and

gj is the posterior probability of the jth patient experiencing a terminal event. At

convergence, the estimates of 1 − gjk and 1 − gj can respectively be interpreted as

the cure and the longer-term survival rate for the jth patient. The terms Su0(tRjk)

and Su0(tDj ) are respectively defined as the conditional baseline survival function for

recurrent event and death in the uncured patients. As in previous work (Sy and

Taylor, 2000; Lai and Yau, 2008), we adopt the Breslow-type estimator to estimate

Su0(tRjk) and Su0(tDj ) and their tails are smoothly approximated to zero by means of

the ETAIL completion method (Peng, 2003).

Let Φ0, Ω0 and Ψ0 denote the vectors of the initial values of the parameter vectors

Φ, Ω and Ψ, respectively. Given the current estimates of gjk, gj, Φ, Ω and Ψ, the

M-step maximises lΦ and lΩ through the Newton-Raphson iterative methods, viz

α̂
û

 =

α0

u0

+G−1

∂lΦ/∂α
∂lΦ/∂u

 (5.12)

and 

β̂

γ̂

v̂

V̂


=



β0

α0

v0

V0


+H−1



∂lΩ/∂β

∂lΩ/∂γ

∂lΩ/∂v

∂lΩ/∂V


, (5.13)

respectively, where G−1 and H−1 are the inverse of the information matrices corre-

sponding to lΦ and lΩ and

∂lΦ
∂α

= W T ∂l1
∂ξ

;
∂lΦ
∂u

= RT ∂l1
∂ξ
− θ−2

u u;
∂lΩ
∂β

= XT
1

∂l2
∂η

;
∂lΩ
∂γ

= XT
2

∂l2
∂ζ

;

∂lΩ
∂v

= ZT
1

∂l2
∂η
− vθ2

V − V φθvθV
θ2
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)

and
∂lΩ
∂V

= ZT
2

∂l2
∂ζ
− V θ2

v − vφθvθV
θ2
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)

.

For the derivation of ∂l1/∂ξ, ∂l2/∂η and ∂l2/∂ζ, let g1, g2, ξ, η and ζ denote the
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vectors of gjk, gj, ξjk, ηjk and ζj, respectively. It follows that

∂l1
∂ξ

= g1 −
exp(ξ)

1 + exp(ξ)
.

Additionally, let $R
b = gb exp (ηb), e

R
b = δRb /

∑N
j=1 $

R
j , sRq =

∑N
j=1 e

R
j , Q1 =

diag($R
1 , ..., $

R
N), E1 = diag(eR

1 , ..., e
R
N), S1 = (sR1 , ..., S

R
N), 1 = (1, ..., 1)T and F1 =

1 0 . . . 0

1 1 . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

1 1 . . . 1


. The derivative ∂l2/∂η is given by

∂l2
∂η

= ∆R −Q1F1E11,

where ∆R is the censoring vector for the gap times between recurrent events. Fol-

lowing a similar derivation, we obtain

∂l2
∂ζ

= ∆D −Q2F2E21.

where E2, F2 and Q2 are obtained in the manner in which E1, F1 and Q1 are derived

and ∆D is the censoring vector for the death time. Notice that the dimension of

E2, F2, Q2 and S2 is M and that of E1, F1, Q1 and S1 is N . The information matrices

G and H are obtained, respectively from −∂2lΦ/∂Φ∂ΦT and −∂2lΩ/∂Ω∂ΩT , given

by

G =

W T

RT

− ∂2l1
∂ξ∂ξT

[
W R

]
+

 0

θ−2
u IM
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and

H =



XT
1 0

0 XT
2

ZT
1 0

0 ZT
2


Dηη Dηζ

Dζη Dζζ


X1 0 Z1 0

0 X2 0 Z2



+
1

θ2
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)



0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 θ2
V IM −φθvθV IM

0 0 −φθvθV IM θ2
v


,

where Dηη = −∂2l2/∂η∂η
T , Dζζ = −∂2l2/∂ζ∂ζ

T , Dηζ = −∂2l2/∂η∂ζ
T , Dζη =

−∂2l2/∂ζ∂η
T and

− ∂2l1
∂ξ∂ξT

= diag

{
exp(ξ)

(1 + exp(ξ))2

}
, − ∂2l2

∂η∂ηT
= Q1S1 −Q1F1E2

1FT
1 Q1,

and − ∂2l2
∂ζ∂ζT

= Q2S2 −Q2F2E
2
2F

T
2 Q2.

The matrices G and H are of the block form, given by

G =

Gβ,β Gβ,u

Gu,β Gu,u

 where, G−1 =

Aα,α Aα,u

Au,α Au,u


and

H =


Hβ,β Hβ,γ Hβ,q

Hγ,β Hγ,γ Hγ,q

Hq,β Hq,γ Hq,q

 where, H−1 =


Bβ,β Bβ,γ Bβ,q

Bγ,β Bγ,γ Bγ,q

Bq,β Bq,γ Bq,q

 .
Recall that Ψ = (θ2

u, θ
2
v, θ

2
V , φ). The REML estimators of Ψ is a solution of the

equations of the first order derivative of the REML log-likelihood with respect to

Ψ (McGilchrist and Yau, 1995; Lai and Yau, 2008). In the case of a univariate

normal distribution with variance parameter θ2
u, the derivation of the estimator is
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straightforward, leading to

θ̂2
u =

1

M

[
tr (Au,u) + uTu

]
. (5.14)

For the variance component parameters Θ = (θ2
v, θ

2
V , φ) of the assumed bivariate

normal distribution, the equation of the first order derivative is

trΣ−1 ∂Σ

∂Θ
+ tr

(
Bq,q + qqT

) ∂Σ−1

∂Θ
= 0. (5.15)

We follow Wang et al. (2007b) and Lai and Yau (2008) for the derivation of Equation

(5.15). Solving trΣ−1∂Σ/∂Θ we obtain

trΣ−1 ∂Σ

∂θ2
v

=
M

θv
, trΣ−1 ∂Σ

∂θ2
V

=
M

θV
, and trΣ−1∂Σ

∂φ
= − 2Mφ

(1− φ2)
. (5.16)

Similarly, the solution of ∂Σ−1/∂Θ gives

∂Σ−1

∂θ2
v

=
1

2θ4
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)

−2θ2
V IM φθvθV IM

φθvθV IM 0

 ,
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
V

=
1

2θ2
vθ

4
V (1− φ2)

 0 φθvθV IM

φθvθV IM −2θ2
vIM

 ,
∂Σ−1

∂φ
=

1

θ2
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)2

 2φθ2
V IM −(1 + φ2)θvθV IM

−(1 + φ2)θvθV IM 2φθ2
vIM

 .
(5.17)

Substituting the results in Equation (5.17) into tr(Bq,q + qqT )∂Σ−1/∂Θ, we have

tr(Bq,q + qqT )
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
v

=
1

θ4
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)

(−θ2
V=1 + φθvθV=2),

tr(Bq,q + qqT )
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
V

=
1

θ2
vθ

4
V (1− φ2)

(−θ2
v=3 + φθvθV=2),

tr(Bq,q + qqT )
∂Σ−1

∂φ
=

1

θ2
vθ

2
V (1− φ2)2

(−2φθ2
V=1 − 2(1 + φ)θvθV=2 + 2φθ2

v=3),

(5.18)
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where =1 = tr
[
K1

(
Bq,q + qqT

)]
,=2 = tr

[
K2

(
Bq,q + qqT

)]
/2,

=3 = tr
[
K3

(
Bq,q + qqT

)]
and

K1 =

IM 0

0 0

 , K2 =

 0 IM

IM 0

 , and K3 =

0 0

0 IM

 .
Substituting Equations (5.16) and (5.18) into Equation (5.15) and further simpli-

fying the resulting equations gives the REML estimators for θ2
v, θ

2
V and φ in the

following

θ̂2
v =

1

M
=1, θ̂

2
V =

1

M
=3, and φ̂ =

1√
=1=3

=2. (5.19)

In Appendix C, an R computer program for implementing the foregoing esti-

mation method has been presented. The computational procedure is initialized by

setting the starting values of Φ and Ω to zero and those of Ψ to relatively small val-

ues. The method alternates between the E-step and the M-step, then to the REML

estimation of the variance components and it recycles until convergence. Below gives

a summary of the computational routine:

Step 1. Fix the initial values of Φ and Ω to zero and set those of Ψ to relatively small

values. Also set the initial values of gjk to 1 if δRjk = 1 and to a sufficiently

small value if otherwise. Obtain the initial values of gj in the same manner

using δDj .

Step 2. Given the current estimates of Φ, Ω, Ψ, Su0(tRjk) and Su0(tDj ), use Equations

(5.10) and (5.11) to update gjk and gj, respectively.

Step 3. For fixed gjk and gj use Equations (5.12) and (5.13) to respectively update Φ

and Ω iteratively.

Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until convergence.

Step 5. Given the current estimates of q and u obtained from Ω and Φ in Step 3, use

Equations (5.14), and (5.19) to update the variance component parameters in
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Ψ.

Step 6. Repeat Steps 2 to 5 until convergence.

Once convergence is obtained, the underlying observed complete-data information

matrices G and H are calculated. The asymptotic standard errors of the fixed effect

parameters α, β and γ are respectively calculated from Aα,α, Bβ,β and Bγ,γ, while

those of the variance components are obtained by inverting the REML information

matrices as in Lai and Yau (2008). The asymptotic standard error of θ̂2
u is obtained

from

var(θ̂2
u) = 2

[
1

θ4
u

tr

(
IM −

1

θ2
u

Au,u

)2
]−1

. (5.20)

To obtain the asymptotic standard errors of , θ2
v, θ

2
V and φ, let

J1 = Bq,q
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
v

, J2 = Σ
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
v

, J3 = Bq,q
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
V

,

J4 = Σ
∂Σ−1

∂θ2
V

, J5 = Bq,q
∂Σ−1

∂φ
, J6 = Σ

∂Σ−1

∂φ
.

Then the variance matrix of the variance component parameters can be written as

var


θ̂2
v

θ̂2
V

φ̂

 = 2


a11 a12 a13

a22 a23

Sym. a33


−1

,

where

a11 = tr(J1 − J2)2; a12 = tr(J1J3 + J2J4 − 2J1J4), a13 = tr(J1J5 + J2J6 −

2J1J6), a22 = tr(J3 − J4)4,

a23 = tr(J3J5 + J4J6 − 2J3J6) and a33 = tr(J5 − J6)2.
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5.3 Simulation Studies

In this section, we provide simulation studies to investigate the performance of

the proposed model and the estimation procedure. In the simulation design we

assumed a sample of 400 patients who are followed up to a maximum of 2000 days,

approximately 5.5 years from the beginning of the study. We considered a treatment

variable xj1 as the covariate appearing in the linear predictors of the components of

the proposed joint frailty mixture cure model. The covariate xj1 is generated from

the Bernoulli distribution with a 0.5 chance of randomization for each patient. The

recurrent time-to-event data (tjk, δ
R
jk, δ

D
j ) characterized by dependent terminal event

and cure fraction were simulated as follows:

i. We first generate the independent censoring time cj for each patient using the

uniform distribution with a maximum of 2000 days.

ii. Next, we generate uj from N(0, θ2
u) and by means of the Bernoulli distribu-

tion, the binary indicators yjk and yj are generated for each patient, with the

probability of being uncured and that of death, given by the random effect

logistic regression model in Equation (5.2).

iii When a patient is cured (yjk = 0), we assign the time of recurrence tRjk to ∞.

Likewise, if a patient has no terminal event (yj = 0), we assign the death time

tDj to ∞. Here, whenever yjk = 0 we restrict yj = 0.

iv. We generate qj = (vTj , V
T
j )T from BV N(0,Σj). When a patient is not cured

(yjk = 1), we generate the time of recurrence tRjk repeatedly from the frailty

model hu
(
tRjk;xj1

)
= hu0

(
tRjk
)

exp (ηjk) ; ηjk = xTj1β+ vj until the correspond-

ing uncured patient is either cured, dies or until
∑nj

k=1 t
R
jk ≥ cj. Similarly,

when a patient dies, the death time tDj is thus generated from the frailty

model λu
(
tDj ;xj1

)
= λu0

(
tDj
)

exp (ζj) ; ζj = xTj1γ + Vj. In both settings, we

assumed that the functions of the baseline hazards follow the Weibull distri-
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bution µτtτ−1, with µ = 0.0005, τ = 1.8 for recurrent event gap times and

µ = 0.0003, τ = 1.5 for the death times.

v. The observed failure time tjk is then generated from min(tRjk, t
D
j , cj), and δRjk

and δDj are obtained according to their definitions given in Section 5.2.1.

The settings of the true parameter values were considered as follows: α0 = 1.0, 0.3;

α1 = −0.5,−0.8; β1 = −0.8,−0.6; γ1 = −0.5,−0.3; θ2
u = 0.5; θ2

v = 0.3, 0.5; θ2
V =0.5

and φ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,−0.2,−0.8. The first set of true parameter values for α0

and α1 were chosen to achieve a moderately low cure rate of 37.8%, while the second

set gives a moderately high cure rate of 62.2% in the treatment group. Moreover,

the varying settings of φ were used to validate the model in different magnitudes of

dependent censoring, that is, relatively low, moderate and high positive correlations

as well as negative correlations. Several simulation scenarios were considered, in

each case 500 data sets were generated and the EM REML procedure detailed in

Section 5.2.3 was applied for estimation. We present in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 a sum-

mary of the estimation results given in terms of average bias (Ave. bias), average

of the standard error estimates (SEE), the standard error (SE) of the parameter

estimates and the coverage probability (CP) of 95% confidence interval (CI) based

on the normal approximation. For the simulation scenarios with low cure rate (Ta-

ble 5.1), the fixed effect parameter α1 is empirically unbiased under all the settings

of dependent censoring, while α0, β1 and γ1 have small biases. Similarly, no sub-

stantial bias is observed for α0, α1, β1 and γ1 in the simulation with high cure rate

(Table 5.2) considering all the magnitudes of dependent censoring. However, when

cure rate is high and the magnitude of φ and θ2
v increases simultaneously, β1 has

slightly positive bias, though the magnitude of the bias of γ1 reduces (Simulation

6 in Table 5.2). Comparing all the simulation sets, it is seen that the size of bias

of γ1 decreases sufficiently when the correlation moves from a low level to a higher

order. This is particularly apparent when the cure rate decreases. The fixed effect
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parameters and the variance components have acceptable biases when φ goes to zero

in both the low and high cure rate.

Table 5.1: Bias, standard error and coverage probability of the REML estimators
for the bivariate joint frailty cure model with 37.8% cure rate in treatment group
based on 500 replications of simulated data.

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP
Simulation 1 Simulation 2
α0 1.0 0.050 0.115 0.118 0.922 1.0 0.045 0.116 0.119 0.928
α1 -0.5 0.000 0.163 0.167 0.954 -0.5 0.001 0.164 0.166 0.950
β1 -0.8 0.053 0.110 0.102 0.932 -0.8 0.058 0.107 0.100 0.922
γ1 -0.5 -0.068 0.188 0.230 0.884 -0.5 -0.058 0.185 0.228 0.892
θ2
u 0.5 0.013 0.174 0.035 1.000 0.5 0.028 0.176 0.049 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.044 0.052 0.028 0.956 0.3 -0.045 0.049 0.029 0.968
θ2
V 0.5 0.026 0.046 0.032 0.992 0.5 -0.032 0.042 0.037 0.968
φ 0.2 -0.021 0.063 0.062 0.976 0.4 -0.027 0.062 0.069 0.994
Simulation 3 Simulation 4
α0 1.0 0.035 0.116 0.119 0.938 1.0 0.032 0.116 0.118 0.940
α1 -0.5 0.002 0.164 0.166 0.948 -0.5 0.002 0.164 0.166 0.948
β1 -0.8 0.060 0.106 0.099 0.916 -0.8 0.060 0.105 0.099 0.920
γ1 -0.5 -0.037 0.175 0.215 0.896 -0.5 -0.027 0.171 0.210 0.902
θ2
u 0.5 0.041 0.177 0.049 1.000 0.5 0.043 0.177 0.049 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.038 0.040 0.026 0.980 0.3 -0.044 0.037 0.024 0.962
θ2
V 0.5 -0.066 0.034 0.026 0.961 0.5 - 0.087 0.034 0.024 0.965
φ 0.6 0.026 0.045 0.038 0.983 0.8 -0.017 0.030 0.022 0.977
Simulation 5 Simulation 6
α0 1.0 0.063 0.116 0.120 0.903 1.0 0.048 0.115 0.120 0.926
α1 -0.5 -0.002 0.163 0.170 0.944 -0.5 -0.001 0.163 0.167 0.950
β1 -0.8 0.065 0.109 0.101 0.931 -0.8 0.067 0.106 0.101 0.917
γ1 -0.5 -0.068 0.188 0.237 0.876 -0.5 -0.028 0.171 0.216 0.900
θ2
u 0.5 0.008 0.175 0.035 1.000 0.5 0.019 0.175 0.030 1.000
θ2
v 0.5 -0.047 0.052 0.027 0.944 0.5 -0.051 0.038 0.021 0.960
θ2
V 0.5 0.024 0.046 0.031 0.995 0.5 -0.093 0.036 0.020 0.988
φ 0.2 -0.024 0.063 0.060 0.980 0.8 0.033 0.023 0.014 0.979
Simulation 7 Simulation 8
α0 1.0 0.066 0.116 0.119 0.902 1.0 0.078 0.116 0.120 0.886
α1 -0.5 -0.004 0.164 0.167 0.956 -0.5 -0.007 0.164 0.168 0.948
β1 -0.8 0.065 0.113 0.103 0.932 -0.8 0.072 0.110 0.104 0.918
γ1 -0.5 -0.082 0.190 0.230 0.892 -0.5 -0.051 0.173 0.211 0.882
θ2
u 0.5 0.015 0.175 0.030 1.000 0.5 0.016 0.176 0.029 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.018 0.063 0.029 0.986 0.3 -0.041 0.051 0.027 0.976
θ2
V 0.5 0.034 0.052 0.033 0.984 0.5 0.047 0.048 0.026 0.991
φ -0.2 -0.011 0.063 0.042 0.993 -0.8 0.061 0.022 0.012 0.964

Abbreviations: Ave. bias, average bias; SE, standard error;
SEE, standard error estimates; CP, coverage probability.
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Table 5.2: Bias, standard error and coverage probability of the REML estimators
for the bivariate joint frailty cure model with 62.2% cure rate in treatment group
based on 500 replications of simulated data.

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP
Simulation 1 Simulation 2
α0 0.3 0.054 0.103 0.107 0.940 0.3 0.054 0.103 0.105 0.935
α1 -0.8 0.043 0.171 0.162 0.955 -0.8 0.044 0.171 0.162 0.960
β1 -0.6 0.048 0.147 0.142 0.935 -0.6 0.046 0.145 0.141 0.931
γ1 -0.3 -0.082 0.210 0.315 0.890 -0.3 -0.076 0.206 0.314 0.890
θ2
u 0.5 -0.001 0.186 0.054 1.000 0.5 -0.009 0.185 0.053 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 0.003 0.050 0.039 0.955 0.3 -0.019 0.047 0.039 0.960
θ2
V 0.5 0.076 0.048 0.064 0.880 0.5 0.013 0.043 0.058 0.875
φ 0.2 -0.026 0.057 0.055 0.955 0.4 -0.033 0.057 0.071 0.895
Simulation 3 Simulation 4
α0 0.3 0.050 0.100 0.109 0.915 0.3 0.047 0.103 0.104 0.950
α1 -0.8 0.048 0.171 0.162 0.955 -0.8 0.048 0.171 0.162 0.960
β1 -0.6 0.048 0.141 0.137 0.935 -0.6 0.048 0.140 0.136 0.930
γ1 -0.3 -0.070 0.198 0.319 0.894 -0.3 -0.064 0.194 0.316 0.897
θ2
u 0.5 -0.014 0.184 0.049 1.000 0.5 -0.008 0.185 0.044 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.057 0.050 0.036 0.990 0.3 -0.069 0.048 0.029 0.960
θ2
V 0.5 -0.071 0.043 0.049 0.940 0.5 -0.075 0.099 0.035 0.980
φ 0.6 -0.027 0.051 0.059 0.990 0.8 -0.042 0.070 0.023 0.980
Simulation 5 Simulation 6
α0 0.3 0.055 0.103 0.105 0.944 0.3 0.056 0.104 0.109 0.925
α1 -0.8 0.051 0.170 0.147 0.963 -0.8 0.044 0.171 0.161 0.960
β1 -0.6 0.064 0.149 0.148 0.944 -0.6 0.094 0.143 0.140 0.895
γ1 -0.3 -0.043 0.207 0.260 0.917 -0.3 -0.030 0.212 0.257 0.921
θ2
u 0.5 -0.033 0.183 0.045 1.000 0.5 -0.022 0.183 0.045 1.000
θ2
v 0.5 -0.053 0.045 0.038 0.969 0.5 -0.068 0.035 0.031 0.971
θ2
V 0.5 0.024 0.043 0.031 0.981 0.5 -0.082 0.032 0.030 0.995
φ 0.2 -0.032 0.058 0.067 0.859 0.8 -0.037 0.032 0.029 0.965
Simulation 7 Simulation 8
α0 0.3 0.059 0.103 0.107 0.920 0.3 0.082 0.104 0.112 0.907
α1 -0.8 0.041 0.172 0.162 0.950 -0.8 0.037 0.170 0.160 0.960
β1 -0.6 0.058 0.145 0.137 0.935 -0.6 0.080 0.137 0.126 0.915
γ1 -0.3 -0.080 0.212 0.311 0.850 -0.3 -0.066 0.114 0.312 0.863
θ2
u 0.5 0.003 0.186 0.058 1.000 0.5 -0.033 0.170 0.045 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.013 0.054 0.037 0.960 0.3 -0.073 0.137 0.029 0.983
θ2
V 0.5 0.023 0.052 0.069 0.890 0.5 -0.085 0.198 0.055 0.997
φ -0.2 0.021 0.059 0.048 0.990 -0.8 0.014 0.182 0.025 0.993
Simulation 9 Simulation 10
α0 0.3 0.056 0.103 0.108 0.920 0.3 0.064 0.103 0.105 0.927
α1 -0.8 0.041 0.172 0.161 0.960 -0.8 0.037 0.172 0.161 0.960
β1 -0.6 0.057 0.145 0.141 0.930 -0.6 0.059 0.144 0.144 0.945
γ1 -0.3 -0.062 0.212 0.302 0.900 -0.3 -0.067 0.212 0.311 0.895
θ2
u 0.5 0.004 0.186 0.059 1.000 0.5 -0.001 0.186 0.057 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.013 0.052 0.036 0.980 0.5 -0.017 0.052 0.036 0.983
θ2
V 0.5 0.019 0.052 0.065 0.860 0.5 0.014 0.051 0.068 0.875
φ 0.0 -0.024 0.059 0.048 0.953 0.0 -0.028 0.059 0.050 0.950

Abbreviations: Ave. bias, average bias; SE, standard error;
SEE, standard error estimates; CP, coverage probability.

The accuracy of the standard error estimates of the fixed effect parameters is ac-

ceptable, comparing SEE and SE. Under the positive correlation schemes, the CPs

of α0, α1 and β1 are close to the nominal level, while those of γ1 are slightly below

the nominal level for both low and high cure rate. However, it is noticed that the

CP of γ1 has the tendency of drawing closer to the nominal level when it decreases
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in bias. The CP of α0 shrinks slightly from the nominal level when dependent

censoring is of higher magnitude in the negative direction. This is possibly due

to the increment in bias in the estimates of α0 under strongly negative correlation

scheme, as observed in both low and high cure rates. For the variance component

parameters, we found that the bias is reasonably small. Nevertheless, the bias of θ2
V

increases towards null when the correlation goes to a higher order in the positive

direction for both the low and high cure rates. The standard errors of θ2
v, θ

2
V and

φ are quite well estimated, comparing SEE and SE. Nonetheless, in the case of θ2
u

the estimates of SEE are noticeably larger than those of SE and its CP is above the

nominal level in all the simulation settings. In this regard, the estimator (5.20) may

overestimate the standard errors of this variance parameter. As a remark, it is not

advisable to directly apply the standard error estimates of the variance components

to conduct a test of statistical significance, even in the case where the standard

errors are accurately estimated (Tawiah et al., 2019a). The reason is that the use

of the normal approximation of the null test statistic is inappropriate because the

null hypothesis of the variance components lies on the boundary of parameter space

(Vaida and Xu, 2000; Lai and Yau, 2009). Some formal tests such as the score test

of homogeneity proposed by Gray (1995), the likelihood ratio test with corrected

null distribution or random effect inference based on EB prediction interval may be

used to highlight the significance of random effects (Vaida and Xu, 2000; Tawiah

et al., 2019b). The EB prediction interval approach has been used in Chapters 3 and

4. It is straightforward, considering its application to the context of this chapter.

This approach tests, for example, H0 : vj = 0 rather than H0 : θ2
v = 0. For the

correlation coefficient, we provided a test for H0 : φ = 0 versus H0 : φ 6= 0 based on

the conventional approach using standard error estimates since the null hypothesis

is not affected by the boundary condition related to the restricted parameter space.

Another issue that worth noting is that, the use of the normal approximation for the

CIs of the variance component parameters could possibly affect the accuracy of their
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CPs because the estimates of these parameters have right-skewed distributions.

Further simulation studies are outlined to examine the robustness of the proposed

model to misspecification of the normal assumption underlying the distribution of

the random effects (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3: Sensitivity analysis for the bivariate joint frailty cure model under mis-
specified random effects distribution based on 500 replications of simulated data.

37.8% cure rate 62.2% cure rate

Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP Parameter True value Ave. bias SEE SE CP
Simulation 1 Simulation 2
α0 1.0 0.083 0.117 0.116 0.900 0.3 0.075 0.104 0.106 0.887
α1 -0.5 -0.024 0.165 0.162 0.960 -0.8 0.010 0.174 0.172 0.944
α2 0.3 -0.043 0.084 0.088 0.917 0.3 -0.027 0.088 0.089 0.935
β1 -0.8 0.057 0.110 0.100 0.840 -0.6 0.054 0.152 0.147 0.921
β2 0.6 -0.071 0.057 0.057 0.912 0.6 -0.063 0.077 0.078 0.873
γ1 -0.5 -0.063 0.189 0.216 0.887 -0.3 -0.087 0.208 0.347 0.779
γ2 0.1 0.046 0.095 0.125 0.873 0.1 0.022 0.104 0.149 0.933
θ2
u 0.5 0.014 0178 0.036 1.000 0.5 0.034 0.192 0.034 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.045 0.052 0.036 0.960 0.3 -0.067 0.049 0.043 0.770
θ2
V 0.5 0.021 0.046 0.036 0.995 0.5 -0.032 0.046 0.045 0.931
φ 0.2 -0.027 0.063 0.061 0.940 0.2 -0.034 0.056 0.045 0.836
Simulation 3 Simulation 4
α0 1.0 0.083 0.116 0.116 0.895 0.3 0.073 0.104 0.107 0.885
α1 -0.5 -0.022 0.164 0.162 0.955 -0.8 0.010 0.174 0.172 0.941
α2 0.3 -0.043 0.084 0.088 0.934 0.3 -0.027 0.088 0.089 0.935
β1 -0.8 0.062 0.107 0.097 0.820 -0.6 0.061 0.151 0.145 0.913
β2 0.6 -0.074 0.055 0.057 0.890 0.6 -0.063 0.076 0.078 0.860
γ1 -0.5 -0.048 0.182 0.218 0.910 -0.3 -0.079 0.205 0.351 0.785
γ2 0.1 0.044 0.092 0.122 0.892 0.1 0.018 0.103 0.146 0.935
θ2
u 0.5 -0.002 0.177 0.044 1.000 0.5 0.033 0.191 0.035 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.073 0.044 0.035 0.970 0.3 -0.055 0.047 0.042 0.811
θ2
V 0.5 -0.080 0.037 0.029 0.965 0.5 -0.006 0.043 0.041 0.950
φ 0.5 -0.033 0.059 0.074 0.997 0.5 -0.039 0.053 0.046 0.963
Simulation 5 Simulation 6
α0 1.0 0.065 0.116 0.117 0.897 0.3 0.069 0.104 0.107 0.890
α1 -0.5 -0.009 0.165 0.156 0.956 -0.8 0.011 0.174 0.172 0.950
α2 0.3 -0.040 0.084 0.087 0.926 0.3 -0.029 0.088 0.089 0.936
β1 -0.8 0.063 0.107 0.106 0.824 -0.6 0.067 0.148 0.141 0.909
β2 0.6 -0.074 0.055 0.056 0.779 0.6 -0.064 0.075 0.078 0.847
γ1 -0.5 -0.022 0.175 0.236 0.838 -0.3 -0.073 0.200 0.329 0.760
γ2 0.1 0.039 0.089 0.114 0.853 0.1 -0.015 0.100 0.142 0.947
θ2
u 0.5 0.021 0.179 0.033 1.000 0.5 0.035 0.192 0.035 1.000
θ2
v 0.3 -0.071 0.040 0.027 0.991 0.3 0.031 0.042 0.036 0.930
θ2
V 0.5 -0.097 0.035 0.026 0.987 0.5 -0.097 0.038 0.033 0.971
φ 0.8 -0.029 0.037 0.028 0.974 0.8 -0.044 0.040 0.032 0.951

Abbreviations: Ave. bias, average bias; SE, standard error;
SEE, standard error estimates; CP, coverage probability.

Both the 37.8% and the 62.2% cure rates in treatment group were considered and an

additional covariate xj2 generated from the standard normal distribution was intro-

duced in the model. As in Tawiah et al. (2019b), the random effects u, v and V were

generated from symmetric mixtures of two normal distributions in order to obtain
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non-normal samples for the random components. Specifically, u was generated from

0.5N (−0.5, 0.25) + 0.5N (0.5, 0.25) and the bivariate random effect q = (vT , V T )T

was drawn from 0.5N (µ1, G) + 0.5N (µ2, G), where µ1 = [0.3 − 0.8] and µ2 =

[−0.3 0.8] are vectors of the component means and G is the common variance co-

variance matrix of the mixture components. For symmetric multivariate normal mix-

tures, the covariance matrix G is given by G = Σ+0.5 (1− 0.5) (µ1 − µ2) (µ1 − µ2)T .

These distributions were chosen such that E(uj) = 0, E(qj) = 0 and their variances

are equal to the variance components in Simulation 1 of Table 5.1, while φ is set

to 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. From the results in Table 5.3, no significant bias is observed

for this simulation experiment. Therefore, the proposed model yields robust results

when the distributions of the random effects are misspecified.

5.4 Real Applications

5.4.1 Hospital Readmissions and Death in a Colorectal Can-

cer Study

We analyse in this section, the data set from a colorectal cancer hospital readmission

study (Gonzalez et al., 2005), which involved a total of 403 patients who received

surgery to remove tumors after being diagnosed with colorectal cancer between Jan-

uary 1996 and December 1998. Follow-up started from the date of surgery up to

June 2002. During follow-up, some patients encountered several hospital readmis-

sions related to the colorectal cancer. The first admission time was defined as the

time between the date of surgery and the first hospital admission date. The subse-

quent readmission times were considered as the difference between the last date of

discharge and the current date of hospitalization. In total, 861 readmissions were

observed, about 200 patients had no recurrence at all and 112 patients died dur-

ing follow-up. The maximum number of readmission was 22, with mean 2.25 and

median 1.0. The times to hospital readmission and death are both important out-
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come measures. The study provides data on some variables which may potentially

affect the readmission and the death times. These include chemotherapy, gender,

tumour stage measured by Dukes classification (i.e. A-B, C and D) and comorbidity

measured on the basis of Charlson index (i.e. 0, 1-2, ≥3).

Figure 5.1 (a)-(c) present the Kaplan-Meier (KM) survival curves of the gap

times for the first three successive readmissions, classified by treatment arms. From
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Figure 5.1: Kaplan-Meier curves of the gap times for colorectal cancer hospital
readmissions and death, stratified by treatment arm. Times to the first three read-
missions are shown.

Figure 5.1, it appears that the recurrence free rate is higher in the chemotherapy arm

than the control arm for the first readmission, while in the case of the second and

the third readmissions the recurrence free rate are statistically equivalent for both
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treatment arms. The right tails of the curves for both arms are quite stable. While

the control arm stays away from zero survival probability for the three successive

readmissions, the arm for chemotherapy drops to zero. The zero-survival probability

in the tails of the chemotherapy arm is due to the fact that the largest gap times in

this arm are uncensored for the first, second and the third readmissions. Therefore,

it would be unrealistic to rule out the possibility of a cure fraction in these data,

given that the observed zero-tail is due to the existence of a few large uncensored

gap times. Also, in Figure 5.1 (d) the KM curve stratified by treatment arm is

illustrated for the death times following the last readmission. We see that the tails

of the curves for both arms level-off above 0.6. Empirically, this feature suggests

that a fraction of long-term survivors exists in the data. This could be a reflection of

patients who may have been cured and therefore not susceptible to death related to

the disease. Also, dependent censoring may appear in these data because hospital

readmissions and death observed on the same patient are likely to be correlated.

This dependence feature may be due to patient specific unobserved frailties. Hence,

a frailty model accommodating cure fraction and dependent terminal event (i.e.

death) in the presence of recurrent events (i.e. readmissions) should be considered

for modelling these data.

We apply the proposed model to these data, however, to allow comparison of

results, again we consider two reduced models, that is, a joint frailty model that

do not incorporates a cure fraction and a standard frailty model. Table 5.4 gives a

summary of the results. The results of the parameter estimates, odds ratios (OR),

hazard ratios (HR) and their corresponding standard errors (SE) are presented.

In the models, the reference group consists of male patients who did not receive

chemotherapy, had Dukes stage A-B and Charlson comorbidity index 0. From the

proposed model it is seen that chemotherapy has negative coefficient estimates in the

logistic and the hazard components. On the basis of the p-values the results suggest

that chemotherapy minimizes the hazard rate of readmission in the uncured patients
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but it leads to a small, insignificant in curing the disease as well as minimizing the

hazard rate of death in the uncured patients.

Table 5.4: Estimates of the proposed bivariate frailty mixture cure model, a joint
frailty model and a standard frailty model based on the colorectal cancer hospital
readmission data.

Joint cure frailty model Joint frailty model Frailty model
(Proposed model)

Estimate OR/HR SE Estimate HR SE Estimate HR SE
Logistic component

Intercept 0.251 0.202
Chemotherapy -0.067 0.935 0.200
Sex (female) -0.476a 0.621 0.188
Dukes stage
C 0.487a 1.627 0.205
D 3.767a 43.250 0.587
Charlson index
1-2 0.503 1.654 0.395
≥ 3 0.486b 1.626 0.252
Patient frailty
θ2
u 0.398 0.198

Hazard component
Readmission
Chemotherapy -0.230b 0.795 0.137 -0.138 0.871 0.143 -0.177 0.838 0.139
Sex (female) -0.376a 0.687 0.135 -0.457a 0.633 0.139 -0.457a 0.633 0.135
Dukes stage
C 0.116 1.123 0.156 0.327 1.390 0.161 0.285b 1.329 0.156
D 0.223 1.250 0.178 1.144a 3.140 0.191 1.052a 2.863 0.187
Charlson index
1-2 0.291 1.338 0.253 0.286 1.330 0.257 0.407 1.502 0.252
≥ 3 0.303a 1.354 0.131 0.371a 1.450 0.134 0.320a 1.378 0.133
Patient frailty
θ2
v 0.354 0.041 0.610 0.071 0.494

Death
Chemotherapy -0.009 0.991 0.237 0.264 1.300 0.265
Sex (female) -0.468a 0.626 0.227 -0.418b 0.658 0.252
Dukes stage
C 1.015a 2.759 0.346 0.928a 2.530 0.355
D 2.327a 10.247 0.366 2.621a 13.700 0.376
Charlson index
1-2 0.529 1.697 0.641 0.403 1.500 0.682
≥ 3 1.405a 4.076 0.258 1.373a 3.950 0.280
Patient frailty
θ2
V 0.429 0.036 1.235 0.141
φ 0.489a 0.047 0.949a 0.007

Male, reference category for gender; A-B, reference category for Dukes’s stage;
0, reference category for Charlson index.

a p-value < 0.05
b p-value < 0.10

Female gender has significant negative estimates in all the components of the model.
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From the logistic component, the results clearly depict that female patients are sub-

stantially more likely to be cured than males. On the hazard part, the uncured

female patients have significantly longer times to be readmitted and significantly

longer survival rate (i.e. time to death) after readmission compared to the male

patients who are uncured. Dukes stage C and D decrease the probability of being

cured and also increase the hazard rate of readmission and death. Higher comor-

bidity (i.e. Charlson index ≥ 3) leads to a significant lower cure probability and

significant increasing hazard rate for hospital readmission and death.

The estimates of the variance components in the hazard part, θ2
v and θ2

V , and

that in the logistic part θ2
u are moderate. Also, the estimate of φ (i.e. φ̂=0.489) is

significant and moderate in magnitude, indicating that there is a quite meaningful

dependence between the hazard rate of readmission and death. However, when the

correlation is ignored (i.e. φ̂ = 0), the estimates of the regression coefficients, the

variance components and their standard errors do not change noticeably (Table 5.5).

This is not surprising as the estimated correlation in these data is not considerably

large. This data set was analysed in Chapter 4 using a cure model with time-varying

frailty that neglects dependent censoring. In that analysis death was treated as a

censoring event that is uncorrelated with the recurrent event times. Comparing the

results from that model and those from the model proposed in the present chapter

we see moderate differences in the estimates of the fixed effect parameters for cure

fraction and hospital readmission. For instance, higher comorbidity (Charlson index

≥ 3) was insignificant in the logistic part of the time-varying frailty cure model

(Chapter 4; Table 4.5), yet it attained statistical significance at 10% level after the

adjustment for dependent censoring (Table 5.4).

The results from the reduced models are comparable with those from the pro-

posed model, although some slight differences can also be seen. In particular, in

the proposed model chemotherapy has a negative coefficient estimate (γ̂1 = −0.009)

on the hazard rate for death, but it is positive (γ̂1 = 0.264) in the joint frailty
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model, although the estimate is not significant in both models. The reduced mod-

els depict that Dukes stage D has significant increasing effect on the hazard rate

of readmission, but it is insignificant in the proposed model. The estimate of the

frailty variance parameters θ2
v, θ

2
V and φ in the joint frailty model are considerably

larger than those in the proposed model. These differences could be due to the

inclusion of cure fraction in the proposed model because the adjustment for this

feature may explain some aspects of unobserved heterogeneity across patients. The

proposed joint frailty mixture cure model and the joint frailty model were fitted

to the data set using author written R codes (provided in Appendix D) and the

standard frailty model was fitted in R using the coxme package (Therneau, 2018).

The implementation of the package is based on the penalised partial likelihood es-

timation (Ripatti and Palmgren, 2000) for log-normal frailty model. The current

version of the package does not provide the standard errors of the frailty variance

parameters. Estimation of the joint frailty model is based on the REML method

(McGilchrist, 1993; McGilchrist and Yau, 1995), without EM implementation.

In Table 5.6 estimates from the proposed model and those from the model of Liu

et al. (2016) are presented using chemotherapy as the only covariate. Application of

Liu et al. (2016) model depicts that chemotherapy yields adverse effect (α1=0.129;

OR=1.138) on the cure probability, contrary to the proposed model (α1=-0.468;

OR=0.626). The estimate γ̂1 = 0.110 (HR = 1.116) from Liu’s model, indicates

an increasing hazard for death versus γ̂1 = -0.059 (HR = 0.942) from the proposed

model, which denotes a decreasing hazard for death. The estimates for the hazard

rate for readmission in both models consistently agree. The variance component

estimate from Liu’s model compares with those from the proposed model.
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Table 5.5: Proposed bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model fitted to the readmis-
sion data with φ = 0.

Estimate OR/HR SE
Logistic component

Intercept 0.239 0.202
Chemotherapy -0.080 0.928 0.199
Sex (female) -0.480a 0.619 0.188
Dukes stage
C 0.482a 1.619 0.205
D 3.682a 39.73 0.559
Charlson index
1− 2 0.484 1.623 0.392
≥3 0.470b 1.600 0.250
Patient frailty
θ2
u 0.396 0.197

Hazard component
New lesions
Chemotherapy -0.326b 0.721 0.136
Sex (female) -0.369a 0.691 0.135
Dukes stage
C 0.119 1.126 0.155
D 0.168 1.183 0.177
Charlson index
1− 2 0.343 1.409 0.253
≥3 0.316a 1.372 0.131
Patient frailty
θ2
v 0.336 0.037

Death
Chemotherapy -0.039 0.962 0.237
Sex (female) -0.487a 0.614 0.227
Dukes stage
C 1.016a 2.762 0.347
D 2.298a 9.954 0.368
Charlson index
1− 2 0.588 1.800 0.642
≥3 1.418a 4.129 0.258
Patient frailty
θ2
V 0.420 0.033
φ 0.0 0.058

Sequential, reference category for treatment; < 60 years,
reference category for age;
Status 0, reference category for WHO PS.

a p-value < 0.05;
b p-value < 0.10
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Table 5.6: Comparison of estimates from the proposed model and the Liu et al.
(2016) model based on the readmission data.

Parameter Proposed model Liu et al. (2016) model

Estimate OR/HR Estimate OR/HR

α0 0.799 1.344
α1 -0.468 0.626 0.129 1.138
β1 -0.199 0.820 -0.286 0.751
γ1 -0.059 0.942 0.110 1.116
θ2
u 0.418
θ1
v 0.398
θ2
V 0.438 0.582
φ 0.508

5.4.2 New Lesions and Death in a Metastatic Colorectal

Cancer Study

The data set consists of 150 patients who were randomly chosen from a multi-centre

phase III clinical trial originally including 410 metastatic colorectal cancer patients

who underwent a sequential versus combination treatment strategies (Ducreux et al.,

2011). Among the 150 patients, 121 died during follow-up. The data provide gap

times related to repeated occurrences of new lesions in patients, which are censored

by death or right-censoring. Some potentially important covariates associated with

the occurrences of new lesions, such as age (<60, 60-69, >69), WHO performance

status (0, 1, 2) and previous resection (no/ yes) are also available in the data. To

analyse these data, we consider the repeated appearances of new lesions as recurrent

events. From Figure 5.2 (a), it is seen that the recurrence free rate of the first

new lesions is consistently higher for combination treatment compared to sequential

treatment, while in Figure 5.2 (b) and 2(c), the recurrence free rate of the second

and the third new lesions are indistinguishable across these treatment strategies.

Furthermore, in Figure 5.2 (a)-(c) the plateau in the tails of the KM curves is clear,

thus suggesting the presence of potentially cured patients who may not be susceptible

to the appearances of new lesions. In Figure 5.2 (d) the plateau is clearly visible
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in both treatment arms; however, the tails of the curves are quite closer to zero.

This is an indication that the disease has a low long-term survival rate. We analyse

these data by applying the proposed model and the reduced models, taking into

consideration all covariates in the data. The results are presented in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.2: Kaplan-Meier curves of the gap times for the occurrences of new lesions
and death in metastatic colorectal cancer, stratified by treatment arm. Times to
the first three new lesions are shown.

From the proposed model, it is observed that the combination treatment strategy

yields a significantly higher cure probability compared to the sequential treatment,

but it provides no significant effect in terms of minimizing the hazard rate of death

and the occurrence of new lesions in the uncured patients. Also, patients who are

aged over 69 years are significantly less likely to be cured compared to those aged
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below 60 years. None of the covariates revealed a significant association with the

hazard rate for the occurrences of new lesions, in both the proposed and the reduced

models. Nevertheless, on the hazard rate for death, WHO performance status 2 and

previous resection are significant in the proposed model and the joint frailty model.

Table 5.7: Estimates of the proposed bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model, a
joint frailty model and a standard frailty model based on the metastatic colorectal
cancer data.

Joint frailty cure model Joint frailty model Frailty model

Estimate OR/HR SE Estimate HR SE Estimate HR SE
Logistic component

Intercept 3.235a 0.615
Trt (Combination) -1.335a 0.263 0.465
Age
60-69 -0.673 0.510 0.487
>69 1.189a 3.284 0.603
WHO PS
1 0.374 1.454 0.466
2 0.630 1.878 0.702
Resection (yes) -0.829b 0.436 0.486
Patient frailty
θ2
u 0.164 0.618

Hazard component
New lesions
Trt (Combination) -0.209 0.811 0.295 -0.490 0.613 0.308 -0.233 0.792 0.190
Age
60-69 years -0.358 0.699 0.364 -0.477 0.621 0.378 -0.185 0.831 0.230
> 69 years -0.546 0.579 0.335 -0.263 0.769 0.354 -0.239 0.787 0.216
WHO PS
1 -0.402 0.669 0.317 -0.263 0.769 0.332 -0.321 0.726 0.205
2 0.547 1.728 0.399 0.627 1.870 0.423 0.379 1.460 0.258
Resection (yes) -0.160 0.852 0.291 -0.330 0.719 0.309 -0.087 0.917 0.192
Patient frailty
θ2
v 1.453 0.078 1.910 0.506 0.093

Death
Trt (Combination) 0.033 1.034 0.355 -0.194 0.824 0.408
Age
60-69 years -0.076 0.927 0.439 -0.140 0.869 0.502
< 69 years -0.573 0.564 0.413 -0.245 0.783 0.477
WHO PS
1 -0.061 0.941 0.385 -0.072 0.931 0.444
2 1.646a 5.186 0.477 1.765a 5.840 0.556
Resection (yes) -0.672b 0.510 0.353 -0.815a 0.443 0.411
Patient frailty
θ2
V 2.621 0.173 4.303 1.143
φ 0.963a 0.005 0.995a 0.001

Sequential, reference category for treatment; < 60 years, reference category for age;
Status 0, reference category for WHO PS.

a p-value < 0.05
b p-value < 0.10
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One issue, however, that is worth pointing out is that previous resection is significant

at 10% level in the proposed model but it is significant at 5% level in the joint frailty

model. The estimates of the variance components θ2
v, θ

2
V and φ for the frailty terms

are slightly larger in the joint frailty model compared to those in the proposed

model. Interestingly, both models revealed that there is a very strong correlation

between the hazard rate for the occurrences of new lesions and that of death. This

implies that the incidence of new lesions in colorectal cancer is associated with poor

survival outcomes, in other words, an increased risk of death. As the correlation in

this example is substantially large (φ̂ = 0.963), the proposed model provides much

different estimates (Table 5.8) in both the logistic and the hazard components, when

the occurrences of new lesions and death are assumed to be independent (φ̂ = 0). For

instance, on the logistic part, the estimate for the age category> 69 lost its statistical

significance and it changed from positive to negative, while the effect of resection

diminished substantially towards zero. On the hazard rate for the occurrence of new

lesions, the effect of WHO performance status 1 has gained statistical significance.

5.5 Discussion of the Joint Frailty Cure Model

In this chapter, a semiparametric joint frailty mixture cure model has been developed

to deal concurrently with dependent censoring and cure fraction in the context of

recurrent event data. Most random-effects based survival models utilized the shared

frailty to adjust for dependent censoring. We propose to use the bivariate frailty

approach, by this way the failure time for the recurrent events and the censoring

mechanism are not constrained to have a common frailty. This approach provides

means of dealing with situations with either positive or negative dependence struc-

ture. One essential advantage of the model is that, it yields clinically important

information beyond those that can be observed from standard frailty models and

cure models as well as the recently developed frailty cure models. These models
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Table 5.8: Estimates of the proposed bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model with
φ = 0: results from the metastatic colorectal cancer data.

Estimate OR/HR SE
Logistic component

Intercept 1.505a 0.405
Trt (Combination) -0.837a 0.433 0.332
Age
60-69 -0.599 0.549 0.398
>69 -0.163 0.850 0.380
WHO PS
1 0.562b 1.754 0.339
2 1.950a 7.029 0.641
Resection (yes) -0.002 0.998 0.328
Patient frailty
θ2
u 0.242 0.376

Hazard component
New lesions
Trt (Combination) 0.122 1.130 0.227
Age
60-69 0.105 1.111 0.277
>69 -0.208 0.812 0.253
WHO PS
1 -0.841a 0.431 0.246
2 -0.125 0.882 0.299
Resection (yes) -0.102 0.903 0.222
Patient frailty
θ2
v 0.341 0.068

Death
Trt (Combination) 0.001 1.001 0.245
Age
60-69 -0.083 0.920 0.294
>69 -0.329 0.720 0.285
WHO PS
1 -0.139 0.870 0.263
2 1.011a 2.748 0.323
Resection (yes) -0.541a 0.582 0.242
Patient frailty
θ2
V 0.474 0.075
φ 0.0 0.103

Sequential, reference category for treatment; < 60 years, refer-
ence category for age;
Status 0, reference category for WHO PS.

a p-value < 0.05
b p-value < 0.10
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arise as special cases of the proposed model.

Our proposed EM-based REML estimation contrasts with the Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) EM procedure (e.g. see, Huang and Wolfe (2002), Liu et al.

(2004)) that is used when the integrals in the E-step are not available in closed

form. The MCMC EM method is, however, computationally intensive and it leads

to issues related to the assessment of the convergence of the MCMC algorithm

(Abrahantes and Burzykowski, 2005). A potential alternative is the numerical inte-

gration method, but this approach is not feasible when the dimension of the random

effect goes to a higher order (Vaida and Xu, 2000). The relative advantage of the

proposed EM REML estimation is that it circumvents these complications. This

method allows for flexibility in modelling additional correlation structures, for in-

stance, the correlation of uj, with vj or Vj can be considered as a topic for further

research. For recurrent event data, the associations between successive gap times

can be heterogeneous, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. To take this feature into

account, for example, in joint frailty modelling of recurrent event gap times and

dependently censored death times, the first model of (5.3) can be extended to a

model with AR(1) frailties, for instance as studied by Tawiah et al. (2019a,b). With

such model, the AR(1) frailty could be used to account for the association and het-

erogeneity between the recurrent gap times and a bivariate frailty could be used

to characterise the association between the gap times and the dependent censoring

times. The analysis of the data example shows that the presence of cure fraction can

explain some aspect of between-patient heterogeneity in the data, consistent with

the results of Liu et al. (2016). The probability of experiencing the kth recurrent

event (πk(xk)) can depend on the frequency of previous recurrent events by means

of a time-varying covariate. However, the absence of such covariate highlights the

necessity of random effect in the logistic part. Other modelling problems where

dependent censoring can be useful include the two-component mixture of survival

models proposed by Ng and McLachlan (2003) and Ng et al. (2004). This would
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certainly be applicable to the setting where the observed recurrent disease events

are prognostic for death (or any adverse event) and they are characterised by acute

and stable phases, as it arises, for example, in the study of urinary tract infections

(Lee et al., 2009).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of Research Results

Frailty models have become popular statistical tools for analysing recurrent event

data. However, there has been an emerging concern about their use when the data

set is characterised by a multilevel structure, cure fraction and dependent censoring.

This thesis sought to carry out an objective that focuses on the development of

generalised regression methods within the framework of frailty models to adjust

for multilevel structure, cure fraction and dependent censoring in recurrent event

data. Proposed in the thesis are four regression models namely, multilevel frailty

model, AR(1) mixture cure frailty model, multilevel mixture cure frailty model and

bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model. These models are not available in standard

statistical software and packages. Extensive R computer coded programs have been

developed for the models and they are made available in the Appendix section. In

future research, we hope to simplify and redevelop these computer programs into R

packages. The research results of the thesis are summarised in the following:
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6.1.1 Concluding Remark for the Multilevel Frailty Model

In chapter 3, an extension of the single random effect frailty model (McGilchrist

and Aisbett, 1991; McGilchrist, 1993; Yau and McGilchrist, 1998; Duchateau et al.,

2003) was proposed to include additional random effects with observable and un-

observable covariate design matrices and varying covariance structures to provide

an efficient modelling approach for multilevel clustered recurrent event data. An

AR(1) covariance structure and diagonal covariance structures were used to re-

flect different aspects of correlation and heterogeneity in the repeated event mul-

tilevel clustering structure. This model provides a unified modelling framework

with multiple frailty variance component estimators for estimating within-patient

serial dependence, between-patient variation, institutional baseline risk heterogene-

ity and treatment-by-institution interaction in recurrent event data that originate

from studies with clustered population. Owing to the high dimension of random

effects in this model, estimation is problematic in the usual marginal likelihood

approach (Duchateau and Janssen, 2007) as well as the numerical integration meth-

ods. An efficient estimation method was proposed through extension of the GLMM

methodology. With this estimation method no information about the parameters

in the model is lost, unlike the marginal likelihood estimation approach in which

the frailties are integrated out from the underlying likelihood, leaving the variance

component as the only information available for the frailty terms. As an advantage,

the proposed model and the estimation method provides estimates of the cluster-

specific frailties through prediction inference as illustrated using the EB method in

Figure 3.3. As discussed in Section 3.5, the CMSEP method (Booth and Hobert,

1998; Ha et al., 2011, 2016) can also be used. Through simulation experiments, the

chapter shows that the use of the REML method to implement the GLMM frame-

work provides less biased regression and variance component estimates compared

to the ML approach. This result is consistent with previous work (McGilchrist,

1993, 1994; Yau and McGilchrist, 1999), although these prior studies only consid-
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ered single random effect and they did not include random effect with observable

covariate design matrix. Among all the parameters of the proposed model, the vari-

ance component of the random effect with observable covariate design matrix has

severe negative bias when ML estimator is used. However, this is no longer a prob-

lem when the estimation is handled by the REML method. The simulation results

show that the REML estimation of the fixed effect and the variance component

parameters is robust to misspecification of the random effects distribution, partic-

ularly, in situations where the incorrect specification does not involve the random

effect with AR(1) covariance structure. When the misspecification involves the dis-

tribution of all the random effects considered in the model, a slight increment in bias

of fixed effect and variance component parameters was observed, with exception of

the autoregressive correlation parameter in the AR(1) covariance matrix which can

be severely biased when the correlation goes to a low level. However, these results

are only specific to the situation where the distribution of the random effects are

misspecified to be symmetric mixtures of two normal distributions. Diagnostic tools

(Abad et al., 2009; Huang, 2009) for the detection of misspecification of random

effects distribution are of utmost importance and should be considered in future re-

search. Moreover, in future research, it would be desirable to extend the simulation

experiment to include a broad class of non-normal distributions and as discussed in

McCulloch and Neuhaus (2011) the impact of misspecification can be studied across

a variety of inferences, including prediction of survival, inference about covariate

effects, prediction of random effects and estimation of random effects variances.

Verweij et al. (1989) developed a goodness of fit test as a score test statistic to

test for the presence of random effect based on martingale residuals. The method

needs the specification of the covariance structure of the random effect, but no para-

metric assumption is required on its distribution. The diagonal covariance structure

(Σ(θ2) = θ2I) was mainly considered, as they primarily assumed a shared frailty

model. As the proposed models in this thesis have used other covariance struc-
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tures, e.g. AR(1) and bivariate correlations, their work can be a starting point

for the development of goodness of fit test for the models. The advantage of their

method is that it can be extended to provide a test for misspecification of the effect

of covariates, if the covariance structure is assumed to be dependent on covariate

distance between individuals. For continuous covariates, the Euclidian distance be-

tween standardized covariates can be used. Other sophisticated techniques can be

used for categorical covariates and the case of both continuous and categorical co-

variates; see Le Cessie and Van Houwelingen (1995). When the frailty term follows

the gamma distribution, both graphical and numerical techniques can be used to

check the fitness of the model, based on the posterior expectation of the frailty given

the observable data (Glidden, 1999); see also the work of Geerdens et al. (2013).

6.1.2 Concluding Remark for the Frailty Mixture Cure Mod-

els

A multivariate mixture cure model with AR(1) frailty was proposed in Chapter 4

to relax the stringent assumption of constant frailty for the hazard rate of uncured

patients that was considered in the frailty mixture cure model of Yu (2008) and

Rondeau et al. (2011). This model permits the possibility of cure following each

recurrence and it provides a flexible way of allowing the frailties in the uncured pa-

tients to vary stochastically over the gap times between successive recurrent events.

Moreover, it includes a serial correlation parameter that allows the intra-subject

dependence structure to decay in distance with time, a reflection which is more

likely to be true in practice. The model was extended in this chapter by inclusion of

additional random effects with observable and unobservable design matrices to give

a more generalised multilevel mixture cure model that is useful for analysing recur-

rent event data which is characterised by cure proportion and multilevel clustering

structure. As exemplified using the rhDNase data, the model yields attractive clin-

ical interpretability in exploring the likelihood of cure in relation to covariates and
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frailty terms and in assessing the extent of heterogeneity in the data from multiple

sources of clustering. As the GLMM estimation for this model turns out to be that

of the incomplete-data problem, the EM algorithm was adopted to implement max-

imisation techniques. At convergence, the E-step of the algorithm provides posterior

probability estimates which have nice interpretation as the likelihood of being cured

for each individual, given a specific event. For simulation design in the perspective

of these models, a trial with relatively long follow up was considered in order to

accrue some desirable proportion of long-term censored times. Arbitrary number

of failure times/events were allowed in the proportion of uncured patients. The

performances of the models were investigated under varying magnitudes of AR(1)

correlation among frailties across successive gap times within uncured patients. In

terms of bias, the model performs well under moderately low and high AR(1) cor-

relation schemes and the standard error estimates provided by the Louis’s formula

are appropriate. However, as there are many parameters than a typical survival

model, one needs data that have larger sample size and are very informative about

the non-zero asymptotic behaviour of the marginal survival distribution in order to

obtain reliable estimates. In particular, the multilevel cure model requires larger

sample size to give desirable estimates. In the presence of under-specification of the

AR(1) covariance structure, the proposed estimation method provides estimates of

regression coefficients and variance component parameters which have acceptable

biases. The analysis of numerical example shows that the Breslow-type estimator

without zero tail-constraints or tail-completion methods provides appropriate esti-

mates for the baseline survival function of the uncured patients when the tail of the

Kaplan-Meier curve goes to zero as a result of a few large uncensored gap times.

Comparison of the results from the proposed time-varying frailty cure model with

the those from the mixture cure model with constant frailty (Yu, 2008; Rondeau

et al., 2011) depicts some differences which worth investigation in future research.

An advantage of the proposed models and their estimation framework is their com-
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putational efficiency. The proposed models are semiparametric; their full parametric

extension can be handled within the GLMM method as in Yau and Ng (2001). As

the proposed models are developed within the framework of the Cox model, most

of its residual plots, such as Cox-Snell residuals (Yau and Ng, 2001; Lee et al.,

2009), Schoenfield residuals, Martingale residuals and partial residual plots (Fox

and Carvalho, 2012) can be developed to check their adequateness. Some important

aspects for the use of such plots include checking of the validity of the proportional

hazards assumption and an assessment of the functional form of the models. How-

ever, the Schoenfield residuals may fail to provide a valid diagnostic test for survival

data with cure fraction because the marginal survival function for such data is non-

proportional (Wileyto et al., 2013). Also, the adequacy of the models could be

checked graphically by extending Figures 3.3 and 4.3 to explore violations of the

normality assumption imposed on the distribution of the random effects.

6.1.3 Concluding Remark for the Bivariate Joint Frailty

Cure Model

A very famous assumption in survival analysis is that the failure time of interest

and the censoring time are independent. The study in Chapter 5 was performed to

relax this assumption in mixture cure models. The model proposed therein extends

the standard proportional hazards mixture cure model (Sy and Taylor, 2000; Peng

and Dear, 2000; Yau and Ng, 2001; Lai and Yau, 2008, 2009; Yu, 2008; Tawiah

et al., 2019a) by allowing two intensity functions to enter into the latency part with

their correlation modelled by a bivariate random effect term facilitated through the

GLMM framework to adjust for dependence between the recurrent gap times and

the censoring time. The practical relevance is that, the proposed modelling approach

allows joint modelling of two survival outcomes (i.e. recurrent events and censoring

caused by death) in the presence of cure fraction. As a covariate may have varying

effects on different health outcomes (e.g. disease relapse, survival, possibility of
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cure), such a model is certainly important in the clinical perspective. The use of

bivariate frailty in the proposed model offers some desirable properties, including

the allowance of negative type of dependence censoring that lacks discussion in the

literature, although as exemplified in Section 5.1 some real-world problems may

yield this kind of dependence structure. The model brings together the interface

of modelling univariate and multivariate survival data by means of joint frailty

modelling and many standard survival models such as multivariate and univariate

frailty models, mixture cure model, frailty mixture cure model, and joint frailty

model arise as special cases of the model. Alternatively, dependent censoring in

recurrent event data can be modelled by the frailty-copula model (Emura et al.,

2017). With this modelling approach, a copula function is used to characterise the

association between gap time and death time and a frailty term is used to describe

the intra-patient correlation of gap times.

In the simulation studies, it is shown that the GLMM method provides appro-

priate parameter estimates with negligible biases for the regression coefficients and

the variance components. Because of the potential non-identifiability of the cure

model due to improper baseline survival distribution in the uncured patients (Peng,

2003), we used the ETAIL method to approximate the tail of Su0(tRjk) and Su0(tDj )

to zero. In practice, a fraction of the proportion of uncured patients may not die

from the disease. Nevertheless, approximating the tail of Su0(tDj ) to zero means we

are allowing all uncured patients to experience death due to the disease. As this

may deviate from practice, further investigation of the proposed estimation is worth-

while. Moreover, methods for obtaining improved standard error estimates for the

variance components are worthy objectives that can be explored in future research.

The bootstrap method (Efron, 1982) can be used. For GLMMs, the expectation of

the standard errors in terms of square root of the mean squared error of prediction

yields the bootstrap estimates (Booth, 1995). With normally distributed random

effects and EM-based estimation, the procedure developed by Friedl and Kauermann
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(2000) can be used to obtain the standard errors if the integral approximation in

the E-step is obtained by the Gaussian-Hermite quadrature.

6.2 Future Research Direction

6.2.1 Interval-Censored Recurrent Event Data

Throughout the thesis, we have assumed that the recurrent event times are known

exactly. This situation arises when subjects are put under continuous observation.

However, in certain cases, it can be too expensive or impractical to consider con-

tinuous observations. For instance, in certain human diseases studies, symptoms

do not manifest themselves and thus require clinical evaluation for detection. In

such situations, subjects are often observed periodically at discrete time points such

as pre-scheduled hospital visits during which the disease events are detected but

the exact failure times corresponding to the occurrences of these events cannot be

observed. Such scenarios often lead to recurrent event data with interval-censoring.

It is sometimes referred to as panel count data (Thall, 1988; Kim, 2006; Sun, 2007;

Kim and Jhun, 2008a; Zhu et al., 2013) because the underlying process can yield

the frequency of recurrent events occurring between subsequent observation/visit

times. Huang et al. (2006) studied the event evolution process of the data within

the context of survival analysis, by utilising both nonparametric and semiparamet-

ric proportional rate models which incorporate frailties to account for dependent

interval-censoring induced by the possible correlation between the event processes

and observation times. The studies of Zhang et al. (2007), Kim (2012) and Chen

et al. (2012) featured dependent censoring in interval-censored data, but they did

not consider the context of recurrent events with this framework. Relatively, only

few work has been done on interval-censored recurrent event data.

It would be useful to extend the methods proposed in this thesis to interval-

censored recurrent event data setting. The proposed methodologies in this thesis
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afford a promising potential for the development of regression models to accommo-

date cure fraction and multilevel random effect setting in the presence of dependent

censoring of interval-censored recurrent event data. Instead of the logistic regres-

sion, the use of the single-index model (Amico et al., 2018) for estimating mixing

proportions can be examined within the framework of the proposed frailty mixture

cure model and the joint frailty mixture cure model.

6.2.2 Accelerated Failure Time models with Frailty

The accelerated failure time model (1.8) was introduced in Section 1.3. As argued by

Wei (1992) and Cox (1997), this model has the advantage of being more intuitively

interpretable than the proportional hazards model. To handle correlation among

failure times in multivariate survival data, Pan (2001) extended the model by intro-

ducing a frailty quantity on the error term and obtained an expression for the model

that is a special case of the proportional hazards frailty model when covariates are

absent. Denote by bj a frailty term following the gamma distribution. According to

Pan (2001) the accelerated failure time model (1.8) with frailty can be expressed as

h (eij) = bjh0 (eij) ; eij = log (tij)− xTijβ. (6.1)

where the baseline hazard h0(eij) is an arbitrary unknown function. The above

model (6.1) does not include covariate; it can be recognised as

h(eij) = bjh0(eij) exp(xTijγ); γ = 0.

Pan’s aim was to estimate β. Because eij’s depend on β from Equation (6.1),

estimating equations for β can be obtained by plugging in the true value γ = 0.

He solved the estimating equations via the EM algorithm of Klein (1992). Parallel

estimation methods have been considered in the work of Zhang and Peng (2007)

and Xu and Zhang (2010). Considering this background information, the GLMM
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estimation framework of McGilchrist (1994), and McGilchrist and Yau (1995) can

be investigated, assuming a log-normal frailty form of the above model.

In many clinical trials and epidemiology research, longitudinal covariates are

often measured intermittently with measurement errors. The longitudinal process

of the covariate is often assumed to follow a linear mixed effects model. This model

can be integrated with the Cox regression model or the accelerated failure time model

to provide a joint analysis of longitudinal covariate and survival (Tseng et al., 2005,

2015). Such analysis will provide more information about an individual’s underlying

health condition. Extending the proposed methods to the joint modelling analysis

with longitudinal covariates is a topic for future research.

6.2.3 Comorbidity and Survival Analysis

Comorbidity and multimorbidity are used interchangeably to defined the coexis-

tence of two or more chronic conditions in the same individual. The study of the

prognostic effect of comorbidity on survival has been an important direction of re-

search in this field and it is receiving an increasing interest (Wang et al., 2009; Jung

et al., 2012; Hirlekar et al., 2018). As an example, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5,

we have investigated the effect of comorbidity (using Charlson Index as a measure)

on repeated hospitalizations, survival and in relation to the possibility of cure in

colorectal cancer patients. Another important direction of research which has not

been adequately exploited within the environment of survival analysis is how the

individual diseases evolves or progresses over time, their interrelations, likelihood

of transitions and frailties within an individual patient. Such direction of research

affords the potential to improve human knowledge of how the multiple phases of the

disease develops.

To execute such research objectives, multistate modelling (Putter et al., 2007;

de Wreede et al., 2010; Crowther and Lambert, 2017) can be an important fulcrum

for statistical methodology and analysis. However, the number of diseases that
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constitute a specific comorbidity can be too large and thus present computational

and estimation problems (e.g. redundancy of variables leading to non-invertible

matrix problems) that can give worthless results. A suitable approach is to obtain

non-random comorbid disease clusters (called comorbidity/multimorbidity patterns)

using some multivariate dimension reduction methods such as factor-analysis, mul-

tiple correspondence analysis or some clustering methods such as network analysis,

hierarchical clustering or the unified-clustering algorithm (Holden et al., 2011; Ng

et al., 2012; Ng, 2015; Oduro and Tawiah, 2012; Garćı-Olmos et al., 2012). A chal-

lenging concern, however, is that these analytical methods produce variations in

the identified groups of multimorbid conditions when applied to the same data (Ng

et al., 2018). We compare results from the factor-analysis method and the mul-

tiple correspondence analysis using the Australian National Health Survey (NHS)

2007-2008 data and point out how to adapt multistate techniques to such data. The

survey collected information about the prevalence of current long-term conditions

from 20,788 Australians, where current long-term conditions were defined as medical

conditions that were current at the time of the survey and that had lasted at least

6 months, or that in which the respondent expected to last for 6 months or more

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009).

To obtain the multimorbidity patterns, 25 health conditions were considered.

Results are reported in Table D1 in Appendix D. Factor analysis with tetrachoric

correlations led to different groupings of multimorbid conditions when rotation meth-

ods were used. With the maximum-likelihood estimation of factors, we identified

five groups of 13 health conditions with the commonly used oblique oblimin rotation

method and five groups of 16 conditions when the orthogonal quartimax rotation

method was used (Table D1). With multiple correspondence analysis based on de-

composition of a Burt matrix (Greenacre, 2007; Ng et al., 2018), four groups of 19

conditions were identified when considering two dimensions. Also, three dimensions

gave six groups of 22 conditions (Table D1). Figure D1 in Appendix D display the re-
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sults of the multiple correspondence analysis based on a Burt matrix decomposition

for three dimensions.

Extracting the main similarities among the groupings obtained by the methods,

three clinically important multimorbidity patterns were identified: (i) cardiovascu-

lar and metabolic diseases: Diabetes, Cholesterol, Angina, Oedema, Hypertension,

Gout; (ii) mental health problems: Anxiety, Depression, Mood disorder; and (iii)

allergic diseases: Hay fever, Sinusitis, Food allergy. If the observed data consist

of failure time for the individual health conditions, multistate analysis can be per-

formed based on the identified multimorbidity patterns using gap time as the time

between disease transitions. As diseases that constitute a specific pattern of mul-

timorbidity are correlated, it would be statistically appropriate to consider frailty

effect in such modelling perspective to adjust for within subject correlation (Song

et al., 2011). Therefore, the methods obtained in this thesis are essential for such

developments.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Supplementary Information for Chap-

ter 3

Introduction

This section provides details of the R codes developed for the proposed multilevel

frailty model and the REML estimation procedure described in Sub-section 3.2.2

of Chapter 3. The material describes briefly, how to layout the data and apply

the codes to analyse the rhDNase data. The data is publicly available through the

survival package using the following codes in R:

library(survival)

data(rhDNase)

rhDNase

Data Format

The data should be stored in the format of Table A1 (the first covariate is ”TREAT-

MENT”, which interaction random effect with institution is considered; the second

covariate is ”FEV”).

R Code

# Notes:
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Table A1: A sample of the rhDNase data

Institution Patient Gap or Censoring Treatment FEV1

Number Number Censoring time indicator (0: placebo
(0: censored; 1: rhDNase)

1: event)
1 1 168 0 1 28.8
1 2 169 0 1 64.0
1 3 65 1 0 67.2
...

...
...

...
...

...
2 9 169 0 1 86.4
2 10 8 1 0 28.8
2 10 41 1 0 28.8
...

...
...

...
...

...

# cluster; institution

# sig02, sig12, theta0, phi0; initial values of sigma02,

#sigma12, theta and phi

# Read the rhDNase data into R

options(max.print=1000000)

# Set the work directory

setwd("C:/rhDNase/")

rhDNase_trt_fev<-read.table("rhDNase_trt_fev.txt",header=T)

attach(rhDNase_trt_fev)

dat=as.matrix(rhDNase_trt_fev)

# The following R codes implements the multilevel model

# The last command line calls the main function

#"multilevel.effect" (with

# initial value = 0.5 for all parameters of the random

#components and the

# maximum number of iterations = 200)

L1L2L3<-function(x,nVect,phi0,I,J,K){

ni<-as.vector(nVect)

m<-length(ni)
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N<-sum(ni)

L1<-sum(diag(I%*%x))

L2<-sum(diag(J%*%x))/2

L3<-sum(diag(K%*%x))

#calculate phi and theta

B1<-(N-m)*(L1-L3)

B2<-(2*m-N)*L2

B3<-N*L3-(N+m)*L1

B4<-N*L2

px<-(phi0-(B1*phi0ˆ3+B2*phi0ˆ2+B3*phi0+B4)/

(3*B1*phi0ˆ2+2*B2*phi0+B3))

th<-((L1+px*px*(L1-L3)-2*px*L2)/N)

cat("th=",th,"px=",px,"\n")

list(phi=px,theta=th)

}

genIG<-function(phi0,I,J,K) {

IG<-(1+phi0ˆ2)*I-phi0*J-phi0ˆ2*K

# inverse of matrix G

difIG<-2*phi0*I-J-2*phi0*K

list(IG=IG,difIG)

}

KJM<-function(ni){

dp<-max(ni)

N<-sum(ni)

I<-diag(N)

K<-diag(N)

J<-diag(0,N)

ln<-length(ni)
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counter<-c(0,cumsum(ni))

# fix K

if(ln==1&dp==1)

{

K[1,1]<-2

}

else

{

for(i in 1:ln)

{

if(ni[i]==1)

K[counter[i]+1,counter[i]+1]<-2

else if(ni[i]>2)

K[counter[i]+1+1:(ni[i]-2),counter[i]+1+1:(ni[i]-2)]<-0

}

}

#2. fix J

if(dp>1)

{

Jp<-diag(0,dp)

for(j in 2:dp) Jp[j-1,j]<-1

for(i in 2:dp) Jp[i,i-1]<-1

for(i in 1:ln)

{

if(ni[i]>1)

J[counter[i]+1:ni[i],counter[i]+1:ni[i]]

<-Jp[1:ni[i],1:ni[i]]

}
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}

list(K=K,J=J,I=I)

}

multilevel.effect<-function(data,cluster,treatment,

sig02,sig12,theta0,phi0,itmax){

p<-ncol(dat)-4

N<-nrow(dat)

D<-length(unique(cluster))

z0<-matrix(0,ncol=D,nrow=N)

for(j in 1:D){

z0[,j]<-ifelse(cluster==j,1,0)

}

z1 <- matrix(0,N,D)

z1[col(z1) == cluster] <- treatment

z<-diag(N)

nVect<-table(dat[,2])

obj3<-KJM(nVect)

beta0<-as.vector(rep(0,p))

u0<-as.vector(rep(0,D))

u1<-as.vector(rep(0,D))

v<-as.vector(rep(0,N))

XX0<-cbind(dat,z0)

XX1<-cbind(dat,z1)

XX2<-cbind(dat,z)

XZ0<-XX0[order(XX0[,3],1-XX0[,4]),]

XZ1<-XX1[order(XX1[,3],1-XX1[,4]),]

XZ2<-XX2[order(XX2[,3],1-XX2[,4]),]

orddat<-XZ0[,1:(4+p)]
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X<-as.matrix(orddat[,-(1:4)])

Z0<-XZ0[,-(1:(4+p))]

Z1<-XZ1[,-(1:(4+p))]

Z<-XZ2[,-(1:(4+p))]

indi<-orddat[,4]

epsilon<-0.001;

flag<-0

Phi0<-as.vector(c(beta0,u0,u1,v))

XX<-cbind(X,Z0,Z1,Z)

for(iter in 1:itmax){

cat("iter=",iter,"\n")

obj2<-genIG(phi0,obj3$I,obj3$J,obj3$K)

UG<-diag(0,(p+D+D+N))

diag(UG)[(p+1):(p+D)]<-1/sig02

diag(UG)[(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]<-1/sig12

UG[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]

<-obj2$IG/theta0

for(iteration in 1:itmax){

eta<-as.vector(X%*%beta0+Z0%*%u0+Z1%*%u1+Z%*%v)

F<-diag(0,N)

for( j in 1:N)

for(i in 1:j) F[j,i]<-1

w<-as.vector(exp(eta))

a<-indi/(sum(w)+w-cumsum(w))

b<-cumsum(a)

amw<-(t(F*w)*a)

f1<-as.vector(indi-t(amw)%*%rep(1,N))

# 1st derivative w.r.t eta
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f2<-diag(w*b)-t(amw)%*%amw

#2nd derivative of l w.r.t eta

l1<-sum(indi%*%(eta-log(as.vector(t(F)%*%w))))

l2<--1/2*(D*log(2*pi*sig02)+(1/sig02)*sum(u0*u0))

-1/2*(D*log(2*pi*sig12)+(1/sig12)*sum(u1*u1))

-1/2*(N*log(2*pi*theta0)+log(det(solve(obj2$IG)))

+(1/theta0)*(t(v)%*%obj2$IG%*%v))

BLUP<-l1+l2

dl.dbeta<-t(X)%*%f1

dl.du0<-t(Z0)%*%f1-(1/sig02)*u0

dl.du1<-t(Z1)%*%f1-(1/sig12)*u1

dl.dv<-t(Z)%*%f1-(1/theta0)*(obj2$IG%*%v)

H<-solve (t(XX)%*%f2%*%XX+UG)

# H denote zeta in the main text

FI<-as.vector(c(dl.dbeta,dl.du0,dl.du1,dl.dv))

## Score vector

# Newton-Raphson iterative method

Phi<-Phi0+H%*%FI

if(max(abs(Phi-Phi0))<epsilon){flag<-1;break}

Phi0<-Phi

beta<-Phi0[1:p]

beta0<-beta

u0<-Phi0[(p+1):(p+D)]

u1<-Phi0[(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]

v<-Phi0[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]

cat("beta=",beta,"\n")

}

if(flag==0)stop("not reach convergence")
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flag<-0

x<- (v%*%t(v)+H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N), (p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)])

sig0<-as.vector(t(u0)%*%u0

+sum(diag(H[(p+1):(p+D),(p+1):(p+D)])))/D

sig1<-as.vector(t(u1)%*%u1

+sum(diag(H[(p+D+1):(p+D+D),(p+D+1):(p+D+D)])))/D

cat("sig0=",sig0,"sig1=",sig1,"\n")

objG<-L1L2L3(x,nVect,phi0,obj3$I,obj3$J,obj3$K)

phi<-objG[[1]]

theta<-objG[[2]]

if(max(abs(c((theta-theta0),(phi0-phi),(sig02-sig0),

(sig1-sig12))))<epsilon){flag<-1;break}

theta0<-theta

phi0<-phi

sig02<-sig0

sig12<-sig1

}

IG<-obj2[[1]]

difIG<-obj2[[2]]

K1<-(H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]%*%IG)/theta

K2<-( H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]%*%difIG)/theta

K3<-solve(IG)%*%difIG

h11<-sum(diag( (diag(D)-H[(p+1):(p+D),(p+1):(p+D)]/sig02)%*%

(diag(D)-H[(p+1):(p+D),(p+1):(p+D)]/sig02)))/sig02ˆ2

h12<-sum(diag( H[(p+1):(p+D),(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]%*%

H[(p+D+1):(p+D+D),(p+1):(p+D)]))/(sig02*sig12)ˆ2

h13<-sum(diag( H[(p+1):(p+D),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]%*%IG%*%

H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+1):(p+D)]))/(theta*sig02)ˆ2
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h14<--sum(diag( H[(p+1):(p+D),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]%*%difIG%*%

H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+1):(p+D)]))/(theta*sig02ˆ2)

h22<-sum(diag( (diag(D)-H[(p+D+1):(p+D+D),(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]*

1/sig12)%*%(diag(D)-H[(p+D+1):(p+D+D),(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]*

1/sig12)))/sig12ˆ2

h23<-sum(diag( H[(p+D+1):(p+D+D),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]%*%IG%*%

H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]))/(theta*sig12)ˆ2

h24<--sum(diag( H[(p+D+1):(p+D+D),(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N)]%*%difIG%*%

H[(p+D+D+1):(p+D+D+N),(p+D+1):(p+D+D)]))/(theta*sig12ˆ2)

h33<-sum(diag( (diag(N)-K1)%*%(diag(N)-K1)))/thetaˆ2

h34<--sum(diag( (diag(N)-K1)%*%(diag(N)-K1)%*%K3))/theta

h44<-sum(diag( (K2-K3)%*%(K2-K3)))

varmat<-2*solve(matrix(c(h11,h12,h13,h14,h12,h22,h23,h24,

h13,h23,h33,h34,h14,h24,h34,h44),ncol=4))

se.var.par<-sqrt(diag(varmat))

stdvar<-cbind(c(sig02=sig0,sig12=sig1,theta0=theta,phi0=phi),

sqrt(diag(varmat)))

dimnames(stdvar)<-list(c("sig02","sig12","theta","phi"),

c("estimate","s.e."))

stdvar<-round(stdvar,3)

# output results

beta<-Phi0[1:p]

se.beta <-sqrt(diag(H)[1:p])

ebeta<-cbind(beta,se.beta,2*(1-pnorm(abs(beta/se.beta))))

names(beta)<-c("rhDNase","Fev")

dimnames(ebeta)<-list(names(beta),c("Estimate","SE","p-value"))

ebeta<-round(ebeta,3)

options(digits=3)
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cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

if(flag==0) stop("not reach the converge")

cat(’\n’,"multi-level survival model with random effects:\n\n")

print(ebeta)

cat(’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"Variance components of patient effect:",’\n’)

print(stdvar[-(1:2),])

cat(’\n’,"Variance components of institution effect:",’\n’)

print(stdvar[(1:2),])

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

}

multilevel.effect(data=dat,cluster=dat[,1],treatment =dat[,5],

sig02=0.5,sig12=0.5,theta0=0.5,phi0=0.5,itmax=200)
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Appendix B: Supplementary Information for Chap-

ter 4

Introduction

This section provides details of the R codes developed for the proposed mixture cure

frailty model and the EM REML estimation procedure described in Sub-section 4.2.3

of Chapter 4. The section describes briefly, how to layout the data and apply the

codes to analyse recurrent event data. We give an illustration by using the colorectal

cancer hospital readmission data, as an example.

Data Format

The data should be stored in the format of Table B1.

Note:

1. In Table B1 institution number is the same for all patients

2. Only three covariates are considered in Table B1.
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R code

#Notes:

#theta10, theta20, rho20 initial values of the variance

#components (theta1, theta2 and rho2)

# Read the readmission data into R

# Set working directory

setwd("C:/Readmission/")

readmission2<-read.table("readmission2.txt",header=T)

attach(readmission2)

dat=as.matrix(readmission2)

# The following R codes implements the mixture cure

#frailty model

# The last command line calls the main function

#’’cure.frailty’’ (with initial value = 0.5 for all

#parameters of the variance components and the

# maximum number of iterations = 300)

L123<-function(tau2,nVect,rho20,J,K){

ni<-as.vector(nVect) #ni

M<-length(ni)

N<-sum(ni)

#calculate B1,B2,B3

B1<-sum(diag(tau2))

B2<-sum(diag(J%*%tau2))/2

B3<-sum(diag(K%*%tau2))

#calculate the phi and theta

A1<-(N-M)*(B1-B3)

A2<-(2*M-N)*B2

A3<-N*B3-(N+M)*B1
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A4<-N*B2

rh2<-(rho20-(A1*rho20ˆ3+A2*rho20ˆ2+A3*rho20+A4)/

(3*A1*rho20ˆ2+2*A2*rho20+A3))

th2<-(1/N)*((1+rh2ˆ2)*B1-2*rh2*B2-(rh2ˆ2)*B3)

list(rho2=rh2,theta2=th2)

}

genIR<-function(rho20,I,J,K) {

IR<-(1+rho20ˆ2)*I-rho20*J-rho20ˆ2*K

difIR<-2*rho20*I-J-2*rho20*K

list(IR=IR,difIR=difIR)

}

KJM<-function(ni){

dp<-max(ni)

N<-sum(ni)

I<-diag(N)

K<-diag(N)

J<-diag(0,N)

ln<-length(ni)

counter<-c(0,cumsum(ni))

# do K

if(ln==1&dp==1)

{

K[1,1]<-2

}

else

{

for(i in 1:ln)

{
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if(ni[i]==1)

K[counter[i]+1,counter[i]+1]<-2

else if(ni[i]>2)

K[counter[i]+1+1:(ni[i]-2),counter[i]+1+1:(ni[i]-2)]<-0

}

}

#2. do J

if(dp>1)

{

Jp<-diag(0,dp)

for(j in 2:dp) Jp[j-1,j]<-1

for(i in 2:dp) Jp[i,i-1]<-1

for(i in 1:ln)

{

if(ni[i]>1)

J[counter[i]+1:ni[i],counter[i]+1:ni[i]]

<-Jp[1:ni[i],1:ni[i]]

}

}

list(I=I,K=K,J=J)

}

breslow<-function(Constrain,Constrain0,largest,time,

M1,indi,gk,eta,xi){

pai<-exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi))

survbase<-Constrain%*%exp(-M1%*%(indi/(t(M1)%*%

(gk*exp(eta)))))

lambda<-(-log(survbase[largest]))/time[largest]

survbase<-Constrain0%*%exp(-lambda*time)+survbase #tail completion
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gk1<-ifelse(indi==1,1,pai*(survbaseˆ(exp(eta)))/

(1-pai+pai*(survbaseˆ(exp(eta)))))

list(pai=pai,lambda=lambda,survbase=survbase,gk1=gk1)

}

cure.frailty<-function(dat,patient,theta10,theta20,

rho20,itmax){

p<-ncol(dat)-4

n<-nrow(dat)

m<-length(unique(patient))

R1<-matrix(0,ncol=m,nrow=n)

for(j in 1:m){

R1[,j]<-ifelse(patient==j,1,0)

}

R2<-diag(n)

nVect<-table(dat[,2])

obj3<-KJM(nVect)

XZ1<-cbind(dat,R1)

XZ2<-cbind(dat,R2)

XZ1.r<-XZ1[sort.list(XZ1[,3]),]

XZ2.r<-XZ2[sort.list(XZ2[,3]),]

time<-as.vector(XZ2.r[,3])

indi<-as.vector(XZ2.r[,4])

R1<-as.matrix(XZ1.r[,-(1:(4+p))])

R2<-as.matrix(XZ2.r[,-(1:(4+p))])

X<-as.matrix(XZ2.r[,5:(4+p)])

W<-as.matrix(cbind(1,X))

np<-ncol(W)

M1<-diag(0,n)
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for( j in 1:n)

for(i in 1:j) M1[j,i]<-1

# Matrix for baseline (the tail should be zero)

for (ii in 1:n) {

if(indi[n-ii+1]==1) {largest<-n-ii+1;break}

}

Constrain<-diag(c(rep(1,largest),rep(0,(n-largest))))

Constrain0<-diag(c(rep(0,largest),rep(1,(n-largest))))

#initial values

alpha0<-as.vector(rep(0,np))

beta0<-as.vector(rep(0,p))

v<-as.vector(rep(0,m))

V<-as.vector(rep(0,n))

par0.inc<-as.vector(c(alpha0,v))

par0.lat<-as.vector(c(beta0,V))

xi<-as.vector(W%*%alpha0+R1%*%v)

eta<-as.vector(X%*%beta0+R2%*%V)

gk<-ifelse(indi==1,1,0.000001) # cure status variable

flag.var<-0

eps.reg<-0.001

eps.var<-0.001

for(outer.iter in 1:itmax){

flag.reg<-0

UG1<-diag(0,(np+m))

diag(UG1)[(np+1):(np+m)]<-1/theta10

ob3<-genIR(rho20,obj3$I,obj3$J,obj3$K)

UG2<-diag(0,(p+n))

UG2[(p+1):(p+n),(p+1):(p+n)]<-ob3$IR/theta20
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for(inner.iter in 1:itmax){

#cat("inner.iter=",inner.iter,"\n")

xi<-as.vector(W%*%alpha0+R1%*%v)

eta<-as.vector(X%*%beta0+R2%*%V)

f2.inc<-diag(as.vector((exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi))ˆ2)))

# second derivative

f1.inc<-as.vector(gk-exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi)))

# first derivative

dl.dalpha<-t(W)%*%f1.inc

dl.dv<-t(R1)%*%f1.inc-(1/theta10)*v

XX1<-cbind(W,R1)

H1<-solve(t(XX1)%*%f2.inc%*%XX1+UG1)

Svec.inc<-as.vector(c(dl.dalpha,dl.dv))

par.inc<-par0.inc+H1%*%Svec.inc

############## Latency part ####################

w<-diag(as.vector(gk*exp(eta)))

A<-diag(as.vector(indi/(t(M1)%*%(gk*exp(eta)))))

B<-diag(as.vector(M1%*%A%*%rep(1,n)))

f2.eta<-w%*%B-w%*%M1%*%A%*%A%*%t(M1)%*%w

f1.eta<-as.vector(indi-w%*%M1%*%A%*%rep(1,n))

dl.dbeta<-t(X)%*%f1.eta

dl.dV<-t(R2)%*%f1.eta-(1/theta20)*(ob3$IR%*%V)

XX2<-cbind(X,R2)

H2<-solve(t(XX2)%*%f2.eta%*%XX2+UG2)

Svec.lat<-as.vector(c(dl.dbeta,dl.dV))

par.lat<-par0.lat+H2%*%Svec.lat

if(max(abs(c((par.inc-par0.inc),(par.lat-par0.lat))))

<eps.reg){flag.reg<-1;break}
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par0.inc<-par.inc

alpha0<-par.inc[1:np]

v<-par.inc[(np+1):(np+m)]

par0.lat<-par.lat

beta0<-par.lat[1:p]

V<-par.lat[(p+1):(p+n)]

cat("alpha0=",alpha0,"beta0=",beta0,’\n’)

}

if(flag.reg==0)stop("not reach convergence")

flag.reg<-0

####### Variance parameter of the latency part######

theta1<-as.vector(t(v)%*%v+

sum(diag(H1[(np+1):(np+m),(np+1):(np+m)])))/m

####### Variance parameter of the latency part####

tau2<-(V%*%t(V)+H2[(p+1):(p+n),(p+1):(p+n)])

objQ<-L123(tau2,nVect,rho20,obj3$J,obj3$K)

rho2<-objQ[[1]]

theta2<-objQ[[2]]

cat("theta1=",theta1,’\n’,"theta2=",theta2,"rho2=",

rho2,’\n’)

if(max(abs(c((theta10-theta1),(theta2-theta20),

(rho2-rho20))))<eps.var){flag.var<-1;break}

theta10<-theta1

theta20<-theta2

rho20<-rho2

bres.etail<-breslow(Constrain,Constrain0,largest,

time,M1,indi,gk,eta,xi)

pai<-bres.etail[[1]]
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cat("pai=",pai,"\n")

lambda<-bres.etail[[2]]

cat("lambda=",lambda,"\n")

survbase<-bres.etail[[3]]

cat("survbase=",survbase,"\n")

gk1<-bres.etail[[4]]

cat("gk1=",gk1,"\n")

gk<-gk1

}

bres.etail<-breslow(Constrain,Constrain0,largest,time,

M1,indi,gk,eta,xi)

survbase<-bres.etail[[3]]

gk1<-bres.etail[[4]]

gk<-gk1

# SE for alpha and beta: Louis method

C<-diag(as.vector((1-indi)*gk*(1-gk)*exp(2*eta)*log(survbase)))

f2.xi.louis<-diag(as.vector((exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi))ˆ2)))-

diag(as.vector((1-indi)*gk*(1-gk)))

f2.eta.louis<-w%*%B+C%*%B-w%*%M1%*%A%*%A%*%t(M1)%*%w-

w%*%M1%*%A%*%A%*%t(M1)%*%C

H1.louis<-solve(t(XX1)%*%f2.xi.louis%*%XX1+UG1)

H2.louis<-solve(t(XX2)%*%f2.eta.louis%*%XX2+UG2)

se.alpha.Louis<-sqrt(abs(diag(H1.louis)[1:np]))

se.beta.Louis<-sqrt(abs(diag(H2.louis)[1:p]))

###################################################

# SE for the variance components of the incidence part

a11<-sum(diag( (diag(m)-H1[(np+1):(np+m),

(np+1):(np+m)]/theta10)%*%
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(diag(m)-H1[(np+1):(np+m),(np+1):(np+m)]/theta10)))/theta10ˆ2

varmat.inc<-2*solve(a11)

se.var.inc<-sqrt(varmat.inc)

stdvar.inc<-cbind(theta1,se.var.inc,2*

(1-pnorm(abs(theta1/se.var.inc))))

dimnames(stdvar.inc)<-list(c("theta1"),

c("estimate","s.e.","p-value"))

stdvar.inc<-round(stdvar.inc,3)

##############################################

# SE for the variance components of the latency part

IR<-ob3[[1]]

difIR<-ob3[[2]]

K1.lat<-(H2[(p+1):(p+n),(p+1):(p+n)]%*%IR)/theta2

K2.lat<-( H2[(p+1):(p+n),(p+1):(p+n)]%*%difIR)/theta2

K3.lat<-solve(IR)%*%difIR

b11<-sum(diag( (diag(n)-K1.lat)%*%(diag(n)-K1.lat)))/theta2ˆ2

b12<--sum(diag( (diag(n)-K1.lat)%*%(diag(n)-K1.lat)%*%K3.lat))

/theta2

b21<-b12

b22<-sum(diag( (K2.lat-K3.lat)%*%(K2.lat-K3.lat)))

varmat.lat<-2*solve(matrix(c(b11,b12,b21,b22),ncol=2))

se.var.lat<-sqrt(diag(varmat.lat))

stdvar.lat<-cbind(c(theta2,rho2),sqrt(diag(varmat.lat)),

2*(1-pnorm(abs(c(theta2,rho2)/sqrt(diag(varmat.lat))))))

dimnames(stdvar.lat)<-list(c("theta2","rho2"),

c("estimate","s.e.","p-value"))

stdvar.lat<-round(stdvar.lat,3)

###########################################
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alpha<-par0.inc[1:np]

beta<-par0.lat[1:p]

ealpha<-cbind(alpha,se.alpha.Louis,

2*(1-pnorm(abs(alpha/se.alpha.Louis))))

names(alpha)<-c("Intercept","Chemo","Female","Dukes.C",

"Dukes.D","Charlson.1-2","Charlson.>=3")

dimnames(ealpha)<-list(names(alpha),c("Estimate","SE","p-value"))

ealpha<-round(ealpha,3)

options(digits=3)

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

###################

ebeta<-cbind(beta,se.beta.Louis,

2*(1-pnorm(abs(beta/se.beta.Louis))))

names(beta)<-c("Chemo","Female","Dukes.C","Dukes.D",

"Charlson.1-2","Charlson.>=3")

dimnames(ebeta)<-list(names(beta),c("Estimate","SE","p-value"))

ebeta<-round(ebeta,3)

options(digits=3)

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"A PH cure model with time-varying frailty:\n\n")

cat(’\n’,"Incidence part:",’\n’)

print(ealpha)

cat(’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"Variance parameter for incidence part:",’\n’)

print(stdvar.inc)

#cat(’\n’,"Cluster variance sigma:",’\n’)

# print(stdvar[(1:2),])

cat(’\n’,"Latency part:",’\n’)
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print(ebeta)

cat(’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"AR(1) variance parameter for the latency part:",’\n’)

print(stdvar.lat)

#cat(’\n’,"Cluster variance sigma:",’\n’)

#print(stdvar[(1:2),])

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

return("end of program")

}

cure.frailty(dat,patient=dat[,2],theta10=0.5,theta20=0.5,

rho20=0.5,itmax=300)
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Appendix C: Supplementary Information for Chap-

ter 5

Introduction

This section of the appendix provides details of the R codes developed for the pro-

posed bivariate joint frailty mixture cure model (Equations 5.1-5.3) and the EM

REML estimation procedure detailed in Section 5.2.3 in Chapter 5. Below, we de-

scribe briefly, how to layout the data and apply the codes to analyse recurrent event

data. We give an illustration by using the colorectal cancer hospital readmission

data, as an example.

Format of data

The data should be stored in the format of Table C1. Some important notes:

1. In Table C1, hospital number is the same for all patients

2. Only three covariates are considered in Table C1.
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R codes

# Notes:

# thetau0, thetav0, thetaV0, phi0 are initial values of

#thetauˆ2, thetavˆ2,

# thetaVˆ2 and phi.

# Read the readmission data into R

# Set work directory

setwd("C:/readmission/")

readm.data<-read.table("readm.data.txt",header=TRUE)

attach(readm.data)

dat=as.matrix(readm.data)

# The following R codes implement the bivariate joint

#frailty cure model

# The last command line calls the main function "cure.frailty"

# (with initial value=0.5 for all variance components and

#maximum iteration = 300)

# install package "dplyr"

breslow<-function(dat,Constrain.R,Constrain.D,Constrain0.R,

Constrain0.D,largest.R,

largest.D,delta1,delta2,time1,time2,M1,M2,indi1,indi2,gk,

gs,eta.R,eta.D,xi){

pai<-exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi))

# cat("pai=",pai,"\n")

mm<-ncol(dat)

# install.packages(’dplyr’)

library(dplyr)

pai.D<-data.frame(cbind(dat,pai))
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pai.D<-pai.D %>%

group_by(id) %>%

filter( ((delta2)==0 & row_number()==1)|

((delta2)==1 & row_number()==1))

pai.D<-as.matrix(pai.D)

pai.D<-pai.D[,-(1:mm)]

survbase.R<-Constrain.R%*%exp(-M1%*%(indi1/(t(M1)%*%

(gk*exp(eta.R)))))

survbase.D<-Constrain.D%*%exp(-M2%*%(indi2/(t(M2)%*%

(gs*exp(eta.D)))))

lambda.R<-(-log(survbase.R[largest.R]))/time1[largest.R]

lambda.D<-(-log(survbase.D[largest.D]))/time2[largest.D]

survbase.R<-Constrain0.R%*%exp(-lambda.R*time1)+survbase.R

#tail completion

survbase.D<-Constrain0.D%*%exp(-lambda.D*time2)+survbase.D

gk1<-ifelse(indi1==1,1,pai*(survbase.Rˆ(exp(eta.R)))/

(1-pai+pai*(survbase.Rˆ(exp(eta.R)))))

gs1<-ifelse(indi2==1,1,pai.D*(survbase.Dˆ(exp(eta.D)))/

(1-pai.D+pai.D*(survbase.Dˆ(exp(eta.D)))))

list(pai=pai,lambda.R=lambda.R,lambda.D=lambda.D,

survbase.R=survbase.R,

survbase.D=survbase.D,gk1=gk1,gs1=gs1)

}

joint.cure<-function(dat,patient,thetau0,thetav0,thetaV0,

phi0,itmax){

p<-ncol(dat)-5

n<-nrow(dat)

m<-length(unique(patient))
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Z<-matrix(0,ncol=m,nrow=n)

for(j in 1:m){

Z[,j]<-ifelse(patient==j,1,0)

}

XZ<-data.frame(cbind(dat,Z)) ## all recurrences

#reorder recurrent gap times and times to death

XZ.R<-as.matrix(XZ)

XZ.R.r<-XZ.R[sort.list(XZ.R[,3]),]

## reorder recurrent gap times

time1<-as.vector(XZ.R.r[,3])

# gap time and its censoring indicator

indi1<-as.vector(XZ.R.r[,4])

nrpp<-table(dat[,2])

#last observations for each of the 403 patients

XZ.D<-data.frame(cbind(dat,Z))

XZ.D<-XZ.D %>%

group_by(id) %>%

filter( ((delta2)==0 & row_number()==n())|

((delta2)==1 & row_number()==n()))

XZ.D<-as.matrix(XZ.D)

XZ.D.r<-XZ.D[sort.list(XZ.D[,3]),] ##reorder death times

time2<-as.vector(XZ.D.r[,3])

indi2<-as.vector(XZ.D.r[,5])

Z.R<-as.matrix(XZ.R.r[,-(1:(5+p))])

Z.D<-as.matrix(XZ.D.r[,-(1:(5+p))])

X.R<-as.matrix(XZ.R.r[,6:(5+p)])

X.D<-as.matrix(XZ.D.r[,6:(5+p)])

W<-as.matrix(cbind(1,X.R))
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np<-ncol(W)

M1<-diag(0,n)

for( j in 1:n)

for(i in 1:j) M1[j,i]<-1

for (ii in 1:n) {

if(indi1[n-ii+1]==1) {largest.R<-n-ii+1;break}

}

Constrain.R<-diag(c(rep(1,largest.R),rep(0,(n-largest.R))))

Constrain0.R<-diag(c(rep(0,largest.R),rep(1,(n-largest.R))))

for (jj in 1:m) {

if(indi2[m-jj+1]==1) {largest.D<-m-jj+1;break}

}

Constrain.D<-diag(c(rep(1,largest.D),rep(0,(m-largest.D))))

Constrain0.D<-diag(c(rep(0,largest.D),rep(1,(m-largest.D))))

M2<-diag(0,m)

for( j in 1:m)

for(i in 1:j) M2[j,i]<-1

#initial values

alpha0<-as.vector(rep(0,np))

beta0<-as.vector(rep(0,p))

gamma0<-as.vector(rep(0,p))

u<-as.vector(rep(0,m)) ## RE in logistic model

v<-as.vector(rep(0,m))

## RE in the hazard model for recurrent event

V<-as.vector(rep(0,m)) ## RE in the hazard model for death

par0.inc<-as.vector(c(alpha0,u))

par0.lat<-as.vector(c(beta0,gamma0,v,V))

xi<-as.vector(W%*%alpha0+Z.R%*%u)
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eta.R<-as.vector(X.R%*%beta0+Z.R%*%v)

eta.D<-as.vector(X.D%*%gamma0+Z.D%*%V)

gk<-ifelse(indi1==1,1,0.000001) # initial values of g_{jk}

gs<-ifelse(indi2==1,1,0.000001) # initial values of g_{j}

flag.var<-0

eps.reg<-0.0001

eps.var<-0.01

K1<-rbind(cbind(diag(m),diag(0,m)),cbind(diag(0,m),diag(0,m)))

K2<-rbind(cbind(diag(0,m),diag(m)),cbind(diag(m),diag(0,m)))

K3<-rbind(cbind(diag(0,m),diag(0,m)),cbind(diag(0,m),diag(m)))

for(REML in 1:itmax){

flag.reg<-0

UG1<-diag(0,(np+m))

diag(UG1)[(np+1):(np+m)]<-1/thetau0

UG<-diag(0,(p+p+m+m))

UG[(p+p+1):(p+p+m),(p+p+1):(p+p+m)]<-(thetaV0)*diag(m)

UG[(p+p+m+1):(p+p+m+m),(p+p+1):(p+p+m)]<-

-(phi0*(sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)))*diag(m)

UG[(p+p+1):(p+p+m),(p+p+m+1):(p+p+m+m)]<-

-(phi0*(sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)))*diag(m)

UG[(p+p+m+1):(p+p+m+m),(p+p+m+1):(p+p+m+m)]<-(thetav0)*diag(m)

UG<-(1/(thetav0*thetaV0*(1-phi0ˆ2)))*UG

for(EM in 1:itmax){

xi<-as.vector(W%*%alpha0+Z.R%*%u)

eta.R<-as.vector(X.R%*%beta0+Z.R%*%v)

eta.D<-as.vector(X.D%*%gamma0+Z.D%*%V)

###### Incidence part ############################

f2.inc<-diag(as.vector((exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi))ˆ2)))
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# second derivative

f1.inc<-as.vector(gk-exp(xi)/(1+exp(xi))) # first derivative

dl.dalpha<-t(W)%*%f1.inc

dl.du<-t(Z.R)%*%f1.inc-(1/thetau0)*u

XX1<-cbind(W,Z.R)

G<-solve(t(XX1)%*%f2.inc%*%XX1+UG1)

Svec.inc<-as.vector(c(dl.dalpha,dl.du)) # score vector

#for the incidence part

par.inc<-par0.inc+G%*%Svec.inc

############## Latency part for recurrent events ###########

w.R<-diag(as.vector(gk*exp(eta.R)))

A.R<-diag(as.vector(indi1/(t(M1)%*%(gk*exp(eta.R)))))

B.R<-diag(as.vector(M1%*%A.R%*%rep(1,n)))

f2.eta.R<-w.R%*%B.R-w.R%*%M1%*%A.R%*%A.R%*%t(M1)%*%w.R

f1.eta.R<-as.vector(indi1-w.R%*%M1%*%A.R%*%rep(1,n))

############################################################

w.D<-diag(as.vector(gs*exp(eta.D)))

A.D<-diag(as.vector(indi2/(t(M2)%*%(gs*exp(eta.D)))))

B.D<-diag(as.vector(M2%*%A.D%*%rep(1,m)))

f2.eta.D<-w.D%*%B.D-w.D%*%M2%*%A.D%*%A.D%*%t(M2)%*%w.D

f1.eta.D<-as.vector(indi2-w.D%*%M2%*%A.D%*%rep(1,m))

#######################################################

dl.dbeta<-t(X.R)%*%f1.eta.R

dl.dgamma<-t(X.D)%*%f1.eta.D

dl.dv<-t(Z.R)%*%f1.eta.R-(v*thetaV0-V*phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0))/

(thetav0*thetaV0*(1-phi0ˆ(2)))

dl.dV<-t(Z.D)%*%f1.eta.D-(V*thetav0-v*phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0))/

(thetav0*thetaV0*(1-phi0ˆ(2)))
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#################################################################

O.np<-matrix(rep(0,n*p), nrow=n,byrow=TRUE)

O.mp<-matrix(rep(0,m*p), nrow=m,byrow=TRUE)

O.nm<-matrix(rep(0,n*m), nrow=n,byrow=TRUE)

O.mm<-matrix(rep(0,m*m), nrow=m,byrow=TRUE)

XX.R<-cbind(X.R,O.np,Z.R,O.nm)

XX.D<-cbind(O.mp,X.D,O.mm,Z.D)

XX<-rbind(XX.R,XX.D)

O.f1<-matrix(rep(0,n*m), nrow=n,byrow=TRUE)

O.f2<-matrix(rep(0,m*n), nrow=m,byrow=TRUE)

one<-cbind(f2.eta.R,O.f1)

two<-cbind(O.f2,f2.eta.D)

f2.eta.R.D<-rbind(one,two)

HH2<-t(XX)%*%f2.eta.R.D%*%XX+UG

H<-solve(HH2)

Svec.lat<-as.vector(c(dl.dbeta,dl.dgamma,dl.dv,dl.dV))

par.lat<-par0.lat+H%*%Svec.lat

if(max(abs(c((par.inc-par0.inc),(par.lat-par0.lat))))<eps.reg){

flag.reg<-1;break}

par0.inc<-par.inc

alpha0<-par.inc[1:np]

u<-par.inc[(np+1):(np+m)]

par0.lat<-par.lat

beta0<-par.lat[1:p]

gamma0<-par.lat[(p+1):(p+p)]

v<-par.lat[(p+p+1):(p+p+m)]

V<-par.lat[(p+p+m+1):(p+p+m+m)]

q<-par.lat[(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m)]
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cat("EM=",EM,"\n")

bres.etail<-breslow(dat,Constrain.R,Constrain.D,Constrain0.R,

Constrain0.D,largest.R,largest.D,delta1,delta2,time1,time2,M1,

M2,indi1,indi2,gk,gs,eta.R,eta.D,xi)

pai<-bres.etail[[1]]

cat("pai=",pai,"\n")

lambda.R<-bres.etail[[2]]

cat("lambda.R=",lambda.R,"\n")

lambda.D<-bres.etail[[3]]

cat("lambda.D=",lambda.D,"\n")

survbase.R<-bres.etail[[4]]

cat("survbase.R=",survbase.R,"\n")

survbase.D<-bres.etail[[5]]

cat("survbase.D=",survbase.D,"\n")

gk1<-bres.etail[[6]]

cat("gk1=",gk1,"\n")

gk<-gk1

gs1<-bres.etail[[7]]

cat("gs1=",gs1,"\n")

gs<-gs1

cat("alpha0=",alpha0,"beta0=",beta0,"gamma0=",gamma0,’\n’)

}

if(flag.reg==0)stop("not reach convergence")

flag.reg<-0

# Variance parameter for the incidence part

thetau<-as.vector(t(u)%*%u+sum(diag(G[(np+1):(np+m),

(np+1):(np+m)])))/m

# Variance parameter for the latency part
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tau<-(q%*%t(q)+H[(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m),(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m)])

B1<-sum(diag(K1%*%tau))

B2<-sum(diag(K2%*%tau))/2

B3<-sum(diag(K3%*%tau))

thetav<-B1/m;

thetaV<-B3/m;

phi<-B2/sqrt(B1*B3)

cat("REML=",REML,"\n")

cat("thetau=",thetau,"thetav=",thetav,"thetaV=",thetaV,

"phi=",phi,’\n’)

if(max(abs(c((thetau-thetau0),(thetav-thetav0),(thetaV-thetaV0),

(phi0-phi))))<eps.var){flag<-1;break}

thetau0<-thetau

thetav0<-thetav

thetaV0<-thetaV

phi0<-phi

}

# SE

## SE for variance component in the incidence part

b1<-sum(diag( (diag(m)-G[(np+1):(np+m),(np+1):(np+m)]/

thetau0)%*%(diag(m)-G[(np+1):(np+m),(np+1):(np+m)]/thetau0)))

/thetau0ˆ2

varmat.inc<-2*solve(b1)

se.var.inc<-sqrt(varmat.inc)

stdvar.inc<-cbind(thetau=thetau,se.var.inc,2*

(1-pnorm(abs(thetau/se.var.inc))))

dimnames(stdvar.inc)<-list(c("thetau"),

c("estimate","s.e.","p-value"))
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stdvar.inc<-round(stdvar.inc,3)

## SE for variance component in the latency part

A<-thetav0*diag(m); B<-phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m);

C<-phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m); D<-thetaV0*diag(m)

Sigma<-matrix(c(A,B,C,D),nrow=m+m,byrow=TRUE)

dif.is.thv<-(1/(2*thetav0ˆ(2)*thetaV0*

(1-phi0ˆ2)))*(rbind(cbind(-2*thetav0*diag(m),

phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m)),

cbind(phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m),

diag(0,m))))

dif.is.thV<-(1/(2*thetav0*thetaV0ˆ(2)*

(1-phi0ˆ2)))*(rbind(cbind(diag(0,m),

phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m)),

cbind(phi0*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m),

-2*thetav0*diag(m))))

dif.is.phi<-(1/(thetav0*thetaV0*(1-phi0ˆ2)ˆ2))*

(rbind(cbind(2*phi0*thetaV0*diag(m),

-(1+phi0ˆ(2))*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m)),

cbind(-(1+phi0ˆ(2))*sqrt(thetav0*thetaV0)*diag(m),

2*phi0*thetav0*diag(m))))

J1<-H[(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m),(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m)]%*%dif.is.thv

J2<-Sigma%*%dif.is.thv

J3<-H[(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m),(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m)]%*%dif.is.thV

J4<-Sigma%*%dif.is.thV

J5<-H[(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m),(p+p+1):(p+p+m+m)]%*%dif.is.phi

J6<-Sigma%*%dif.is.phi

a11<-sum(diag((J1-J2)%*%(J1-J2)))
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a12<-sum(diag(J1%*%J3+J2%*%J4-2*J1%*%J4))

a13<-sum(diag(J1%*%J5+J2%*%J6-2*J1%*%J6))

a22<-sum(diag((J3-J4)%*%(J3-J4)))

a23<-sum(diag(J3%*%J5+J4%*%J6-2*J3%*%J6))

a33<-sum(diag((J5-J6)%*%(J5-J6)))

varmat.lat<-2*solve(matrix(c(a11,a12,a13,a12,a22,a23,a13,

a23,a33),ncol=3))

se.var.par<-sqrt(diag(varmat.lat))

stdvar.lat<-cbind(c(thetav=thetav,thetaV=thetaV,phi=phi),

sqrt(diag(varmat.lat)),

2*(1-pnorm(abs(c(thetav=thetav,thetaV=thetaV,phi=phi)/

sqrt(diag(varmat.lat))))))

dimnames(stdvar.lat)<-list(c("thetav","thetaV","phi"),

c("estimate","s.e.","p-value"))

stdvar.lat<-round(stdvar.lat,3)

# output results

alpha<-par.inc[1:np]

se.alpha<-sqrt(diag(G)[1:np])

beta<-par.lat[1:p]

se.beta<-sqrt(diag(H)[1:p])

gamma<-par.lat[(p+1):(p+p)]

se.gamma<-sqrt(diag(H)[(p+1):(p+p)])

########## Alpha ###################################

ealpha<-cbind(alpha,se.alpha,2*(1-pnorm(abs(alpha/se.alpha))))

names(alpha)<-c("Intercept","Chemo","Female","Dukes.C","Dukes.D",

"Charlson.1-2",

"Charlson.>=3")
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dimnames(ealpha)<-list(names(alpha),c("Estimate","SE","p-value"))

ealpha<-round(ealpha,3)

options(digits=3)

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

##########Beta###################################

ebeta<-cbind(beta,se.beta,2*(1-pnorm(abs(beta/se.beta))))

names(beta)<-c("Chemo","Female","Dukes.C","Dukes.D",

"Charlson.1-2","Charlson.>=3")

dimnames(ebeta)<-list(names(beta),c("Estimate","SE","p-value"))

ebeta<-round(ebeta,3)

options(digits=3)

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

######## Gamma #################

egamma<-cbind(gamma,se.gamma,2*(1-pnorm(abs(gamma/se.gamma))))

names(gamma)<-c("Chemo","Female","Dukes.C","Dukes.D",

"Charlson.1-2","Charlson.>=3")

dimnames(egamma)<-list(names(gamma),c("Estimate","SE","p-value"))

egamma<-round(egamma,3)

options(digits=3)

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

if(flag==0) stop("not reach the converge")

cat(’\n’,"Bivariate joint-frailty mixture cure model:\n\n")

cat(’\n’,"Cure fraction (incidence part)",’\n’)

print(ealpha)

cat(’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"Variance parameter for incidence part:",’\n’)

print(stdvar.inc)

cat(’\n’,"Recurrent events",’\n’)
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print(ebeta)

cat(’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"Survival (time to death)",’\n’)

print(egamma)

cat(’\n’)

cat(’\n’,"Variance parameter for the survival part:",’\n’)

print(stdvar.lat[(1:3),])

cat(’\n’,"----------------------------------",’\n’)

return("end of program")

}

joint.cure(dat,patient=dat[,2],thetau0=0.5,thetav0=0.5,

thetaV0=0.5,phi0=0.5,itmax=300)
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Appendix D: Supplementary information for Chap-

ter 6

Table D1: Groups of multimorbid health conditions identified by factor analysis and
MCA methods

Analytical method Number of groups Groups of multimorbid health conditions

(specific characteristics) and conditions (number of conditions in each group)

Factor analysis (oblique Five groups of 13 Diabetes, Cholestrol, Angina,

Oblimin rotation) health conditions Hypertension (4),

Anxiety, Depression, Mood disorder (3)

Osteoarthritis, Osteoporosis (2)

Hayfever, Sinusitis (2)

Bronchitis, Asthma (2)

Factor analysis Five groups of 16 Diabetes, Cholesterol, Angina, Oedema,

(orthogonal quartimax health conditions Hypertension, Osteoarthritis, Osteoporosis,

rotation) Gout (8)

Anxiety, Depression, Mood disorder,

Migraine (4)

Osteoarthritis, Osteoporosis (2)

Hayfever, Sinusitis (2)

Bronchitis, Asthma (2)

MCA (two dimension) Four groups of 19 Thyroid, Rheumatoid, Hernia,

health conditions Osteoarthritis, Osteoporosis (5)

Diabetes, Cholesterol, Hypertension,

Gout (4)

Backpain, Psoriasis (2)

Asthma, Hayfever, Food allergy, Sinusitis,

Mood disorder, Migraine, Anxiety,
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Depression (8)

MCA (three dimension) Six groups of 22 Disc disorder, Thyroid, Rheumatoid,

health conditions Hernia, Osteoarthritis, Osteroporosis (6)

Diabetes, Cholesterol, Hypertension,

Gout (4)

Backpain, Psoriasis (2)

Asthma, Hayfever, Food allergy,

Sinusitis, Mood disorder, Migraine,

Anxiety, Depression, Bronchitis,

Anaemias (10)

Food allergy, Asthma, Hayfever,

Sinusitis (4)

Anxiety, Depression, Mood disorder (3)
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Figure D1: Multiple Correspondence Analysis Map for Dimension 2 vs Dimension
1 (Top figure) and for Dimension 3 vs Dimension 1 (Bottom figure) of Health Con-
ditions Based on Burt Matrix With Adjusted Inertia: 0 = Absence of Condition; 1
= Presence of Condition (NHS data)
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